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~··pt .. mher 14 .................. Freshman Placement Tests 
!-'o·J>t<'mber 14-15 ... . ... . .. Reg·istration of Upper Classmen 
~c·ptt·mber 15-16 ...... . ............. Freshman Registration 
~··pt<'mber 17 ... ... . ................... Class Work Begins 
~c·ptember 19-8 p. m. . ..... . ... Faculty-Student Reception 
~c·ptember 2·1 .... President's Reception for Faculty Members 
~<>\'cember 22-26 ...................... Thanksgiving Lectures 
llc·<:ember 3-4 ................... .. .. Fall Term Examinations 
Winter Term 
Ue.,ember 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Enrollment for Winter Term 
De<:ember 7 ........... ......... .. .' ...... Class Work Begins 
l>eeember 24-January 3 ........... .. . .. .. Christmas Holidays 
.January 4 ............ . . . .. .... ...... . Class Work Resumed 
1\larch 4-5 ............ .... .. .... Winter Term Examinations 
Spring Term 
March 6 .. . . . .. ..... . .... ... .. Enrollment for S.pring Term 
March 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Class Work Begins 
April 9 .. . .... . . ... ... . .. ... .. Annual Track and Field Day 
April 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Harding Memorial Day 
May 22-8 p. m .. ... .. . ... .. President's Reception for Seniors 
May 23-8 p. m . . , .. ....... . .......... Baccalaureate Address 
May 25 -26 . . ... ........... .. .... .. .... . . Final Examinations 
May 26 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Annual Homecoming Day 
May 27-10 a. m . ........... .. . .... Commencement Exercises 
Summer Term 
May 31 ........ . ....... ....... Registration and' Class Work 
July 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MidcTerm Examinations 
July 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Holiday 
August 7 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Final Examinations 
August 21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Final Examinations for Long Term 
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HARDING COLLEGE 
BOARD Of TRUSTEES 
OFFICERS 
Clifton L. Ganus ...... ... .. .. .. .. . . .. . ...... . ..... President 
Thomas J. McReynolds . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Secretary-Treasurer 
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD 
J. D. Allen Searcy, Arl<ansas 
W. 0. Beeman ............ . ... ... ......... Ft. Worth, Texas 
Clinton Davidson ...... ... .. .. . . . . Bernardsville, New Jersey 
Neil B. Cope ... ... ... . . ... . ... .. . ... . ..... Searcy, Arkansas 
Clifton L. Ganus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Orleans, Louisiana 
Dr. L. M. Graves ........ . .. . .. . . . .. . .. Memphis, Tennessee 
Thomas J. McReynolds . .. . . . . ... . .. . ... Morrilton, Arkansas 
George T. O'Neal .. ... ..... .. . . . ... ........ Hugo, Okrahoma 
B. F. Rhodes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Searcy, Arkansas 
L . C. Sears . ... .. ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Searcy, Arkansas 
FACULTY 
COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY 
CLASSIFICATION AND ADVANCED STANDING 
llean S ears, Chairman, Professor Dykes, Mr. Kirk, Dr. McKit-
trick, Professor Rhodes, Dr. Snow, Dr. Summitt, 
Dr. Pryor. 
CURRICULUM RESEARCH AND REVISION 
I '""n Sears, Chairman, Dr. Armstrong, Mrs. Bell, President 
Benson, Professor Dykes, Professor Gibson, Mr. 
Kirk, Dr. McKittrick, Professor Rhodes, Dr. Snow, 
Dr. Summitt. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND HEALTH 
I 'm(Pssor Berryhill, Chairman, President Benson, Dean Sears. 
ENTERTAINMENTS 
l\l1·s. Armstrong, Chairman, Mrs. Cathcart, Mrs. Jewell, 
Mr. Kirk. 
FACULTY PERSONNEL 
President Benson, Chairman, Dr. ArmstrO'Ilg, Professor Dykes, 
Dean Sears. 
FINANCE 
President Benson, Chairman, Dr. Armstrong, Mr. Brown, Dean 
Sears, Professor Dykes. 
GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS 
f'r·esident Benson, Chairman, Mrs. Armstrong, Mrs. Benson, 
Mrs. Cathcart, Dean Sears, Professor Dykes. 
LIBRARY 
J'>l'(>fessor Dykes, Chairman, Professor Baxter, Miss Score, 
Dean Sears. 
PUBLICITY 
President Benson, Chairman, Dr. Armstrong, Dean Sears, Pro-
fessor Cope, Protessor Dykes. 
REGULATIONS AND DISCIPLINE 
President Benson, Chairman, Dr. Armstrong, Mrs. Armstong. 
Professor Baxter, Professor Bell, Mrs. Cathcart, 
Dean S ears, Dr. Summitt. 
STUDENT PERSONNEL 
Dean Sears, Chairman, Professor Baxter, President Benson, 
Mrs. Cathcart, Professor Cope. 
STUDENT PLACEMENT 
Dr. Summitt, Chairman, Professor Stapleton. 
CHAPEL PROGRAMS 
llr. Armstrong, Chairman, President Benson, Mrs. Cathcart. 
STUDENT LABOR 
1 ·,.orf'ssor Dykes, Chairman, Mr. Brown, Professor L. E. Pryor. 
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• HARDING COLLEGE 
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION 
AND INSTRUCTION 
GEORGE S. BENSON. B.A .. B.S., M.A.. LL.D. 
President. 
B.S., Oklahoma A. and M. College, Stillwater, 1925; B.A., 
Harding College, 1926; M. A., Chicago University, 1931; 
LL.D., Harding College, 1932. Professor of History, Harding 
College, 1924-25; Lecturer on Oriental History and Rellgiona, 
1931-32; Head of Chinese Missions, Canton, China, eleven 
years. Present position since 1936. 
J. N. ARMSTRONG. B.A., M.A., LL.D., 
President-Emeritus and Dean of Bible. 
Professor of Bible and Greek. 
B.A., David Lipscomb College, 1904; M.A., Potter Bible 
College, 1905; Professor of Greek Literature, David Lipscomb 
College, 1895-1901; Potter Bible College, 1901-05; President 
Western Bible and Literary College 190~-07; Cordell, Chris-
tian Oollege, 1908-18; Harper College, 1919-24; Harding 
College, 1924-36. Present position since 1936. 
LLOYD CLINE SEARS, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., 
Dean. 
Professor of English Language and Literature. 
B.A., Cordell Christian College, 1916; B.A., University of 
Oklahoma, 1919; M.A., University of K8!11sas, 1921; Ph.D., Uni-
versity of Chicago, 1936; Fellow 41 English, University of 
Kansas, 1920-21; Dean and Prossor of English, Harper College, 
1918-24; Instructor In English, University of Chicago, 1928-29. 
Present position since 1924. 
WILLIAM KNOX SUMMITT, B.A., M.A .. Ph.D. 
Registrar. 
Professor of Education, Director of Training School. 
B.A., Union Ulniverslty, 1925; M.A., Peabody College. 1928; 
Ph.D., Ulnlversity of Missouri, 1933; Research Secretary and 
part time Instructor, University of Louisville. 1930-31; Survey 
Department of the University ofMissouri,1932; present position 
1932-88 Bllld since 1940. 
FACULTY 
WOODSON HARDING ARMSTRONG, B.A .. 
Dean Emeritus of Women. 
Professor of Speech and Dramatics. 
B.A., David Lipscomb College, 1915; B.A., Harding College, 
11132; Instructor in Expression, Western Bible and Literary 
College, 1905-1907; Dean of W9men and Instructor in Ex-
Jlresslon, Cordell C!ilristian College, 1908-18; Dean of Women, 
l-lnrper College, 1919-24; Dean of Women and Professor of 
Speech, Harding College, 1925-39. Present position since 1939. 
FLORENCE M. CATHCART. B.A. 
Dean of Women 
A .. ociate Professor of Elementary Education. 
B.A., Harding College, 1932; special work in Kansas State 
Teacher's College, Friends University, and Southwestern Col-
lege (Winfield). Instructor in Primary Education, Harding 
College, since· 1925. Present position since 1939. 
C. D. BROWN. 
Bursar. 
Present position since 1936. 
SAMUEL ALBERT BELL. B.S.. (M.S.) 
Associate Professor of Biological Sciences and Bible. 
B.S., Potter Bible College, 1905 ; twenty-seven hours and 
an approved thesis toward M.S., University of Oklahoma; 
graduate work, University of Kansas, summer 1924. Instructor 
in Mathematics, Western Bible and Literary College, 1908-10; 
Professor in Science and Mathematics, Cordell Christian Col-
lege, 1910-18; Present position sinice 1924. 
MRS. S. A. BELL. B.S., M.S. 
Professor of Home Economica. 
B.S., Texas State Teachers' College, 1930; M.S., Texas 
State College for Women, 1935; Instructor in Texas high 
schools ten years; Director Nursery School work In Texas, 
two years. Work toward Ph.D., Chicago, summers 1938. 1939, 
1940, and year 1939-40. Present position since-1937. 
BA TSELL BAXTER. B.A .. M.A .. LL.D. 
Professor of Bible and Social Science. 
B .A., Te;xas Christian University, 1917; M . ..4 .• , Baylor Uni-
versity, 1919; LL.D., Harding College, 1938; Student-Instructor, 
Nashville Bible School, 1908-11; Instructor in English, Thorp 
Springs Christian College, 1911-lZ; and 1913-16; Dean, ibid., 
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• HARDING COLLEGE 
1913-15; Dean and Instructor in History and Economics, ibid., 
1918-19; Dean, Cordell Christian College, 1916-18; Head of 
Department of Social Sciences, Abilene Christian College, 
1919-20; Head of Department of Natural Sciences, ibid., 1920-
27; Head of Department of Bible, ibid., 1927-32 and 1934-36; 
President, ibid., 1924-32; President, David Lipscomb College, 
1932-34; President, George Pepperdine College, 1937-39. Pres-
ent position since 1940. 
SALLIE HOCKADAY BENSON. B.A. 
Latin and Mathematics, Secondary Training School. 
B.A., University of Oklahoma, 1919; Instructor, Cordell 
Christian College, four years; in Oklahoma and Texas high 
schools, six years. Missionary In South China, eleven years. 
Principal Secondary Training School, 1936-39. Present position 
since 1939. On leave. 
ERVIN BERRYHILL. B.A., M.A. 
Director of Physical Education. 
B. A., Harding College 1934; M.A., George Peabody College, 
1937; Instructor in History and Coach, David Lipscomb College, 
1934-37. Present position since 1937. Work toward Ph. D., 
George Peabody College, 1940-41. 
ERMINE HOUCHENS COLEMAN, B.A. 
Instructor in Speech and Dramatic Art. 
B.A. and Diploma In Speech, Harding College 1938. 
Special training, Speech department of Harding College under 
Mrs. Armstrong 1927-33. Harding Speech certificate 1933. 
Graduate work toward M.A., University of Michigan, summer 
1n9. Assistant in Dramatic department, Harding College, 
1933-38. Also Instructor In Public Speaking 1935-38. Directed 
play that won three out of a possible four state honors in Ark-
ansas Little Theater Meet 1936. Lyceum Director and Instruc-
tor in Dramatic Art, Harding College, 1938-39. On leave. 
NEIL B. COPE, B.A., M.A. 
Associate Professor 'of English and Professor of Journalism. 
B.A., Harding College, 1934; M.A., Louisiana State Uni-
versity, 1935; Graduate work toward Ph.D., Tulane University. 
summer 1935; Harvard University, summer 1936; University of 
Louisiana, summer 1938; Northwestern Unlverstty, summer 
1939. Present position since 1936. 
r 
FACULTY 
C :. F. DAVIDSON, B.A. 
A .. ociate Professor in Business Administration, 
II.A., Yale University, 1932. Business analyst and advisor, 
Olore-Forgan Investment Co., New York, and others, 1932-42. 
JOHN LEE DYKES, B.A., M.S. 
Professor of Mathematics. 
B. A., Abilene Christian College, 1929; M. S., Oklahoma 
A. and M. College, 1932. Work toward Ph.D., Oklahoma Uni-
versity, 1933; University of Colorado, 1936; George Peabody 
( :o!lege, 1937. Instructor in secondary schools and in Cordell 
Christian College, 1927 - 28; 1929-30. Professor of 
Mathematics, Oklahoma Christian College, 1930-31; Panhandle 
A. and M. College, 19~3-38. Present position since 1939. 
ERNEST W. GIBSON, B.A., M.A. 
Professor of Business Administration and Economics. 
B.A., Transylvania University, 1903; M.A., University of 
Kentucky, 1929; Graduate work toward Ph.D., Ohio State 
University, 1930; Alabama State University, 1932; Northwest-
ern University, 1935-36, and summer 1937. General teaching 
and executive work in Kentucky and Tennessee 1903-1929; 
Head of Commerce department, Hinds Junior College, 1930-
35. Present position since 1936. 
CLARENCE R. HAFLINGER. B.A .. B.Mus., M.Mus. 
Professor of Piano and Theory 
B.A., and B.Mus., Drury College, 1938; M. Mus., Univer-
sity of Colorado, 1940; Graduate study toward Ph.D., State 
University of Iowa, 1940-41. Honor graduate of Drury Col-
lege; Private Instructor in Piano, three years; Instructor in 
Organ, Theory, Harmony, Drury College, 1935-39; Graduate 
Scholar, University of Colorado, 1939-40; Private Instructor 
in Piano and Organ, Iowa City, 1940-41; University Organist, 
University o·f Colorado, 1939-40. Present position since 1941. 
WARD K. HALBERT. 
Assistant to the President. 
Reporter for the Tulsa World, 1914-17; for the Tulsa 
Tribune, 1919-22; for the National Petroleum News, Cleveland, 
1922-29; Managing Editor, Irving-Cloua Publishing Company, 
Chicago, 1929-32; Editor, Shaw Publishing Company, Chicago, 
1933-35; Associate Editor, Oil Trade Journal, New York, 
1936-41. 
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10 HARDING COLLEGE 
FERN HOLLAR. B.A .. M.A. 
Asaociate Professor of Modern Languages. 
B.A., University of Texas, 1936; M.A., University of Texas, 
1937. Graduate work, University of Texas, summer 1940. A!:l· 
sociate Professor of Spanish, Abilene Chrstian College 1937-
ax. Present position since 1938. On leave. 
ELSIE MAE HOPPER. B.S .. M.S. 
Associate Professor of Home Economics. 
n.s .. Harding College, 1938; M. S ., Texas State College for 
Women, Denton, 1939; Graduate scholarship in Home Econo-
mics, Texas State College for Women, 1938-39. Presert posi-
tion since 1939. 
EDWIN·M. HUGHES. B.A .. M.S. 
Princioal Secondary Training School. 
B.A., Harding College, 1937; M.S ., University of Arkansas, 
1941 ; Principal, Georgetown, Arkansas, 1937-38; Instructor, 
searcy public schools, 1938-39. Present position since 1939. 
LILLIE HUDDLESTON, B.A. 
Instructor Elementary Training School. 
B.A., H a rding College, 1940 ; Instructor in public schools 
nine years; Harding Training ·school, 1938-39. Present position 
since 1940. 
FLORENCE FLETCHER JEWELL, B.Mus. 
Instructor in Voice and Musical Theory. 
B.Mus., Murray State T~achers' College (Kentucky), 1938; 
Graduate work, University of Michigan, summer 1939; in-
structor In voice and piano, private studios, since 1934; pres-
ent position since 1938. 
LEONARD KIRK. B.A., B.S. 
Instructor in Music Education, Theory, History, and Vocal 
Ensembles, Head of Music Department. 
B.A., Harding College, 1929; George Peabody College, 1929-
31 ; B .S., 1931; Public School Music in Klnoxville City Schools, 
1931-35; Supervisor of Music, Resettlement Administration, 
Cum berland Homesteads, Crossville, Tennessee, 1936-38; State 
ot Tennessee, Department of Institutions and Public Welfare, 
1!•38. Present position since 1938. 
FACULTY 
MAXIE T. McCULLOUGH. B.A. 
Instructor in Art and Spanish. 
B.A .. Boscobel College; Professional Teacher's Certificate. 
Cincinnati Art Academy; special study in France a.nd Italy, 
IWo years, in Colarosst Academy under Emile Renard, in the 
Julian Academy under LaFarge; private study under Deville-
mont-Chardon, Paris; Supervisor's Course in Public School 
l>t·awlng, Prang Art Normal, Chicago; Author; Exhibitor; 
htHtructor in Art, Whitworth College, Henderson-Brown Col-
l!'ge; Crescent College and Conservatory; Oklahoma Presby-
torian College; Head of French department State Tc'\chers 
College, Hattiesburg, Miss., 1920-24. Present position since 
1938. 
MARY McKITTRICK. B.A .. M.A., Ph.D. 
Professor of Modern Language and Literature. 
B.A., Mount Holyoke College, 1931; M.A., University of 
Pittsburgh, 1932; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1937. 
Instructor in German, University of Pittsburgh, 1932-33; 
Instructor in ~nglish and French, Pittsburg_h high schools. 
1933-34. Present position since 1938. 
JOSEPH E. PRYOR. B.A., B.S .. M.A., Ph.D. 
Professor of Physical and Biological Sciences. 
B .A., B.S., Harding College, 1937; M.A., University of 
Louisiana, 1939; Ph .D. University of Louisian,a, 1942. Teach· 
ing Fellow in mathematics, University of Louisiana, 1937-38; 
T eaching Fellow in chemistry, 1939-41 ; Graduate Assistant, 
summer 1941·: Charles Edward Coats Memorial F ellow , 1941-42. 
L. E. PRYOR, B.A., M.S. 
Associate Profeasor of Social Sciences and Education. 
B .A., University of Chattanooga, 1923; M.S., University 
of Arkansas, J 933. Instructor and principal in high schools 
1923-24, 1927-32; present position since 1932. 
B. FRANK RHODES. B.A., M.A. 
Professor of Social Sciences. 
B.A., Potter Bible College, 1904; advanced work in Univer-
sity of Kansas, 1906; M.A., University of Oklahoma, 1920: 
Professor of History, Western Bible and Literary College, 
two years ; Cordell Christian College, four years ; Thorp 
Springs Christian College, five years; Harper College, five 
years; Abilene Christian College, one year; work toward 
Ph.D., University of Texas, summer 1925, 1926; present posi-
tion since 1924. 
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11 HARDING COLLEGE 
JUANITA RHODES, B.A. 
English and Business, Secondary Training School. 
B.A., Harding College 1933; correspondence work At. ilene 
Christian College, Abilene, Texas, 1937-38; work in B'lsiness 
Administration, Harding College, 1938-39. Present position 
since 1939. 
CATHARINE SCORE. B.L.S. 
Librarian. 
Graduate, Daichmann Library School, Oslo, Norway. 
Librarian, Galloway College, 1923-30, Present position since 
1934. 
PATTIE HATHAWAY SEARS, B.A. 
Instructor in Primary Education, 
Graduate of Harper College, 1924. Special work Harding 
College, 1927-40; Dietitian, Harding College, 1929-38; B.A., 
Harding College,,1940. Present position since 1939. 
CHARLES CHAPMAN SNOW, B.S., M.S .. Ph.D. 
Professor of Biological and Physical Sciences. 
B.S., William and Mary College, 1912; M.S., Columbia 
University, 1915; Ph.D., Indiana University, 1932; two years 
graduate study, University of Chicago. Instructor In physi-
cal sciences, William and Mary, 1912-14; In University of 
West Virginia, 1918-21; in University of Puerto Rico, 1921-22; 
Professor of Physical Sciences, Kenyon College, 1923-24; in 
Bowling Green (Ohio) State Teachers• College, 1924-26; In 
Oakland City College, 1926-37. Present position since 1937. 
JANE RHAMY SNOW. B.A., M.A. 
Supervisor of lnt.ermediate and Junior High School. 
B. A., Drury College, Springfield, Missouri, 1916. M.A., 
University of Chicago, 1921; Instructor in Public SchoC'ls of 
Texas and Kansas for eight years; Instructor one year Puerto 
Rico Normal, Puerto Rico; Instructor two years Oakland 
City College, Oakland, Indiana. Present position since 1939. 
EMMETT RAY STAPLETON, B. A., M.C.E. 
Associate Pl'ofessor in Business Administra!l:ion. 
B.A., Harding College, 1932; M.C.E., University of Okla-
homa, 1941; Graduate Tyler Commercial College; five years 
experience in business offices; Superintendent of schools, 
1938-39: Instructor in Business Administration, Harding Col-
lege, 1928-36. Present position since 1939. 
FACULTY 13 
RUBY LOWERY STAPLETON, B.A .• M.A. 
A .. ooiate Prof .. aor of £nglieh. 
...ralary of Alumni, and Ex·Student Association. 
ll.A .. Harding College, 1926; M.A., University of Oklahoma. 
lUI; In11tructor ln Engllsh, Harding College, 1926-27; Pub-
ll•h•r. Davenport (Neb.) Journal; Instructor In Engllsh, 
lluc•kport, Mo., 1929-30; at Maud, Oklahoma, 1931-32. Work 
ICJwaud Ph.D., University of Oklahoma summer 1940. Present 
''""ltlon 1932-36, and since 1939. On leave. 
Mrs. R. A. WARD 
lnatructor in Violin. 
Graduate in vlolln, Cincinnati Conservatory of Musle; 
post-graduate work Cincinnati Conservatory, the Chicago 
l\tuslcal College, and the American Conservatory. Student of 
P. A. Tlridell!, Julius Sturm, Jean ten Have, Jacques Gordon, 
VIctor Kuzdo, Leopold Auer, and others. Director of music, 
Oalloway College, three years; director of violin, Galloway 
College, fifteen years; instructor ln violin, private studio, sev-
eral years. Life membership, Arkansas State Music Teachen' 
Association. 
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)4 HARDING COLLEGE 
A SUGGESTION-BEQUEST 
Realizing the vital need of Christian training for young 
men and women, and knowing that many would l ike to share 
In provldlns such training and in helping to meet an expense 
which Is too heavy for the student to bear alone, we offer the 
following suggestions: 
I. If your heart moves yO'U to become one o:C the builder& 
of Harding College, you might provide either by direct gift 
or by bequest a fund to go toward the const ruction of some 
needed building-a new gymnasium, a library, a dormitory, 
or a larger auditorium. 
II. If you would become one of the endowers of Harding 
College to put fts vital service and Christia n training on a 
p·ermanent and solid basis beyond ail danger of lo ~s . you 
might establish bY direct gift or by bequest a fund to be 
safely invested and h eld intact forever, whose inte r est may 
be used for the suppOrt of the school or of some particular 
department in it. 
Such endowment gifts may oo in the form of lands or 
other pro·perties, bonds, stocks, or other s ecurities. Donors, 
if they des.ire, may consult the President of the college or the 
President of the B oard a s to the best form in which t o m ake 
the gift, or may suggest ccmditions which will safeguard 11:8 
uee tor the purpose tor which it ts given. 
III. For bequests a competent lawyer may be consulted 
or the following paragraph may be Inserte d in your will : 
' I hereby give, devise, and bequeath to Harding College. 
a corporation existing under the Jaws of the State of Ar-
kansas a.."1d located in the cUy of Searcy 1/11 said State 
• ••• .• , ••••.••....•.••••••.•••.• • •..••..•••..••.•. . ••.•.. Dollars 
(or the following real estate or other properties . . . . . ....... ), 
to be uaed as the Board o! Trustees of said College shall 
judge to be to the oost interest of the institution. 
-OR-
I hereby give, devise, or bequeath to Harding College. 
a corporation existing under the laws of t he State of Ar-
kaneas and located in the city of Searcy in said S tate 
.•...•....• ..•.....•• • ••••.•..••...•.. • •.••••••..••.••• Dollar!! 
(or the following real estate or other properties . ... ..• ..... ), 
to be used for the following purposes, that Is to say: (Here 
•Deol!y In detail the purpose or purposes.) 
APPLICATION FOR ENTRANCE 
(Detach and Mail to the Dean of Harding ~liege) 
Na.me .. . .. .... . • . . •.•. . ..••. . ..•.•••••• 
Address . . . .. .. . . . . .•. . .. ... • . . ... 
(City) {State) 
Street or Route................ . ....... . ..... Age .•.••.. : •.•• 
! •a.rent or Guardian .... ... .. . . ... ... ......... . .............. .. 
F'or what year of work are you ready? .....................•.• . 
Underscore the following in which you have bad some 
training or experience; underline twice those in which you 
have had considerable experience : piano, voice, violin, band, 
orchestra, public speaking, debating, dramatics, basketball, 
baseball, tennis, track, wrestling, school publications, others 
.... ... ........... .................. .. ............................ 
... . ........ . .... . . .. .. . . ...... . ........... . ... .. ... ... ... ... ... . 
Check the courses which you plan to pursue: Work toward 
B. A. degree?........ B. S. degree?........ B. M. degree? 
Specializing in what department? .•••••••••••••.•.• • 
Pre-medical course?......... Pre-Ia\\ '" •••••• ,.. Pre-eng!-
neering?. . . . . . . • Other professions? ...................... , .. .. 
. ... ........ ... ...... ... ............... ... ............ ........... 
... .. ... ..................... . ....... ......................... 
Teaching? .•........ : In high schools?........... What sub-
jects?. . • . . . . . • . In junior high? ......... . In upper grades? 
In primary? ........ .. 
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What priced room do you desire? .•.••••••••••••••••••••• 
Shall we &elect lt for you? .•••..••••••••••.•..•. It not, plea.ee 
give at least three choices of room ••••••••.•••••••••••••••••• 
Have you a room-mate selected? ...••••••.••..•• • •..•... If so. 
whomT ...................................... Shall we reserve 
your room tor you T. • • • • • • • • • It so, please enclose room de-
posit of $5.00. 
Llat below the eouraea you wish to take during the tall 
Quarter, including fine arts courses, and the extra-curricular 
activities in which you wish to engage. 
Courses and Activities Desired 
. . . . . . . . . •.• .............. . ................................... 
. . . . . . . . . ·~· ................................................ . 
....... ~ ...... .............................................. .. . 
. . . . . . . . . ..• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................. 
......... ·-· ............................................... . 
.. , ................................................. . 
. . . . . . . ..• ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
....... ·-· ............ ,. .................................... . . 





llru·•tlng College, Searcy, Arkansas, Is the result of rapid 
••·II""" growth and the consolidation of Arkansas Christian 
c 'nlh•K•' of Morrilton and Harper College of Harper, Kansas. 
llnr)ler College was founded in 1915. In the nine years 
ur It" work it had increased in enrollment from fifty to over 
u.,.,,,. hundred students, and had secured full junior college 
•tnu•lln,; with the state and membership in the American 
"''"'" ' la.tlon of Junior Colleges. · But the lack of adequate 
t.uthllngs and the fact that the location was outside the cen-
t•·•· ot support impeded further progress. Arkansas Chris-
tlnn College had been started in 1922 and had partly com-
l•h•rcd an excellent administration building. 
By combining the t wo colleges with all their resurces, 
tho resulting institution was able to open in 1924 as a stand-
Ill'<! senior college. Being located in the very center of the 
m·cat field of the churches of Christ; its enrollment in the 
next ten years outgrew the college plant. Students were 
<'nro!led from twenty-five states, three provinces of Canada, 
nnd Old Mexico. Dormitories were filied and an equal num-
ber were crowded into private homes in town, wh!le class-
rooms became inadequate to accommodate the necessary num-
ber of classes . 
In this emergency the Galloway College plant at Searcy 
became available through the consolidation of the three 
Methodist colleges in the state. The plant, appraised at over 
$500,000, was three times as large as that at Morrilton and 
offer ed the necessary room for a normal healthy growth for 
many years. The location was equal in almost every respect, 
and even superior in many ways. It was therefore decided by 
the Board of Trustees to dispose of the plant at Morrilton in 
a way satisfactory to the one creditor concerned and to 
purchase the Searcy plant for the establishment of Harding 
College, Searcy, Arkansas . 
NAME 
The name "Harding College" wall given to the imstltu-
tion in m emory of James A. Harding. It was considered a 
fitting tribute to the life of a great man, who had probably 
done more for Christian education, and had given more 
enthu;;iasm and impetus to the work than any other man of 
the century. It is similar to the honor paid to his great 
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co-laborer by David Lipscomb College of Nashville, Ten-
nessee. These two schools now stand as monuments to the 
memory of the two great friends who gave the most to such 
work and to whom the church of the past fifty yean owes 
the largest debt. 
THE PURPOSE 
Character And Ideals 
Harding College and its sister schools are the outgrow1 h 
or the far-reaching vision of James A. Harding and Davi.i 
Lipscomb, who saw a need in the education of youth that 
was not being supplied by the already established in9titu-
tions of learning. 
The supreme purpose of the College is to build men and 
women of character. But a vital element of genuine character 
is the religious and moral nature. Hence Harding College 
teaches the Bible as the most effective means of cultivating 
the moral and spiritual nature. It is designed, as these founders 
expressed it, "to teach the Bible as the revealed will of God to 
man, and as the only and sufficient rule of faith and practice, 
and to train those who attend in pure Biblical C1hristlanity." 
Or, as It is expressed in the deed holding the property: "The 
property shall be used for maintaining a school in which, in 
addition to other branches of learning, the Bible as the re-
corded will of God and the only standard of faith and prac-
tice in religion shall be taught as a regular da lly study to 
all who shall attend said school." 
Harding College is, therefore, a new type of school. Other 
groups of rel!gionists have established splendid institutions 
of learning in which they· maintain Bible departments, or theo-
logical courses, for the training of young ministers, but this 
qaily teaching of the Word of God, the naked Book, as the 
Word of God, not to a class of preachers only, but to every 
student in attendance, puts Harding College in a class by 
itself. Save its own sisters, we Know of no other such Echool. 
The teachers of the Bible at Harding College studlouqly and 
conscientiously steer clear of sectarianism or d&nomlnatlonism. 
"What has God said?" is the thing stressed at Harding 
College. Each individual heart is then largely left to dis-
cover God's meaning for himself. 
The founders bel!eve we are living in God's world and 
that we cannot live rightly in His world except as we live in 
harmony with His will and purpose. They belleve the Bible 
to be His expressed will. Hence the college proposes and 
undertakes to develop both the heart and the mind. While 
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•trlvlng to maintain"academic work of a very high quality, the 
lnMlitution also teaches the Bible to every student. 
General and Professional-
Recognizing the fundamental value of a liberal education 
not Only in the development of character and personality but 
AM the foundation for professional training, the college aims 
tlret to give every student such basic knowledge of the arts 
nod sciences as will acquaint him with the richness of his 
heritage from the past and the nature of the world in which 
he lives, and provide him the keys by which he may unlock 
tho future. It relates this knowledge, in the next place, to 
IUch specialized training as Will equip the student for a 
chosen profession, such as teaching in its various fields, bus!-/ 
ness in its many ·forms, home demonstration work, social 
service, the ministry, foreign missions, etc., or for entrance 
Into the professional schools of engineering, law, medicine, 
pharmacy, nursing, and others. 
LOCATION 
Harding College is at the edge of the foothtlla of the 
Ozarks, in one of the most beautiful, fertile, and healthful 
sections of the state. It Is about fifty miles from Little Rock 
on the national highway from Little Rock to St. Louis, and 
Is serve<! by the main double-tracked lines of the Missouri 
Pacific from Little Rock to Memphis and St. Louis through 
Kensett Junction, and by three local lines. 
For the benefit of those who motor 'to Harding College, 
it is three hours from Memphis; four hours from Fort 
Smith; five hours from Texarkana; seven hours from Okla-
homa City; eight hours from St. Louis; eight hours from 
Nashville; ten hours from Dallas; twelve hours from 
Kansas City; fifteen hours from Amarillo; fifteen hours 
from Chicago. 
The country around Searcy offers excellent opportunities· 
to families who want to move to a Christian school. It is 
naturally adapted to fruits of all kinds. Peaches, apples, 
grapes, and berry crops grow in abundance. It has for years 
produced some of the finest strawberries In the South and 
ships them by carloads to markets all over the country: 
CLIMATE 
The climate Is as nearly ideal as one may find. The 
winters are exceedingly mild-almost like spring throughout. 
The temperature here has been known to fall to zero only 
a few time& In the history of the state. There is abundance 
, 
I 
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of sunshine, very little wind, and the proper amount of rain. 
The summers are tempered by breezes and are pleasant. The 
1 t:Jnpcr~ture through the summer rarely rises higher than 
~o to 100 degrees Fahrenheit. There are :no dust storms. 
SCENERY 
The scenic beauty of the Ozarks is unsurpassed. Younger 
mountain ranges like the Rockies are higher and more 
rugged, but the verdant freshness of the Ozarks in the sum-
mei·, and the rich profusion of colors in the fall, browns 
mingling with gold and the deepest of reds, against a back-
ground of perpetual z;reen, create a fairyland of beauty. 
While Harding College !s only near the foothills of tha 
Ozarks, it is surrounded by ·many places of great beauty and 
interest. To the northwest, the foothills lead up to the moun-
tains which follow the course of the river and are traversed 
by an ~xcellent highway. There are many picturesque val-
leys and peaks. Red River is a beautiful mountain stream 
bordered in places with lofty cliffs and ledges. Its sparkling 
rapid!!! and deep clear pools make a paradise for the game 
fisherman. To the east are lakes abounding in f!~h . 
The mountains afford scores of beautiful spots !or out-
in~s. picnics, and mountain climbs, whlle the river, creeks, 
and lakes offer the finest opportunities for fishing, out-door 
swimming, a nd boating. Arrangements are made !or every 
student who will to enjoy these advantages. 
Many years ago Cardinal Newman, in discussing the 
location of a university, insisted upon the element of b eauty 
because of its cultural and spiritual value in the lives of the 
students. When choosing your college, why not take into 
account the natural beauty of its location? It will ~ve you 
priceless memories for after years. 
EDUCATIONAL STANDING 
Harding College is a standard senior college, author-
ized by the state to confer the Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of 
Science, and Bachelor o! Music degrees. Students working 
out a major in any department are qualified to enter the 
graduate schools of the larger universities. Students from 
other states, or tllose who may desire to teach in other states, 
"an secure their teachers' certificates in nearly all states with-
out <'Xaminat!on upon the completion of the necessary profes-
>dnnal coune !n Hardin~ CollegEl. 
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CAMPUS 
1 , ,. . • 'ollege campus consists af about twenty-n1ne acres 
~ I' I" r• ·~· Walking distan€:e •Of the business ·secfion Of 'tOwn. 
• • • oollr•r,;n buildings are in a woodland of beautiful oaks 
•. , "tr""· 'rhe east 'hai:f, which is open and -level, is 
·•·, · 1 .• , ... d into an athletic field, ·consisting of tennis courts, 
• ~ '" Iott i! Ciold, and traok. 
BUILDINGS 
n ... buildings on the campus, ex-clusive -of ·equipment, are 
,,..,,. ., , 11.t from $500,0GO to $600;000. 
Science Hall 
'I' hie is a thTee-atery 'brick structure, one hundred and six-
.,. rh·" reet long, and fire-preof throughout. completed Jn 1926. 
~'~"' two upper fieors contain the various laborator!98 for chem-
'"'' .1·. physics, biology, and home economics, teachers' offices, 
•''1'1>1 .1· roams, and lecture rocmi.s. The .first floOT contaJns the 
u.lrrrlnistrative ·0ffices and general class rooms. 
Pattie Cobb Hall 
The ·girls' dormitoty, named in honor of Mrs. Janes A. 
11 :r r·<li ng, is a large three-story brick building, fire-proof 
througho.ut, with room for over a hundred girls. Most of tho 
, . .,,1n s are arranged with a connecting bath between each tw-o 
<'noms, to be shared by the !our girls together, while several 
rooms have private baths. Each room has two closets so that 
<·\'cry girl may have her individual closet. The rooms are 
furnished with single b-eds. On the second floor Is a com-
pletely equipped hospital apartment, the reception rooms, 
~uest rooms, and appartment for the matron. 
Dining Hall 
Occupying most of the first floor of Pattie Cobb Hall are 
the college dining halls and kitchens. These are attractively 
·rinished with tile floors and wlll seat over five hundred. The 
l{!tchens and storage rooms are furnished with the most 
modern equipment. 
Men's Dormitory 
This immense three-story brick building, over two nun-
odred :teet long with two wings ~xtending back at the ends, 
will accommodate over two hundred boys. All rooms are 
furnished with -closets and most wifu single beds. 
On the first floor of the men's dormitory are spacious 
reception rooms, some class-rooms and laboratories, the li-
brary, and the postoffice boxes. On the second tloo'!' ts the 
C<>llege auditorium, and the music, speech, a.nd art studios. 
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Gymnasium 
The present gyml'\,as-ium is a fire-proof brick structure-
with an excellent hardwood floor, and is furnished with Rtand-
ard gymnasium equipment, sueh 115 pa.ra:llel bars, WNS-
tling mats, etc., as well as a basketball court. 
Swimming Pool 
'!'his fs' a: beauti:fu1 modern building-, steam-heated, with-
brown tiled' floors , and white tiled pool. Along the walls are 
dllestrlng rooms, each furnished· with a shower. It liit fur-
nished with equipment for complete and constant steriliza-
tion of the water, which Is also being constantly changed. 
Power Plant 
A large concrete and &tucco building houses the centra~ 
heatfng plant, which is furnished with two large high pl·es-
sure boilers witn sufficient capacity to allow !or future ex-
pansion in the college plant. Through a complete circula-
tory system it also furnishes hot water to every part of the· 
campus day and night. 
Laundry And Cleaning Plant 
In order to furnish labor for students and to care for th€1 
laundry and cleaning for the entire school, the College ope-
rates its own laundry. It is completely equipped. 
"Grey Gables" 
This three-story frame structure accommodates the piano 
practice rooms, apartments for teachers, and Ught housekeep-
ing rooms. 
The President's Home 
The President's Home is an imposing two-story modern 
colonial structure completed in 1!140. It is completely insulated 
and attractively finished throughout. 
"Deanery" 
This handsome two and a half story English style cot-
tage of native stone, erected, partly through contributions by 
Dean and Mrs. L. C. Sears, is used 115 the dean's home. 
The Cottages 
A group of three frame cottages and one small brh~k cot-
tage are used for teachers' homes. Three of these are stoom-
heated from the central plant. 
The Workshop 
This is a large brick structure equipped for machine work, 
carpentering or ma.n.ual training, plumbing, and scenerY .lcsign_ 
ing and painting. 
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The 'Farm 
'l'he college :farm of forty acres near 'the campus fs fur-
nlrohcd with a large 'farm home and dairy barn and ·accom-
"""''Ltes the ·eollege dairy. 
'Bmson Field 
An excellent athletic field ·is being developed oh diie 
"'' · t :on {)f the campus. It has a baseball diamond, 
••·:1<:1<, pits for .pole vaulting and jumping, :and tennis courts. 
.111 :tddition -to the day coorts, lthel'e are three concrete tennis 
''Hill'tS. 
AUDITORIUM AND STAGE 
The ·auditorium !!-nd stage are equipped with a · view to the 
'""''ds of the dramatic arts, speech, -a.nd fine :arts 'departments. 
The acoustics are excellent and the stage is furnished witb 
•·v .. rything rr~cessary 'for successful oproductions. · The dra• 
1umtic club ·has created several different sets of stage scen• 
1•ry botb interiors and exteriors, together with practica'i 
iloors, windows, -stairways, etc. The stage is equipped with 
~llectric devices f~ .rather elaborate lightirrg effects, includ-
111!> spotlights, :tl.ood'lig'hts, and ' ·toot and 'border lights with 
·<llfferent circuits for ·d'ifferent colors and 'With dimmers fol' 
each circuit. The entire equipment makes it possible to pro-
,tuce satisfactorily and with great naturalness, l>lays or scenes 
,·,•quiring unusual lighting effects, setting or costumes. 
LIBRARY 
The library at the present time contains ·t'lVer 1'8,000 vol-
umes besides periodicals .and lwlletins. T·he oolecti{)ns have 
hcen made with the utmost care. There are .almost no gifts, 
~tnd consequently nearly every volume if' In the shelves be-
cause of its aetual value. The reading :room is supplied with 
the best works of reference, including stan~ard encyclopedias 
>~uch a,a the Britannica, the Americana, the Catholic, New 
lnternationa~. the Jewish, Hastings' Encyclopedia of Religion 
n nd Ethics, Sbaft-He1·zog, etc.; scientific dictionaries and 
~ncyclopedias; the Dictionary of National Bio·graphy; numer-
011S historical works , and works dealing with languages. fine 
arts, travel, exploration, etc. A more detailed statement of 
the works for scien~e. English, and other departments will be 
found with the. description of the cours·es of each department. 
A bout fifty periodicals related to the work of the various 
departments come to the library regularly. The library i,; 
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provided with the Reader."s Guide to- make the periodicals· 
more usable. It contains also the United States Catalog sinca, 
1899 and other bibliographical works. 'l'he entire library is 
carefully cataloged by the Dewey decimal system, and a. 
triplicate card inde:ll mrekes aiF material in.sta.nt1y available. 
LABORATORIES 
The school maintains standard laborato11ies :Cou chemistry. 
biolog:y, play&ie.s, ruad home eco-nomics-. 
Chemistry . 
The chem~stl'y laboratory is furnished with eey,uipment and 
apparatus valued at approximately $7-,000.0(}. Besides the 
standard chemistry tables, which are suppl.ied with water-
and gas, the laboratory has ·an electric €1rying o-ven, electric-
furnace, accurate balances, gas hood, distillery, calorimeter. 
and supp-ly room for chemicals and equipment. It is thor-
oughly equipped for all advanced c&urses offered, aJ:)d for com-
mercial analysis of ores, coal, m-inerals and wateF. 
Biology 
The biology Ia.boratory is one of the best equi!Jped 1D 
the state. Approximately $7,000.(}0 worth of equipment has 
been installed. It is furnished with standard biology tables, 
high-powered, double-nosed microscopes, binoculars, the best 
make of dissecting microscopes, a Ia:rge compound balopticon 
with hundreds of prepared slides, a microtome for preparing 
additional slides, dissectable torsos and other models and 
casts, skeletons, life histories, and colle{:tions of birds anc:J 
insects. 
Physics 
The physics laboratory is well furnished for the courses 
offered. It is not the plan of the college to offer a major in 
physics at present. It is to confine its work in this depart-
ment to beginning courses, but for this purpose it has an 
excellent equipment, valued at about $3,500.00. 
Home Economics 
The home economics department has equipment valued at 
over ~7,000.00. The foods laboratories are furnished with stand-
ard tables with hardwood or white tile tops. Each table is 
equipped with electric stoves or gas burners, and electric and 
gas ranges and. ovens are supplied for general use. Cooking 
utensils are of aluminum and graniteware. An attractively 
furnished dining room is arranged with everything needed 
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""'' 11crvice, including several sets ot dishes of dttferelllt 
-do•ll{ns. 
The clothing and textile laboratories ·are furniShed wtth 
•lnrulard cutting tal:iles, work -<JabinE!ts, sewing machines, 
tilting room, '€tc. 
SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 
CHAPEL 
One df ·the ·chief features of the sch!0011s the daily cbape'l 
"'x••rcises. The chapel talks are intended to prepare the student 
for· dealing sanely with the problems of life, to develop 
rl"ht ideals of manhood and womanho-od, and to imJ)ai't a 
•l,.Hire for accomplishing greater things. Every student is 
••xpected to attend chapel. We believe that the conscientious 
... tudent w111 ·det'ive more from the •chapel talks than from any 
l't"I':Ular course of study. 
MONDAY NIGHT MEETING 
Each Monday night the school comes toge'tlror tor 'tire 
IIJUrpose of -discussing some Bible topic. Ali boarding stu· 
dents are expected to come, and the ·general p·ublic is cot· 
dlally invited. In these meetings are discusse,d all questions 
<>f interest to Bible students and growing 'Christians. Three 
<>nds are sought in the meetings-the development of :young 
men as public workers, the teaching of truth, and the cuiU· 
vation of spirituality and consecration. 
JAMES A. HARDING DAY 
T'he first James A. Harding Day was observed in February, 
1926, by students, teachers, and friends of Harding College, 
1n grateful memory of the service rendered the cause of Chris-
tian education by him who&e name our college bears. By vote 
of the assembly the day has been made an annual event. Since 
that time it has been observed in April, Brother Hardfng'a 
birth month. 
HOMECOMING DAYS 
Two homecoming days for alumni and ex-students are 
held each year, one on Thanksgiving and the other on the 
Wednesday before the closing of school. A business and social 
meeting is held to which all ex-students a.re cordially invited. 
THANKSGIVING MEETING 
Each Thanksgiving the school has a meeting to which all 
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fr·iPnds of Christian education are invited. A number of able 
~pl'akcrs are always secured, and the meetings are rich in good 
1 hin.c;·s. Friends will provide homes for all who come. If you 
have never visited the school you should come to this_ meeting 
and get acquainted with the worlt that is being done. 
SCHOLASTIC STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
All scholastic clubs and organizations for the promotion 
of student activities must receive a permit from the sc~rool. 
THE HARDING FORENSIC LEAGUE 
A club for training and practice in public speaking and de-
bate is open to students interested in debating. The coaches in 
debate sponsor the League. 
INTER-COLLEGIATE DEBATING 
Harding College has established an excellent record in 
intercollegiate debating. Since 1931 Harding debaten have 
won first place in the state tournaments, in junior and senior 
debate, nine times, second place twice, first place once in the-
Mid-South tournament including all surrounding states, and 
first and second places in the Championship Tournament in-
cluding championship teams of the South. This means sixteen 
championships in e!even years. 
For students preparing for law, or for the ministry, or for 
general public work, this activity offers unusual development. 
THE CAMPUS PLAYERS 
At the close of the session 1925-26, The Campus Players, 
the dramatic club of Harding College, was organized. Mem-
bership in this club is open to both teachers and students. 
The club is a self-governing body, under the general super-
vision of the faculty. Fortnightly meetings are held, in which 
the drama is studied and one-act and full evening plays are 
produced. 
A valuable addition to the work of the club is the course 
in the designing and painting of stage scenery. Anyone who 
expects to direct play!> needs a course of this kind. 
THE CAMPUS PLAYERS OF THE AIR 
Harding College broadcasts a weekly educational and 
cultural program from the studio on the campus by remote 
"rmtr·o! over station KLRA, Little RoelL Actors, poetry readers, 
flrama and continuity writers, announcers, technicians and ex-
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I" r rr'i rt•nters in sound effects make up the personnel of the 
' ·>~nfriiH Player3 of the Air. This group works in cooper-.dl·m 
"" '' I Ito A Cappella Choir, the Glee Clubs, the Speech Choir, 
• '"' ~lr.slc department-in fact with any department In putting 
!' l''"i:n.tm on the air. Original plays, written by members of the 
' "':" "l:tsses and the Campus Players of the Air are broadcast 
'' "'" lime to time. A new recording machine was installed 
\ '''" 2~. 1940. The group is sponsored bY Mr. Kirk, Mrs. 
''' "'"lr·ong and Mrs. Cathcart. 
COLLEGE LYCEUM 
Since 1928 the Players have sponsored and, with the aid 
.. r other fine arts departments, have given an annual lyceum 
• """se of five numbers of unusual excellence. 
In 1934-35 the Players undertook the remodeling of the 
<Hoi! Gge auditorium and stage. All revenue from the lyceum 
,.,.,,,.He went to retire the obligation this group of young people _ 
I"" k for Harding until it has been completely liquidated. 
WORKSHOP ,PLAYS 
Each year a series of workshop plays are given in which 
• :-rmpus players direct the plays and work out all details of 
Jll'lldnction including costuming, creating of scenery, staging, 
:r 11 r1 ·often the writing or revision ot the play. 
STATE SPEECH FESTIVAL 
Each year but one since the organization of the Arkansas 
Little Theatre Association, the Campus Players have either 
Pntered a play or been host to the annual State Tournament. 
In the tournament of 1936 the Campus Players' production 
won first place honors both as the best performance and as 
the best directed play. In 1937 the Players again won first place 
in the state. Since 1939 this tournament has been ·changed 
to a Speech Festival with no winners designated. 
A CAPPELLA CHOIR AND GLEE CLUBS 
The Harding- A Cappella Choir of men and women and the 
Meii!.'s Glee Club and Women's Glee Club are three of the out-
standing musical organizations. The glee clubs give programs 
both at school and at many other places throu~hout Arkansas, 
and other states. 
ORCHESTRA 
The orchestra is one of the special activities of the college. 
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All students of the school interested in the work are invited; 
to bring their instruments and take advantage of thi!!! splen-
did orchest11al training. Only the best or,chestrcal material Is· 
studied, and the experience gained helps students to prepare 
to fill profl!table positions In professional orchestras, or to· 
direct orchestral W()rk in schools. One lrour each day Is de-
voted ro both sectional and full. rehearsals. S~verali 
public concert3 are held throughout the year. 
BAND 
Another eBjoyable and valuable organization is the col-
lege band. Students who own any kind of ~nd instrument 
should bring it with them. Those who have IWVer played in 
a band before can secure the necessary grour> and private 
instruct!o:::t from the director. Those who wish to join the 
Harding band and do not own instruments should walt unt!I 
they come and try out with the director before selecting and' 
purchasing their instruments. Tl'le director can give them 
helpful suggestions. 
HONORARY AND SOCIAL CLUBS 
All honorary clubs and organizations must recfiive a permit 
from the school. 
Social Clubs 
A number of clubs combining In varying degrees both 
social and literary activities have been organized in order to 
give every student an opportunity for the best social develop'-
ment. The clubs for- young women are the Woodson Harding 
Comrades, established In 1926, the Ju-Go-Jus in 1926, Las 
Companeras in 1933-34, the Mu Eta Adelphians and Ko Jo 
Kais in -1935-36, the GAT A's in 1938, and the Tofebts, Alpha 
Thetas, and Las Amigas in 1939. 
The men's clubs are the Cavaliers, established in 1929, 
the Sub-T's In 1929, the T. N. '!'I.'s In 1933-34, the Koininias in 
1934, the Lambda Sigmas In 1935, and the Tagmas in 1937. 
Alpha Honor Society 
Membership in the, Alpha Honur Society is limited to 
those whose :scholarship is of the very highest excellence. 
Only a limit€d number may be admitted from each junior or 
senior class. Moral and social qualities must also be of 
similar excellence. Meetings of the society are held annually 
at the aiumni homecoming during commencement week and 
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"' other times through the year. The purpose of the society 
I• to encourage superior scholarship with high moral attain-
rua,nts. 
ATHLETICS 
Extravagant athletics is not considered in keeping witll 
flu• best interests of earnest and profitable scho<?l work. It 
I• our purpose to keep athletics within such bounds as to 
a·•·taln it3 full value as an agency to maintain a healthful 
condition of the body while the mind works. We believe 
"' udents as a rule enter college to gain a mental discipline 
und a certain amount of useful knowledge, rather than to 
hl•come athletes. On the other hand, a wholesome and en-
Joyable system of exercise tor students is a valuable asset 
to the accomplishment of the work required by conscientious 
tnnchers. The general relaxation through interest in a game· 
has much value in breaking up nervous tension prevalent 
nrnong hard-working students. 
For this reason all forms of athletics except football are 
t<ponsored and encouraged. Because football makes 
~uch heavy demands upon the students' time, and has 
been found so injurious to health and so expensive to main-
ln.in, it has been discontinued. In its place regular schedules 
of intramural sports are arranged between classes and clubs 
<luring the fall quarter, and every student is given an oppor-
tunity to play. This plan has proved much more satisfactory 
than intercollegiate football, and has allowed a. geater em-
phasis to be placed upon those sports that can be carried 
Into later life as a source of recreation and health. 
All the athletics of the college are under the direct super-
vision of the faculty at all times. No st\i.dent whose grades 
and deportment are not satisfactory will be allowed to par-
ticipate in any contest. No language unbecoming a Christian 
Is allowed on our grounds. 
Basketball 
This major winter sport Is encouraged and a large num-
ber of students take part in the intramural conteets. 
Baseball and Softball 
Both of these sports are supported, and softball is a regular 
part of the Intramural program in the fall and spring. 
Tennis 
Three concrete courts for tennis have been provided, and 
the management he~rtily encourages this health-g!vin~ 
Exercise. 
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Horseback Riding 
The college provid-es horses for those who wish thle form, 
of healthful' exercise. The Equestrian Club was organized in.' 
1939 for those especirully interested, but all students, no matter-
whether memberlt of the club, have the privilege of riding. 
SWIMMING 
This m os-t heaHhful and delightful af sports ts made pos-
sible all wfnter long by the beautiful steam-heated' swimming; 
pool· on the· campus, Instructors aTe arranged to teach swim-
ming to thoire who wish to JeaTn it. The time is divided be-
tween the young men and young women, so that the pool iS' 
accessible to bot'h every day in the week. No mbted swim-
ming is allowed. 
TRACK AND FtELD 
'Ptack and other field' sports are encouraged'. 
SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES 
THEW. J. CARR SCHOLARSHIP 
'l'he W. J. Carr ScholaTship was founded by a gift of 
$2,500 from W. J. CaTr of Ja.nction City, Arkansas. The 
interest on the above sum· pays the regular tuition on one 
student each schoo.Y year. 
ELIZABETH J. COUCHMAN MEMORIAL FUND 
This fund of $940.00, the interest from which is applied 
on a scholar:!!hip for some student each year, vras made pos-
sible through the generosity of Mrs. Elizabeth J . Couchman 
of Winchester, Kentucky. 
There are so many deserving students who need aid, a~d 
to invest In these students is so worthwhile a work that 
Harding College invites others to follow these examples. 
For suggested forms for wUis, see page 15. 
BOOTH BROTHERS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
This scholarship covering the regular tuition of one stu-
dent each year has been permanently endowed by gifts from the 
Booth family of Searcy. It wi~l continue perpetually through the 
future of the !l!lstitutlon. 
The donors of this scholarship endowment are among the 
}Jest known families in Searcy. The father having moved to the 
county from Tennessee in 1852 began a successful farming 
and livestock business. Later the firm of Booth Brothers wall 
org-anized and rapidly established a reputation for integrity, 
hones ty, and strict business responsibility which made it out-
GENERAL INFORMATION 
1.1q:ly >;uccessful. They helped .in the construction of •the 
.,, .1 J •acific Railroad, the Rock Island, and .the Missounl 
1 1 l"ulBa s, and built Highway 67 through W.hite ·County. 
, , 111 later was instrumental in organizmg one ()f the banks 
,. 1 111 huil<1ing and financing other bu&inesses a.nd :public ·ser-
I• '"• 
The Booth family have always -fe1t a 1'€sponsibllity in en-
., 1;,:'in g any movement for the public welfare. Through their 




1 f1trding College grants regularly to the valedictorian of 
~ ~~· h Nort.l-t D<'mtral or class A high school a scholarship of 
': .n. half of which may be applied on tuition ea:ch of the 
r ·., , • ~uccessive years following graduation. To the saluta-
'" '' l :m it grants a scholaq;;hip of $100, half of which may b e 
•i'ldicd on tuition ·each ·of the two following years. W'ith the 
· ·' 11 discount pe.r:m..itted on the :balance df the tuition, the 
.,. , .. nnt stili due, exc1usive of tne scholars hip each year, would 
'J ' ' f •w valedictorians only $60, for saluta torians $80. 
For ·Class B schools with gra11uating classes numbering 
1 ll'<•nty or more the sa=e two scholarshi-ps are granted. For 
•·'asses ef Jess than twenty the valedictorian s cnolarshtp 
1., r·educed to $100, half of which may be a,pp1ied on tuition 
··"" ch o:f the twQ S'Ucoessive years. 
For Class C schools only the valedictorian scholarship 
<> f $100 is granted, half of which may be applied on tuiti-on 
'':tch of the two successive years following graduation. 
PRESS CLUB MEDAL IN ORATORY 
The Press Club <Jffers a medal each year to the winner 
111 a n all-college oratorical contest. The winner in 1935 was 
·, ,eRoy Miller; in 1936 Owen Pearce; in 1937, William Me-
i<'aris; in 1'938, James Warren; in 19'39, James McDaniel; in 
·1~1 4 0 Dennis Allen ; in 1'941 John Sands, 1942 Weldon Casey. 
In the wom en's division the medal was won in 1'938 by Miss 
1 >o ris Hickman, in 1939 by Mabel Dean McDoniel, in 1940 by 
:llarie Brannen, in 1941 Mildred Leasure, and in 1942 Charlene 
F or eman. 
SCHOLARSHIP MEDAL 
A scholarship medal is conferred each year by the Alpha 
H onor Society upon the graduate with the highest scholar-
ship recor d. 
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DISCIPLINE 
For discipline we appeal to the hearts and consciences of. 
our students and depend much upon the Bible study and teach-
Ing·. Love and justice are the moving principles of our gov-
ernment, regulations are as few as possible, and we demand 
only that the students do right. If after patient effort we can-
not reach a student in this way, we advi:se him to go home. 
SOCIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Non-Students 
It has been the custom to permit worthy young men who 
are not members of the ·student body to enter into the social 
life of the college. This is a custom we are glad to continue 
under proper conditions. 
All young men who are not students of the institution 
must be presented formally to the matron. It shall be 
necessary that they present at this introduction letters of 
recommendation from the minister of the church which 
they attend regularly. This recommeT)dation must testify 
concerning the moral character of the young man. 
Any young man who Is thus permitted to enter the social 
life of the college thereby pledges himself to obey all social 
regulations of the school. Any young man who violates this 
pledge will be promptly excluded. 
Local Students 
The college management has the general oversight of 
local students on the grounds and in the buildings and at all 
other times when participating in college activities. 
Boarding Students 
All boarding students are required to room in our student 
homes unless they stay with relatives in town or work for 
their room and board·. All such cases must be approved by the 
president of the college. 
Secret Marriages 
The contracting party or parties of a secret or unapprov-
ed marriage taking place within the student body of Harding 
College will be excluded from the college and all credits earned 
within that year will be cancelled. 
Any student-preacher aiding such marriage by performing 
the ceremony shall be dealt with similarly. 
B2 
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Tobacco 
I ,, .,s,• who are directly responsible for the influence on 
" , ,., ""'us and in the buildings of Harding College bel1eve 
. ·l tJ,,. 11se of tobacco in any form is injurious to the user. It 
• ~ . ,. Jollll"POSe therefore to discourage the use o! tobacco in 
•, ,, '""Y that we can. We have a deep interest in those who 
. a ~quired the habit of using it and desire only to help 
"' qllit the habit. But if they vVILL persis1: in the use of it 
111 s i:; t that they must use it so as to throw around others 
: ·· :~st possible temptation. Hence, the use of tul!accu on 
... !lege campus and in the buildings is strictly forbidden 
• • • , . pt in the rooms of those who use it. 
HOLIDAYS 
;-;L11dents will not be permitted to leave for home to spend 
"'" il<lliday until the school adjourns !or such holiday, unless 
11 J, ,. by wrltteh consent of their parents. Even if one obtains 
""' i'i permission, his absence from his classes will be unex-
, '""'''! and will count with other unexcused absences in lower-
.: !tis grades, deducting from his credits, or excluding- him 
r, ""' his course. Similarly any class missed because of a 
11>1" rdurn after a holiday will be unexcused and will count 
' ~ a Love. Parents should note this w_ell and not encourage 
"''"l vnts to miss classes at such times. 
CLASS ABSENCES 
:-.lo class cutting will be to;erated. When a student misses 
' ' •·N:itation in ..tny class, he must present to the registrar a 
·"" t isfactory excuse 'Ylthin two days after he returns to the 
class. 
The following regulations apply to absences: 
1. \Vhen a student has three unexcused absences !rom 
fillY class. he shalt be dropped from the course by th e in-
s! t·uctor. He may be reinstated only by the recommendatior: 
of the registrar and the payment ot $1.00 fee. 
2. Any stuJent who has ten unexcused absences from 
rtll classes and chapel shall forfeit one hour of credit; twent:Y 
al,scnces discount two hours of credit, etc. These absences 
need not occur in a s!lllgle class but may be qte total in all 
elasses. 
3. If, in the judgement of the committee, any other mea-
Hures may be more effective iB d8aling with any individual 
student. lt shall be at liberty to add to the above penalties or 
to substitute others. 
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CLASS CHANGES 
No student is p~rmitted to change or leave a class with-
out the approval of the dean and the teacher !n charge of 
the class. After the first two weeks any student changing 
a class will be charged a fee of $1.00. 
Any class dropped without the approval ot the dean will 
be marked F, and this grade will be entered in the reeord 
of the student. 
No c.lass changes will be permitted after the tourth week 
of any term. Any class dropped after that time because of 
failing grades will be marked F. 
EXAMINATIONS 
Examinations will be given regularly at the. close of each 
term and during the term at the d iscretion of the instructor. 
No student is excused from these examinations. In case a 
student misses an examination for any cause, he may secure a 
special examination by applying to the dean and paying the 
instructor fifty cents examination fee. 
REPORTS AND GRADES 
Reports will be sent to parents or guardians at the end 
of each term. Should a_; student be doing unsatisfactory work. 
a report to this effect will be sent to the parents at any time. 
The rank of the student will be indicated by letters as 
follows: 
A is the highest grade, 90 to 100. 
B i~ good, 80 to 90. 
C is fair, 70 to 80. 
D is the lowest passing grade, 70. 
I is "Incomplete.'' lt implies nothing as to the qualny 
of the work, and may be removed by completing the 
work of the course. -
E is "Conditional failure." It may be removed by pass-
ing a satisfactory examination on t.he course. 
F is "Failed." Credit for the course may be had only by 
repeating it in cl!U!s. 
TRANSCRIPTS OF CREDITS 
Each student is entitled to one transcript of credit with-
out charge, but a fee of ~1.00 will be charged for each addi-
tional copy. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
INFORMATION FOR NEW 
STUDENTS 
HOW TO REACH US 
· ~ 
1 1 ... two main lines of the Missouri Pacific from Littl<> 
h ~ I<> Memphis and from Little Rock to St. Louis pass 
" I• Kensett, which is less than four miles from the <:>ol-
, • .., 111 pus. Fourteen passenger trains stop a t Kensett 
.\ branch line of the Missouri P acific runs several 
•·:tch day from Kensett to Searcy, and students may 
1' ' ' r the coLege station. Students arriving at Kensett on 
not connecting with the Kensett-Searcy locals w ill be 
•· . 1 I•)' college cars if they have notified the college on what 
• . ' ' 1 hey will arrive. Students who have not notified the 
.:. ;r.< on exactly what train they will arrive m ay telephone 
' • • 111 lhe station and they will be met promptly. Students 
,,; ,,.,; from Memphis can make connection with the bus at 
1 •id Knob about 9:30p. m. 
!-'tudents from western Oklahoma may take the Rock 
1 t 1,. "d to Little Rock and transfer to the Missouri Pacific. 
' · ,,.li .. nts from northwest Arkansas find a direct route over 
1"" .\)issouri and Arkansas line from Eureka Springs through 
' : J r ~(·y . 
In addition to the train service four buses pass through 
. ·· ·: 11 'cy each day from Little Rock to St. Louis, six from north 
' · ~ t Arkansas to Little Rock and one daily from Memphis to 
...: :1: :1t'CY. 
Students will be met free at the opening of each term. 
1 :,t fifty cents will be charged per student for trips at any 
olher time. Fifty cents will he charged for delivering trunks 
rrom the station to dormitory rooms at any time. 
EXPENSES 
The expenses outlined below are for colle~e students only. 
!·:xrenses in the academy are outlined in the academy catalog. 
It Is our desire to keep expenses at Harding Co:lege as 
low as possible consistent with efficiency. 
The boarding student can meet all school expenses for 
HOcL50 to ~430. 50 for the year. This includes regular tuition. 
term and med ical fees, room and board. The resident student 
t·:u1 meet all expenses for $173.50 for the year. 
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Personal Expenses 
In estimating school expenses the following facts should 
not be overlooked. Young people at home spend money for 
clothing and incidentals; hence such things should not be 
considered a. part of the school expenses. If students are 
free to write checks on their parents for any amount they 
"·ish to spend, their expenses will be much greater. It is 
impossibl<? for us to control spending without the help and 
encouragement of parents. 
Parents who wish their children to make bills with the 
merchants in t own. having their bills sent home for payment, 
should write directly to the dean about the matter. We are 
doing everything in our power to pr43vent making of unap-
proved bills. During the. past, the merchants and parent" 
have cooperated heartily with us, and we have together 
helped students to keep their personal expenses low. We ask 
parents to continue their cooperation in the future. 
TUITION. FEES, AND ROOM RENTS 
The school year of nine months (thirty-six weeks) is 
divided into three terms of twelve weeks each. 
The expenses are p:;tid by the term and at the beginning 
of the term. This is required beca11se the school must have 
the money due it to give efficient service, and parents can 
arrange for one expense account more easily than the school 
can arrange for many. 
No part of tuitions, fees, or rents will be refunded and no 
dedu ct:ons are made for late registrations. Students should 
enter at the beginning of a term 
A student who withdraws of his own a ccord does not 
thereby place the college under obl!gatio!l to refund tuitions. 
fees, or r ents. Expelled students forfeit all tuitions, fees . or 
rents. 
:.n cases of protracted illness, a transferable certificate will 
be issued for all unused tuitions and rents. Under n o cir-
cum stan ces will fees be r efunded. 
REGULAR TUITION AND FEES 
Tuition , Col1ege (each term) ....... ..... ...... .... ..... . $50.00 
F~ntrance Fee (payable by all students e11.ch term) . . . . . . 3.00 
, \,··t i \'ity Fee (each term) .... .... .. .......... ......... . 
Lihr:l.ry Fee (each .term) ......................... .. 
M<·•ilical and Hospital Fee (each year) •.•••.•.••....••.. 






1 ; '· ···n hours and the Bible is a full course. and should 
L• h •. ,,.,,re work, one is charged $3.00 for each term hour 
, .. 1 he llfteen and Bible. 
SCHOLARSHIPS FOR PREACHERS 
,.,. ,., " •hers and young men preparing to preach, who ac-
r n:~ke this their life work, are granted scholarships 
,, '" ': half the amount of their regular tuition. Thill re-
'" " am<nmts to $75.00 for the year. Suc'h students are 
:l •···d to sign a note for this amount, which becomes due 
, ;, ··ar:; after they have left school, if at that time they 
· ~' <':t:>ed to give their time to the ministry. If, however. 
"re actively engaged in preaching, th~ notes are 
man who uses tobacco is entitled to this 
I REE MUSIC. SPEECH, AND ART COURSES 
:\luch of the class work in music, speech, and f ine arts re-
. , , 1 r·· ~ n o fees additional to r egular tuitions. These cultural 
, '" "~e:; should be included in every student's prog ram of w ork, 
'" '! hy a removal of all special fees we hope to make them 
~ , i :tble to all. Tuitions are charged only for private in-
., r , ~uction. 
SPECIAL TUITIONS AND FEES 
l 'i " no, Voice. Violin, Art: 
Two private lessons a week, per term ........ . . .... $20.0!) 
One private lesson a week, per term........ .. ..... 12.00 
Class instruction (divided equally bY 2 or 3) per class 24.00 
Voice (for High S chool students only), 2 lessons a week 15.00 
,.;peech (private lessons), each term: 
Mrs. Coleman 20.00 
ROOM RENT 
Room s for girls, with private lavatory, $'19.50 u p, a term; 
with bath shared between two rooms, $24.00 a term; with 
Jll·ivate bath, $30.00 a term. Prices vary according to location. 
Rooms for men range from $15.00 to $22.50 a term, de-
pending upon size, location, and conveniences. Single rooms 
can be had for $24.00 up. 
All r ooms are furnished approximately alike, most of them 
with single beds unless the double is preferred. 
RESERVING ROOMS 
All students a way from home, eithe r boarding or light 
housekeeping. are required t o room in the colle•e dormitories 
and apar tments. The only exception to this requirement 
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i!< with students who have relatives in town with whom they 
may stay. In each such case permission must be secured frnm 
the president !}f the college. 
Since new students do not know the location of. rooms. 
they may make their reservations by specifying the price of 
the room they desirP.-, and we will make the best selection 
possi-ble for them. When they arrive, if they !JO wish and if 
another room is available, they will have opportunity to 
change the selection. Floor plans of the dormitories, showing; 
location, size, and price of rooms, will be sent on request. 
Every regervation must be accompanied by a deposit of $5.00. 
ln case the student is prevented from coming, tbe reservati·on 
deposit is refunded, provided request is made to the college not 
later than two weeks before the opening of the fall term. The 
reservation fee is returned at the close of the year minus any 
breakage or damage to rooms or furniture, or is applied on 
any balance still due the school. 
FURNISHINGS FOR ROOMS 
Each student should bring with him pillow, pillow cases, 
sheets, and at least enough. cover for a bed in winter, towels, 
and such other articles as he may desire. In addition 
to these thing" the occupants of a room are required to fur-
nish window shades and electric light bulbs. Our experience 
i.> that these articles receive treatment that makes them very 
expensive to the college. Our only recourse from this useless 
expense is to make this requirement. We find that when a 
student pays for such articles but of his own pocket he treats 
them with more consideration. Students are encouraged to 
bring any pictures, rugs, pennant:s, or other furnishings that 
will make their rooms more attractive and homelik9. 
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES 
Students are allowed to bring such electrical appliances 
with them as irons and bot plates, but a fee large enough to 
cover the coat of operating them wUl be charged. 
DORMITORY LIFE 
One of the superior advantages at Harding College is the 
dormitory life of the institution. At much cost and keenly 
felt responsibility student homes are 'maintained that a rare 
home life may be given our students. 
This phase ot school life has been studied perhaps more 
carefully and more thoroughly than any other branch of our 
work. It has been our object to compensate, if possible. for 
·GENERAL INFORMATLO 
home and enter-
• ..._ ... , ·llu.,; Hehoul, and we are prouae of our accomplish-
•"·•• tid>< !lne than of almost any other Clf our under-
"" tliJ'ow around our boarding· students a safe in-
,. It II •>til malting the home a "p is on" to the young 
• ••II who has been brought up in he lax home life of 
I• ••·•II ly a difficult undertaking. o give to the stu-
• home life that has. in it the re, protection, and 
• t hftt o11ght to be in every Christ an home and at the 
"'"'" make it attractive to the stu l:lnt is really an art. 
"'" fl\ll far short of what we shoul like to do, we have 
fer •u•·c·cpded that, after observing o r care of the girls 
•l to us, many parents have fr nkly expressed the 
''"'' "' udent homes are steam-heated 
for girls than their 
ully directed as can' 
.. ""'' since these advantages are giv n at less cost than 
...,. o•nn he had anywhere else, all boa 
.. ltat1 to live in the school homes until they are full . So we 
~,.,.., no arrangements be made for bo rdlng save through 
•• f••·ulty of Hardin~ College. 
MEDICAL AND HOSPITAL SERVICE 
In I n7 we installed for the first time in the history of 
•~ o<'lltlol a health department. A small hospital was fur-
.-leho•ol a.nd a graduate nurse was secured to care tor the 
ehe<t""'"· This service has heen extremely valuable. Many 
.. ,,.lo•llts who are not physlcally strong wh"en they come grow 
ehu111: under the care and advice of the nurse. 
This service has now been greatly extended. A fee of 
I·. 1111 n year is charged each student, and for this small fee 
h• ro•<'<"ives the following service: 
A complete medical examination covering eyes, nose, 
throat, teeth, lungs and chest, blood tests, urinalysis, etc. 
J < :om plete medical and surgical attention for all emer-
gency or acute Illnesses, such as Influenza, broken bones, 
infections, operations tor acute appendicitis, eto. 
' Complete hospitalization in our infirm:!l.ry. 
The constant service of n. trained graduate nurse. 
!\ r.onstant attention and help regarding diets, thou~h in 
cases where a special diet may be quite expen&ive the 
11tudent will be e:xpected to pay the difference between 
this cost and bls regular board. 
--------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------- - -
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Each student is required to have smallpox vaccination 
before entrance. 
The above service does not cover medical attention 
have been 
include the 
for chronic illnesses and matters that should 
attended to before entrance. Thus it would not 
following: 
1. Treatment of tuberculosis or long-time contagious 
diseases. Tests and thorough examinations will be given. 
but in actual eases the student will be asked to transfer to 
a sanatorium where l}roper and long-time treatment can 
be given. 
z. It would not cover tonsilectomies, or treatment of 
chronic hay fever or asthma, or chronic glandular troubles, 
Tllese chronic cases will have the constant care of the nurse, 
but medical attenti<m will have to be paid separately from 
the fee. 
3'. It does not cover drugs and serums or biologicals, ex-
tensive examinations, or X-rays. The nurse and doctors 
will advise regarding the necessity of such extensive ser-
vice, but the cost will be in addition to the fee. 
The service, however, which is included within the fee is 
worth far more than its cost. A thorough medical examination, 
such as is given every student, would ordinarily cost from $11) 
to $15. A single operation for acute appendicitis would cost 
from $75 to $125. The constant attention of a graduate nurse 
together with hospital privileges is usually outside the reach 
of the ordinary family. Yet a I! this Is covered by the medical 
:..nd hospital fee ~nd serviccl. Students may select their own 
doctor, but all such service must be arranged through the nur.se. 
The school will not be responsible fer any medical serv1ce 
arranged for by the student alone. 
THE COLLEGE CLUB CAFETERIA PLAN 
The College Club is a co-operative organization in which 
both students and teachers receive their meals at cost. The 
cafeteria plan is used and each student may make his own 
choice of meats, vegetables, desserts, ect. The deposit of $20.00 
per month (four weeks) is expected to cover the cost of all 
meals. Should the cost ~ less, each student w!ll receive a re-
fund of the balance of the deposit. Those desiring additional 
food, or special items not on the regular menu for the nav. 
such as lee cream, pies, cakes, and other delicacies available. 
may secure these also by paying the cashier for them at the 
time. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
',.,l,·nts who pay the board by the quarter deposit $60.00 
ll,.. l, vg-innir::g of each quarter-a total of $180.00. Students 
•· ·• 1 '"·'· by the month deposit $20.00 at the first of each 
li'" .. 1 lltonth-a total of $180.DO. 
I·X.PLANATION OF THE POLICY OF THE 
COLLEGE CLUB 
...... 
Tl11· following articles set forth the general policy of the 
... 
The ' College Club is run on the co-operative plan, 
No one makes a penny of profit from the board. 
... l~ach student has a right to help form the policy of the 
'''''' i" r·egard to the kind of food served, the amount of food, 
.,,;1 1 he· general cost. 
·1. In case the cost of operation for the year exceeds 
U"· <!<'posit, such excess shall be paid in ten days after the 
.. , ... ,.,tf ive cost has been announced. 
:.. In case of loss, the whole club shall be responsible, 
tn<l ""ell loss shall be borne equally by all the members ot t 1,,. 
11u1o. 
6. Club members may bring visitors to the dining hall 
''' '"'>·ing 30 cents for their meals. 
i . All club dues are based upon the school month of 
'"'"' weeks and NOT upon the calendar month. 
~- Members of the club who withdraw before the end 
•H lit<> school year are charged a $1.00 withdrawal fee. 
~- All unused deposits are refunded at the opening of 
ll11• next school year. 
Ill. The President of the college is the chief executive of 
th•· e!Pb. 
11. The college bursar shall collect and disburse the club 
rn11rl~. and shall keep a complete account thereoi. 
TOTAL EXPENSES FOR THE YEAR 
The following is the exact amount the student will need 
,.,,. the year for his regular expenses. 
Minimum Maximum 
T< iltion .................. ..... . ...•. . . . .... $150.00 
~~" t ranee fee 
• 1 ',·ity fee ········· .. . ··· ····· ···· ······ 
··············· · · ·· .. .. · · ··· .. 
1.1 ill'ary fee 
······ ..... ·· ·· ·· ······ ·· . ...... . 
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Room rent ............... . ............ . .. . 45.00 
Meals (deposits) ..... . ... . . . ... .. . : . ... .• . 180.00 
Total for year . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . $403.50 





SPECIAL AIDS TO, STUDENTS 
EMPLOYMENT 
The school is especially prepared to o·ffer a large amount 
of work in order to help deserving students cover varying 
amounts of the regular tuition. Accordingly students who 
must have work in order to help meet expenses at college 
may freely make application for work. 
The college also has facilities whereby a student might 
work one half day and go to college one half day; or work 
through one term and then attend college a term, thereby 
covering total cost of board, room, tuition, fees, ai_~d laundry . 
According to this plan a student, however, could not carry 
a full load of college work. On the contrary, it would require 
about six years to complete the ordinary four years of college 
work, but the student would--have the advantage of having 
worked out his board, room, tuition, fees and laundry while 
securing his education. 
WORK SCHOLARSHIPS 
Students granted working scholarships of any amount 
must realize that they are assuming an obligation to pay the 
specified amount in faithful service. The responsibility i« 
their own to see that they render the service required. Should 
they fail to do so the amount of the scholarship Is due In cash . 
The student should also recognize that such scholarship 
Is a special favor extended to him, and ·in return he should 
be willing to "t;phold at all times the ideals o! the school. Any 
'tudent granted a working scholarship who persistently vio-
lntf's regulations or disregards ideals of the school will have 
his scholarship revoked. 
It is strongly urged that students not apply for more work 
I hn.n is absolutely necessary. To work too many hours may 
pi:l.e1~ tl!0 sttlclent at a disadvantage scholastically or cause 
:-111 <·v•·n more serious loss of health. Any student who works 
GENERAL !NF<'JRMATION 
..,. • • t '"' n three hours a day must limit the number o! his 
'",.,,.. 1~••111"~ 3.CCCJrdingly. 
\\· .. ,·ldni: students sbould bring with them tmfflchmt chang-
.... r '"'liable work clothes, such as overalls, to supply their 
""'•" nno•Lis. 'The college does not furnish such articl.es. 
LOAN FUNDS 
l""l••:'l.,rl of work it is often adv!sa.b}e to secure a loan for 
• ,.,., 1 .. r the tuition or other expense. This is true of those 
'"1\t .. . ··xpuct to find empl.oyment the following summer or year 
t• .,, will enable them to begin repaying the loan, or those 
• "" ha vc such sec1;1rity or endorsements as will make the loan 
• .,,. r .. ,. :t longer period. We have at our s·ervice four different 
I ·"' funds from which assistan·ce can be granted worthy 
"'' ' "''"t.~ up to a maximum of $300 a year, or a total of $1000 
,,,,, ., :II the four-year college course. Applications for such 
" '' "''•''"nee must include evidence of the need and the relia-
'·''" ,, pf the applicant. Information can be obtained from the 
, . ., ,,.ld .. nt or Dean. 
PLACEMENT SERVICE 
!•'or the purpose of aiding graduates and other deserving 
.,,,if~ nts to find employment the college maintains a regular 
'''"'' "ment service. Students who desire teaching positions, 
..r 1•nsit!ons with commercial or industrials firms, fiJQ t'heir 
. "'"Plcte credentials in the registrar's o!f!ce, and these are 
lori•ur,;ht to the attention or prospective employers.
1 
The effort 
tM made to find the kind o! position for which each student 
'" h0st qualified. While this service is intended primarily 
rnr the student It Is also available for former students and 
nlumnL In order that its value may be as great as possible 
11 Is requested that all available openings for teachers or others 
'"' re-ported to the office as soon as known. 
A CONFIDENTIAL WORD TO PARENTS 
The school cannot do the work It should do wltho.ut the 
<'o-operation of parents. For the first few weeks of every 
)'<':tr, and after visits home, students are often homesick. 
We all want our children to love t'helr home and would be a. 
lltt!P disappointed If they were not homesick. But with the 
hearty welcome they will receive· from the older students, 
1tnd with the beginning o! active work, they will soon become 
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happy and contented. It never helps students to recover for 
the parents to stay with them. Such a course u s ually r esults. 
in the student's returning home or in his getting a poor start 
in his work. 
Do not encourage your children to come home for any· 
holiday before the reg.ular time, or remain longer tha n the 
time appointed. Should the student be of "B" or "C" scholar-
-ship, it is very probable that those absences w ou!d cause the· 
loss M an hour of credit and injure the student's interest ir> 
h is work. Constant visits home O·ften ca:use a fe eling. of r es t -
lessness and homesickness·, cause !1. student to lose interes t in 
his work, and ruin the entire year for him. 
WEEK-END VISITS WITH FRIENDS 
Our many years o! experience have taug ht us tha t week-
ends spent away !rom the college with friends are often very 
detrimental to the student. For this rea son w e require the 
written consent of parents or guardians before we permit 
student!'! these privileges. Such permission must be sent di-
rQctly to the college officials. 
SPECIAL BIBLE LECTURE WEEK 
For the benefit of our own students, especially those who 
are already preaching or who expect to preach; f or the benefit 
of preachers, elders, song leaders, and L ord's Day B ii>!e 
School t eachers in this state and neigh boring states and 
for all others who may be able to avail themselves of t his 
advantage, a special series of Bible lectures is offered during 
the Thanksgiving week each year. 
It is cur purpose to bring to Harding College for this 
special short course outstanding men in the brotherhood who 
have something to offer which we could n ot otherwise get. 
We want younger preachers and Bible students to have art-
vantage of the QXperience, wisdom, and knowled g e of our 
most outstanding preachers. 
The lectures deal with vital problems facing the church 
and the individual Christian and are of great interest not 
only to our students and friends but to all preachers and 
IPaC!ers in the church. 
Announcements will be sent out during Octobf\r of the 
Flpedflc course for eacb. year, and imformation will be gladly 
g•ven on requesi: at that tlmQ. 
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TEACHER'S CERTIFICATES 
,_.,h,,.,.. certificat.es of various types are issued by the 
lilt•• ''"l>llrtment of Education to students whG fulflll the 
..... .. nent11 for such types. Iff•• tnllowlng curricula are designed to meet these re-
......... ntll. They are In harmony also with the most ad-
..._. thoory and practice in the training of teachers. 
I TtiREE-YEAR ELEMENTARY CERTIFICATE 
Tt•l• certificate is based upon the completion of one year 
fl ... u .. tl work, Including not less than nine holll'lll of edu-
...... ,, It authorizes the holder to teach in non-classified or 
.... <! and D scboolll. 
The following courses are required for this cert1t1cate: 
Fall Term 
Term Hours 
...... 10' 101 • . . • • • • • • • • • • • 41 
*''''"tlon 102 ............ 3 
••ll•h 101 •••••••••••••• I 
~>ec> . 1:4<~ . 101 •.••.•••••••••• a 
.... l•:d . 120 • • . • • • . • . . • • 3 
Winter Term 
Term Houra 
Bioi. 100 ....••••.••••••••• a 
Education 105 • • • • • • • • • • • • a 
English 102 .•••••...•.••• 3 
Music 114 •••••••••••••••• I 
Soc. Sc. lOll • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I 




Art 110 •........•••••.... 3 
Education 104............ 8 
English 103 . • . . . . . . . • . . 3 
English 120 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 41 
Soc:!. Bo. lOS • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I 
liH 
It 1s understood that all students take at leaat vne dall7 
lllhlc class, in addition to their other work. 
II. FOUR-YEAR ELEMENTARY CERTIFICATE 
This certificate requires the completion of two years of 
vollege work, including not less than 18 nor more than J4 
lerm ho.urs in professional coUl'lllea. 
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The following. curriclillum shows the required professional 
and subject matter courses for this certificate: 
FIRST YEA:& 
The first year follows the same requirements as those for 
the Three-Year Elemen-tary Certificate outlined above. 
SECOND YEAR · 
P'all Term Spring Term 
Term Hours 
Education 106- ... • •• .. . 41h 
Term Hcmre 
Education lOS. ........ 3 ! 
English 1&5 
History 101 
Ph. Ed. 135 
Speech 101 
; . . .... · .. ...... :r English 10& ........... 8 a 
............ .. 
. .......... .. 
3 
a. 
lJistory 102 .••.•••.... 3 3 
Speech 10:1 . • . . .. . • . . 2 lt 
Elective . . . . . . . . . •. . 6 
.... . ., .. ... .. , ..... 2 or Educ&tion 140 H 
lH 
Winter Term 
English 107 ..... ·.. • • • 3 S 
History l(t3 . . . . • . . . . . 3 3 
Ph. Sc. 100 ............ 4! 4! 
Ph. Ed. 130 ....... : .. 3 ~ 
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
or Ed"Ucation 140 3 
lfli 16! 
16 15'h: 
Only 4 ¥.! hours of directed teaching is permitted for this 
certificate, but this may be taken during any quarter of the 
sophomore year. 
III. SIX-YEAR ELEMENTARY CERTIFICATE 
In addition to the requirements under II above, this cer-
tificate requires the completion of the four-year college course, 
Including not less than 24 nor more than 36 hours in pro-
fessional courses and the specialization in certain subject 
matter areas. The requirements of the junior and senlo'r 
years are a" follows: 
I . Profe•eional Requirements: 
Term Hours 
Ed. 240 Directed Teaching .••............. 4¥.! 
From the following: .. . . • .. . . • . • • •• . . • 1-11 
GENSRAL INFORMATION 
' ' ·· 1 II) X Methods in Nature Study 3 
IC.l. 20'1 Tests ·and M\easuremeuts .... 3 
l ·:d . ~05 Adolescent Psychology , . 3 
II lt••clalization 'R&quirementS: 
A In addition to the work of the freshman and 
""l'homore years listed under II above, _th& fol-
lowln&' ~renera.l background oour- 84'S required: 
Art 111 Public School Al't 8 
Music 242 Music Educati-on 
I lome Ec. 100 (for Women~ 
l ·llst. 205-206 Preslde'ntla.l 
8 
5 
Administrations . .... , • . . lt 
<Geography 101 01" 115 .............. 3 
Eng. 210 or 211 American Literature • & 
Pol. Sc. 20.0 ........... ; . . . . . • . . . • . . 8 
Science electives ·(tor women 4 hours) 
(for men 9 hours) 
Math. 110 Socialized Math.. . . . . . . . . 4! 
t,l . In on~ area of speciallzatlon, such as Engl11b, 
history and social sciences, music, art, or nat-
ural science, the student must complete a· total 
of from 27 to 36 hours, · including the work listed 
In the general requirements above. 
\'I .JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CERTIFICATE 
'l'hiH certificate requires the completion of two yeant or 
•U•o work, Including not less than 13.6 nor more than 22.5 
, .. .,, hours In professional courses. _ 
A student expecting this certificate must l!lelect at least 
, . .,., rlreas in which he will specialize for teaching. The 
f••ll••wlng combinations are approved: 
English . . . . . . . . . . Latin, French, or Spanish 
English . . . . • • • . . . • • . . . • . • . . . . Social Science 
Mathematics ....•.••................ Science 
Mathematics . . . . . • •• . • . . . . . • Social Science 
Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Social Science 
Home Economics • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . Science 
Home Economics . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Social Science 
Public School Music . . . . English and Speech 
Tn his selected groups the student will be expected to 
••t>mplete at least the number of hours indicated below: 
Term Hours 
English . . . ...•.....•••.•••.••. . •......... 18 
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MathematiOII . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Science: 
Biology .............................. 12 
General Science ••.••••.••••.••.• • • • • . 12 
(Including not less than 4~ hours each 
in biological and physical sciences.) 
Latin, French, or Spanish . • • . . . • . . • . • . . • • 18 
(Three hours may be deducted for each 
high school- unit in the chosen lan-
guage; maximum deduction 9 term 
hours). 
Social Science . • • . • . . • . • • • • • . • • • • • . . . . . . • • 21 
European History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4t 
American History . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 4i 
Three of the following . . . . • . . . . . . . 12 
Economics, Sociology, 
Government, Geography. 
PLAN OF SELECTION 
The courses should be seleeted a.a nearly a• possible in 
the tolloWtnar Ol'der: 
FIRST YEAR 
Term Hours 
English 101, 102, 103 ............................. 8 
Social Science 101, 102, 103 .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. .. . . 9 
Biology 101 . . • . . • • • . • . • . . . . . . • . . • • • . . • • • • • • • • 4% 
•speech 101, 102 . . • • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • 4 
Physical Education lllO ........................ 3 
Physical Education 101 • . • . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . • • • . . . • 1 
Physical Education 130 ..••••...••.• •••• .••• • ••• 3 
Eleetives (not education) ..................... 16 
SECOND YEAR 
Term Hours 
Physical Science, 100 ...•.•••••••••.•••••••.•.. 4% 
J!ffii'Iish 105, 106, 107 .•••.•..........•••••.•...•. II 
History 101,102,103 • . • • • . • . • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 9 
Education 102, 200, 206 • • • • . . . • . . • . . • • • . . • • • • . • • 9 
Education 150 • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • . • • • • 4t 
One !rom the !ollowtng: • . • • . • • • • • • • . • • • . . . . . . 3 
Education 224 • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • . . . 3 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
lf.l'luca.tlon 226 ... ........ ..... ......... . 3 
lt:<lueutlon 227 ........................ 3 
1-;,lucatlon 228 ••••• .••••.. •••• ..••.•••.. 3 
ltltlucatlon 230 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 
1'1" "'' lll Education 20o ... .. ...•.. .•.. .•• . . . .• • 3 
l.lrwr Jv (}S 10 
62 
1 1l•·•Jillrcd unless exempted by entrance tests. 
VII. HIGH SCHOOL CERTIFICATE 
49 
l'hiM certificate, valid in both junior and senior high 
_..'"''"· requires the completion of a !our-year college course, 
-.lu•llnftl' not less than 24 nor more than 40 term hours in 
f!l••f•••lonal courses. 
In Mnlccting his major and minor departments, the student 
• .. ultl consult the approved combinations given under the 
~!!~"''"'' high school cert!ticate. The following table ind!-
•••• the number of hours needed for teaching 1n each group: 
COMMERCE .... . ... ..... .. ....... . ........... 48 
Including the following: 
Business Ad. 102-104 • . • • • • • • • • . • 12 
Business Ad. 105-107 • • • . • . ... • • • • • . 9 
Business Ad. 108-110 • . • • • • • • . . • • 12 
Business Ad. 200 • • . • • . • • • . . . • • • • • • 4 
Business Ad. 211 • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 'h 
Business Ad. 216 . . . • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • 4% 
English 110 ......•... •. ............ 3 
Geography 1111 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 
l'.::NGLISH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
LATIN, FRENCH, SPANISH ............. .. ... 27 
(Three hours may be deducted for each 
high school unit in the chosen language, 
but maximum deduction nine hours.) 
MATHEMATICS .............................. 22.5 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION ................ 27 to 36 
SOCIAL SCIENCES . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . 36 
Including: 
European History. or 101, 102, 103 • • 9 
American History ...........•. ,. . . • . 9 
Social Science 101, 102, 103 .....•..• 9 
Government. Economics, or Geography 3 
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SCIENCE •• : • ••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•••• ; • • • 36 
To teach in any one field-biology, 
physics; or chemistry-12 hours are re-
quired in that ·field. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION . , ..•.. ; .... ~ . 27 to 36 
Requirements in this field are 
given with description of courses 
in the department. · · 
}'UBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 45 
Applied Music . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
(To be distributed in two fields, plano 
being one) 
Appreciation, HJ!story, and Literature . . . 9 
Theory ....... , .................. 12 - 13% 
(Including Harmony, Sight-Reading, 
Ear Training, Form, and Analysis) 
Conducting and Ensemble ........ 3 - 4% 
,APPLIED MUSIC 
Requirements the same as for th.e certifi-
cate in Public School Music, exqept that 
at least 13% hours must be taken in the 
particular field In which the certificate 
is deiilred. 
PLAN OF SELECTION 




English 101, 102, 103 ........ . ....• , . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Speech 101, 102 •. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . 4 
Elective (not Education) . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 
46 
SECOND YEAR 
English 105, 106, 107 .. . .. . .. ......••.•......... 9 
Education 102 ..... . .............. , ....... , ••. , . S 
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 38 
50 
THIRD YEAR 
Education 200, 205 ......•.................•..... 6 
Education 201, 202, or 203 ..... · ................. 3 
GENERAL INFORMATION 51 




1 :.t ~~~·atlon 250, 251 ....... .. ..................... 9 
• •r the following, one or more ..• • ........ 3-6 
Education 220 • . . • • . • . • • . • • • • • . . • • • • I 
Education 224 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 8 
Education 226 ..... •. . . ............. 3 
Education 227 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Education 228 ... . .... . ...... . ...... 3 
Education 2 3~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Education 232 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
l:l·· ~•tive ........... . 35-38 
50 
CERTIFICATES 
h&lntng program by oru"rm,.,. all the courses leading to such 
"'llrleates with the exce:p~i.on of the methods and supervised 
"'"'t or third year to 




the Bachelor of Science In 
requirements for the Smith-
time they receive their M. S . 
also .be qualified for home dem-
transfer at the end of their sec-
the institutions selected for such 
however, are the requirements for 
•a"'"~"''" in hom& economics: 
Term Hours 
18 
.............. .... 3 
9 
......................... 3 
................. .. ....... 3 
~----~~~~~~--------------------------~~-----------------1------
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Household Economics . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
51 
RELATED SCIENCE .AND ART: 
Elementary Design . . • . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . • . • • . • • • . 9 
Costume Design . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . • . . 3 
Home Planning and Equipment • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • . 4• 
House Furnishing . . • • • . • • . . . . . . . • . • . . • • . • . . • • . . 3 
General Chemistry . . . . . • . . . • . . • . • • • . • • . • • • • • . . 12 
Organic and Physiological Chemistry . . . • . • • • • . 6 
General Zoology or Hu{nan Physiology . . • • . . . • 4! 
Household Bacteriology . • . . . • . . . • • . . • . • • • . • • • • • 6 
Sociology . . • • • . • • • . • • . • . . • • • . • . • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
51 
EDUCATION: 
Educational or Adolescent or Child Psychology 9 
Adult Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Special Methods in Teaching Home Economics . . 3 
Supervised Observation and Student Teaching .. 7! 
Principles of Secondary Education . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Technique of Teaching .•.•........•. ; . . . . . . . . 3 
Tests and Measurements • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 3 
3H 
ACADEMIC AND ELECTIVES: 
English ..............••......• .. . . . ..• . .....•• 9 
English or Modern Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Journalism . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . • • • • • . • • • . . . . . . • • • • . 41 
Additional Electives .. .. . .. . . . • .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . 34 
56! 
Complete Total . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . 192 
PLAN OF SELECTION 
The best t:~lan of selection, together with complete require-
ments for the B. S. in Home Economics, will be given pre-
ceding the description of courses in the department. 
CERTIFICATES FOR OTHER STATES 
APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATES 
Students desiring teachers' certificates in this or other 
stat es are charged a fee of $1.00 for the preparation of the 
application. 
(:( >1 EGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
ADMISSION 
,,,.. ''ollcg-e of Arts and Sciences is planned to follow 
.•. ,,.>I,·tlon of a standard high school course of fifteen 
of study pursued for 
thirty-six weeks, each 
minutes in length antl 
IIi•'• lnlu•l'lllory period at least eighty. 
~"••d•·nt.s from accredited high schools wi!l be admitted 
~ ,,..,,., u ·ipt properly signed by the superintendent or pr!n-
~ : 111dents from unaccredited high schools may be ad-
or by passing an intelligence test as 
ARKANSAS STUDENTS 
I" w ·cordance with the uniform entrance reqllirements 
•·'· 1·••·d by the colleges of the state, students from Al·ka n-
.... I.IJ,:I• schools should note well the following instructions· 
.\ ppllcants from all high schools should write the rlean 
"'' ll11• college for a blank certificate of entrance, have it 
"'' '"' 1 " '''1~· filled out and signed by their superintendent or 
I• '" lp:tl. and return it to the dean as early as possible. A 
.. .. 11. ,. will be sent them of the acceptance of their ap-
1 "'"linn, or of any conditions to be met for entrance. 
Applicants from unaccredited schools and students 
• 11 h •'lltt sufficient high school credit may be admitted in 
""""" ways: 
1 I) Applicants eightElen years of age or older whose 
•"ll'llnce units have been reduced to not Jess than thirteen. 
l·ul lt,>Bs than fifteen, may enter by passing an intelligence 
... , 
<2i Applicants undElr twenty-one years of age who come 
'''"m unaccredited schools or who have insufficient high 
"" t,anol credit, may be admitted by examination. 
c :n Applicants twenty-one years of age or older, who 
, .. ,,."l from unaccredited schools, or who have insufficient 
. , no high school credit, may enter by passing an intelligence 
r~·"r or by examination. 
STUDENTS FROM OTHER STATES 
Students from accredited high schools _of other states will 
',. ndmitted b'y transcript without examination. ':rhos<' 
rrom unaccredited high schools or those who have insufficient 
l•ilcil school credit may be admitted as explained under 
53 
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No. 2 above. All transcripts should be sent to the Fegistrar. 
before the date fixed for enrollment and classification. 
ENTRANCE PROCEDURE AN'D TESTS 
In f}rder that the best possible guidance may be given ir; 
the selection of courses to determine where each student. 
needs to strengthen his preparation, and to find out the spe-
cial fields for which the student is best qualified by interc:sts , 
abilit;, and previous training, a series of tests and confer-
ences are held with all entering freshmen during the firsr. 
and second days of the registration period. Registration fo>·· 
freshmen is complete only after these diagnostic tests. A 
fee of 50 c-ents is charged each student to assist in meeting 
the expense of this self study. 
Students entering from unaccredited high schools or ap-
:Plicants without high school credit are given their entranc.;_· 
tests also durjng these two days. 
PRESCRIBED ENTRANCE UNITS 
The following courses will be required for admission t o 
the College of Arts and Sdences: 
English .....•.......................... • . · · ·. 
Algebra ..............•.......... . ....•••.•••• 
Plane Geometry ........••................... · 
American History ...........•........... · . · · · 
Laboratory Science ................. . ....... . 













Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 units 
Note 1. Laboratory science may be satisfied by physics 
1 unit, chemistry 1 unit, biology 1 unit, botany 1 unit, zoology 
1 unit, or by 1-2 unit each of botany or zoology, provided each 
<:ourse was accompanied by 160 minutes of l~boratory work 
"'ach week. 
Note 2. The requirement of algebra 1 unit and plane 
geometry 1 unit may be met with 2 units of correlated 
mathematics. 
Note 3. Two years' work (two lessons a week) in music 
or public speaking count one unit. In art and draw-
ing one unit wlll be allowed for five periods of ninety min-
utes each week for thirty-six weeks. 
DEFICIENT CREDIT 
Students who have their fifteen units of high school work 
GENERAL INFORMATION ss 
. • C' i! >;orne of the above requirem~mts wlll be allowed to 
• , L' t these requirements in their college course. For 
, .': •'·, i r a student has no foreign language in the high 
J,., will be allowed to take nine additional hours of 
•' ' !i • in the college for each deficient unit in the high 
.\ t the same time this work will count in full 
degree. 
ADVANCED STANDING 
• •''·dit will be given for collegiate work done in other 
• .. i " 'd colleges upon approval of the Committee on Ad-
. · I Standing, provided that the applicant presents proper 
"1 i;tls of his work from his college. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR DEGREES 
•t·!J," college confers three degrees: the Bachelor of Arts. 
!"" l<>r of Science and Bachelor of Music degrees. The re-
, '" ·nts for each degree are given separately below. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Ti1 .. degree of Bachelor of Arts requires the completion 
' ""'" hundred ninety-two term hours of college work, to-
• '1 .. •r with a scholarship record of two hundred twenty 
··•"' points. At least forty-five hours must be completed in 
• nl •t.-nce, twenty of which must be in the student's senior year. 
'"·h <>uld a student enter with advanced credit from another 
"' 'f. ·. the number of honor points required of him shall bt> 
P''"portion to thQ number of collegQ hours carried here. 
DEFINITION OF TERM HOURS 
A term hour of credit requires one hour of recitation or 
1, r, r,.\ per week !or twelve weeks. Each hour of recitation 
"' pposed to be accompanied by not less than two hours of 
' • • ' "" 'a tion. In laboratory courses two or three hours of 
t <1 "~<•tory work is equivalent to one hour of recitation. 
DEFINITION OF HONOR POINTS 
1-' (•r each grade of "A" the student is awarded three honor 
! "1 :; for each hour. Similarly a grade of "B" count!! 
~ ~, , J,,o ints for each hour. A grade of "C" counts one point 
r • ,-acll hour. A grade of "D" is passing, but counts no 
' '" r points. A grade of "I" aliowed to remain on any course · 
lilll f: ti lin.:.;· and detracts from thli! student's record one point for 
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each hour. A grade of "F" detracts from the student's record 
two points for each hour. 
PLAN' OF WORK 
The work of' the college is planned to follow the major 
elective system with certain modifications which will safe-
guard the interests of the student, and is divided into thir-
teen groups as follows: 
I. Ancient Languages and Literatures. 
Including Greek and Latin. 
II. Art and Architecture. 












Business and Economics. 
Education and Psychology. 
English Language :;end Literature. 
Including Public Speaking and Journalism. 
Home Economics. 
Mathematics. 
Modern Languages and Literatures. 
Including Spanish, French and German. 
Physical Education. 
Physical Sciences. 
Including Chemistry and Physics. 
Social Sciences. 
Including History, Sociology, Political Science 
a.nd Geography. 
PRESCRIBED WORK 
During the freshman and sophomore years each student 
wiL be expected to complete as much as possible of the fol-
lowing prescribed work. all of which must be finished before 
the end of the junior year: 
1. Eighteen hours in_J!.,Jnglish, consisting of English 10:L_: 
103 and !Q2.:207, required of all freshmen and sophomore stu-
dents, except that students working for the B. S. degree are ex-
empt from 1QQ..=l!t7. Speech 101-102 are required of all who do 
not pass the plac~~ent test in.sp-eech with sufficiently high 
scores. 
2. Fifteen hours in a single foreign language above the 
entrance requirements of two units in any language are re-
f[Uieed of students majoring in biological or physical sciences, 
~nd is urgently recommended for all others who expect to 
r.mter graduate schools. Majors in these departments entering 
GENERAL INFORMATION 6'f 
.. "" !'<'>reign language must complete twenty-five hours in 
'·' 
'l'l!ose entering with a single unit of language and 
·" ' o\"f~ the same language must complete twenty hours in 
: ""r' t~ '' 
Twenty-two hours must be taken in groups IX, XII, 
I\" combined. At least ten hours of this requirement 
'"' In -either group XII or group IV in laboratory 
"' .... "''"'• P'ive hours may be in group VIII. 
At least nine hours must be taken in group XIIT. 
At least five hours must be taken in group III. 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR REQUIREMENTS 
At least sixty term hours within the total required for 
1 :aehelor's degree must be taken in courses numbered 
n rul above, and these must be taken in the junior and 
•••"",. years only. Any 200 courlile taken by permission earlier 
··ount as a 100 course. Senior students taking freshman 
will be discounted one-fifth of the credit for each 
:-.lnt later than the beginning of the junior year each 
"'""' " " t is required to choose a department in which he de-
•II••H to specialize, and in which he shall complete not less 
lhnn forty nor usually more than sixty term hours, as the 
1\""" or the department may specify. At least twenty-five of 
''"''"" hours must be in courses not open to freshmen and 
""IJiromores. Each student should advise with the head of his 
,.,,.,,.en department as to the selection of courses within his 
llnllttt·tment and in other departments. 
With the advice of th11 professor In charge of the depart-
" ' ·nt in which he is specializing, th~ student shall choose two 
"''"'~' departments, in on~ of which he shall complete not 
'' "'" than thirty and in the second not less than fifteen hours. 
::Students who enter with two or more years of college 
. r f·dit from another institution wm be expected to follow 
r ,,.,. requirements outlined above as fully as possible. Those, 
,,.,w .. ver, who enter with three full years of college work may 
1"' released from the major requirement if it should be hn-
.,,~><lble to arrange their work to meet it. 
Additional work may be required of candidates for grad-
"~ lion as a penalty for improper conduct. No student will 
t., . .c;Taduated who is gupty of any groms offense, or who has 
r:~ i l<'d to make aatlsfa.ctory arrangement for his feQs and 
t11ltion. 
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ELECTIVES 
Aside from the required work of the freshman and sopho-
mc r~ years, and the requirements for specializing in his 
chosen department, the student is at liberty to elect such 
courses as he may desire. The following regulations govern 
the selection of all elective and required courses: 
1. No student ma.y be enrolled in any subject in advance 
of any other which he has yet to take and which is offered in 
the schedule. 
2. During the freshman -,nd. sophomore years not more 
t han thirty hours may be take•, in any one department. 
3. No freshman or sophomore may carry more than ten 
hours in any one group at one time without special permission. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
The degree of Bachelor of Science also require3 the com-
pletion of one hundred ninety-tw J hours of college work, to-
g ether with a scholarship rer..;rd of two hundred twenty 
honor points. At least forty-five hours must be compl'eted in 
1 esidence here, twenty at which must be in the student's 
senior year. Should a student enter with advanced credit the 
number of honor_ points requir<;d will be proportionally re-
duced. 
During the freshman and sophomore yeare the student 
must meet the requirements in English, foreign languages, 
social science, and Bible that are required for the Bachelor 
of Arts degree, with tha exception of English 105-107. 
He must select at lEJast four sciencss (suah a.s physics, 
chemistry, mathematics, botany, zoology, physiology) in two 
of which he must complete fifteen hours each and in two 
others ten hours each before the end of the junior year. 
A total of one hundred term l1ours of science must be com-
pleted in the following grouping": fifty hours in one group 
and forty in two other groups combined; or forty hours in one 
£;"roup and fifty in two other groups combined. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS 
The curriculum for the Bachelor of Science in Home Eco-
nomics is listed in the department of home economics. 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
Th e course leading to the degree of Bachelor of Music is 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
"'-d to cover four years of intensiv;, ~: ~:dy, not only in 
I· ,,; "f> a high degree of proficiency in the :najor subject, 
• ! ' " in attaining an understanding of the theoretical and 
' to.: principles ot Musical Art. The requirements an: .set 
'' !'tilly in the Division of the Fine Arts. 
AMOUNT OF \VORK 
!'J,,·ce majors of work with an additional course in Bib:e, 
' " " " fifty hours for the year, is the normal amount of 
"I lowed each student. Students who carry such a course 
"n t·oll in one fine arts department, such as piano, art, 
• ,. , .- ,.~ i o n, or voice, without credit; those who carry more 
·" utiC of the fine arts courses must limit the amount of 
t•egular work accordingly. 
-"t tlllents who work more than three hours a day for ex-
" ' ·~ will not be allowed to carry a full schedule of colleg<e 
, ' I ~ • 
:-; .. phomore students whose grades for the term imme-
, ,., ., preceding have averaged B may carry eighteen hours 
ra~,;o ive no credit for Bible. 
.lllniors and seniors whose grades for the term imme-
, ' J,;· preceding have averaged B may carry eighteen hours 
' '' l~ihle accredited. 
1::\ llt it is never wise for students to carry the maximum 
It is far better to carry the minimum and achieve a 
scholastic record. Students who work for their school 
• · "·;cs should limit their courses proportionately. To carry 
: 111 lo:J.C! under such circumstances is ruinous both to health 
1 t ··· habits of thoroughness. 
COURSE NUMBERS 
T ile meaning of the numbers given to college courses is as 
' '"' ·s: 
Courses numbered from 100 to 199 are primarily for 
t1111 Cn and sophomores. They may be elG~cted by juniors 
• tl -,; •niors with the advice of the bead of their department. 
Courses numbered from 200 upward are open only to 
J • , ,,., . ~ and seniors. 
SECONDARY TRAINING SCHOOL 
' ' c·omplete high school is maintained as a unit of ou~ 
h~ t· training system for the supervision of teachers in 
.. 
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secondary education. While the faculty and administration 
are separate from and independent of the college organization, 
it works In co-operation wl!:f the education department 
of the college in putting Into practice the best educational 
methods. The faculty of the Secondary Training School Is 
enrolled In the High School Catalog, which is published as the 
July Bulletin. It will be sent to any address on request. 
ELEMENTARY TRAINING SCHOOL 
The Elementary Training School is maintained on the 
grounds !or two purposes: First, to 51erve as a laboratory 
for the Department of Education in the training of efficient 
teachers and In working out problems In elementary school 
methods and practice; and second, t? give a limited number 
of children the finest training it is possible for us t o give 
them in a model elementary school. The training school 
includes the entire eight grades below the academy. It is 
under the general direction of the department of education, 
but each grade is also under an experienced and capable 
teacher, who conducts all the work, and assists t he students 
who may do practice teaching in the department by sugges-
tions and criticisms of their plans and methods. 
The faculty for the Teachers' Training School is also en-
rolled In the Academy Section. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
I. ANCIENT LANGUAGES AND 
LITERATURES 
work of this depa rtment is des igned prima rily for 
"' li u wish to gain a knowledge of Greek for the pur-
"1 Hihlical study. 
GREEK 
I 02, 103. ELEMENTARY GREEK 15 Hours 
!il<ly of the gram mar a nd syntax of the Greek lan-
' <>;;<nher with its litera ture. In the first course the 
h ,. ··onjugations of the Greek verb a re mas t ered a nd the 
•· •ll''" of John are rea d. The s econd course continu es the 
• · ' " "'" '' with further r eadings from the N'ew Tes ta ment. 
1 '·· t bini co m·se finishes the remaining portions of the g ra m-
' '""l covers the gos pel of John a n d as much a s possible 
~ 1 111;. Fall, Winter, Spr ing. 9:00. Armstrong. 
,.
1
'1, I 05, l 06. ADVANCED GREEK 15 H ours 
Tltt• three courses contain a further study of Gree.k gram-
"'"' 11n(l syn tax together with systematic work in Gr eek com-
t•·"lt lo u a nd continuous vocabula r y reviews. In the first 
., , ,. t he gospels of Ma tthew and Luke are rea d. In t he 
·lid , the s h01·ter P a uline ep ist les are begun . and in th~ 
' • II the remaining P a uline epistles are covered w ith th t-
• · • 1 • i<.> n of Roma ns a nd the t wo le tters to the Corinthians 
• oi l Wi n ter , Spring. 11 :30. Arms trong. 
II. ART AND ARCHITECTURE 
T 11 ' s tudy of art is a va lua ble aid to mental discipline 
development of taste a n d general character. It 
.1. r. ir:tble t hat students take the regular course. w h ich wm 
,., , oJ i ricd t o meet the dem a nds of those taking art for home 
'1 •I :II io n. Outdoor sketching, when practicable, will be gi ven 
·. 1 " ' t~ h out the course. 
TI'J<• a nnual Art Exhibit is one of the most important 
• 1 ol (·,·ents . No w or k is a llowed to be taken from th e col-
t. 1 ·· " n 1 il after the exhibition. 
":1 "· ll'nts who intend tn specialize in Art a re advised to 
l1>1c:lish as th eir first m inor a n rt French as t heir second 
111 1. Their c:ou rses mus t in clude Art 218, 219, 22 0, (Art His -
61 
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tory) in addition to the pra ctical courses in Art, as required , 
which shall include 101-106 and 201-203 or the equivalent. 
101, 102, 103. FREEHAND DRAWING 9 Hours 
Freehand drawing in charcoal, pencil, colored chalk and 
watercolors, of still life objects, geometric solids and casts, to 
learn the principles of delineation in outline and in light and 
shade. 9: 00 and by appointment. 8 hours studio work per 
week. Fall, Winter, and Spring. 
104, 105, 106. INTERPRETATION 
OF FORM 9 Hours 
Continuation of interpretati.on of form rendered in full 
light and shade, progressing into more difficult arrangements 
and subjects. Study of the head and costumed figure in 
cha~coal, pencil, lithographic pencil. Still life studies in 
watercolors and oils. Landscape sketching. Composition, 
perspective problems, memory work. 9: 00 and by appoint-
ment. Eight nours studio work per week. Fall, Winter and 
Spring. 
110, 211. 212. PUBLIC SCHOOL. ART 9 Hours 
These three courses are planned to take care of the needs 
of those who intend to teach in the Public Schools. The first, 
course 110, covers ar:t for primary grades: elementary draw-
ing, freehand paper cutting, study of color begun, clay model-
ing, water color, crayolas. Fee $2. The second course, 211, for 
teachers of intermediate grades, covers intermediate handi-
work, fabric f)ainting, gesso. wax modeling, etc. Fee$2. The 
third course 212, for teachers in upper grades, includes ad-
vanced handiwork, drawing and water color painting. Course 
110, Spring, T., Th., 2:15-4:15; 211, Fall; 212, Winter. Fee $2. 
Twice a week in two hour periods, for each of these courses. 
113. 114, 115. COMMERCIAL DESIGN 9 Hours 
Practical application of art to commercial needs, includ-
ing lettering and the designing and executing of advertis-
ments, Fall, Winter, and Spring. 2:15, T. Th. S. Fee $2. 
117. ELEMENTARY DESIGN 3 Hours 
A course e~pecially for home economics students designed 
to g- i\'C~ tl1e application of :il.rt principles in every day life. 
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·• "'·nportion and balance are stressed. Winter, 2:15-4:15, 
t··ee $2. 
I 1 ;\PPLIED DESIGN 3 Hours. 
t· r . t· erruisite 117. A continuation of 117 in fiat pattern de-
!l t•, :.:· a nd color. Executing designs for rugs, linoleum, 
l 1 '"per and textiles. Spring, 2:15-4:15, W., F. Fee $2. 
IJ . MECHANICAL DRAWING I 3 Hours. 
' <:ourse in freehand drawing in charcoal and pencil of 
I; tlt'c . geometric objects and outdoor sketching. Fall. 11:30. 
II', 1<'. Fee $2. 
'I MECHANICAL DRAWING II. 3 Hours 
"l"tdes and shadows, perspective, elementary design, and 
·• lf. iiiC:' drawings. Class of four required. Winter, 11:30, M., 
t··. Fee $2. 
' ., 
..... ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 3 Hours 
• ' <> ntinuation of 121. Original designing, working draw-
and rendered executions, in various mediums, of pro·b-
.,, ,-,dapted to ti1 e architectural field. Spring. 11:30. M., W., 
I , l• 't•~ $2. 
·o I. 202, 203. ADVANCED PAINTING 9 Hours 
l·'ortrait study in charcoal, lithographic crayons, co-lored 
In • II; and in oils. Still life and landscape painting in oils and 
• ~<· t-colors. Study of other mediums if desired. Composition, 
' '' .,. theory and design as applied to decorative painting. 
o h • ;L11d by appointment. Eight hours studio work per week. 
1 t il Winter, and Spring. 
' ll 'l. 206, 207. PORTRAIT AND MURAL 
PAINTING 9 Hours 
l·'nrtrait in color, decorative design in original creations 
!· .,. wall hangings other than easel pictu~s. Theory of De-
' 1 .-, rmd Composition continued. Mural painting. Fall, Winter, 
.. , J Spring. 1:15 and by appointment. Eight hours studio 
., ,. ,.J< per week. 
' 1 0. ADVANCED COSTUME DESIGN 3 Hours 
Prerequisite, Art 117, Art 118. Art principles applied 
t·' ,Jr·css designing. Sketching original designs; application of 
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c:olor t o individual problems in distinctive dress. Fall, ~:00, 
' 'f. . Vv., F., Fee $2. 
218. HISTORY OF ART 3 Hours 
Painting in ancient, classic, and mediaeval times; amd the 
Italian . Practice in interpreting selected examples. Fall. 10:30. 
:VL, \V., F. 
219. HISTORY OF ART 3 Hours 
French, Spanish, Dutch, British, and American painting. 
Winter. 10:30, M. , W., F. 
220. HISTORY OF SCULPTURE 
AND ARCHITECTURE 3 Hours 
A survey of tbe great periods of sculpture and architecture 
with an analysis of the difference in types;. Spring, 10:30, M., 
W., F'. 
FIDDLERS CLASS 
\Ve<lnesday P. M. from 1:15 to 4:15 there will be given an 
opportunity for any who are not already enlisted in an art 
class to come into the Art Studio and work without obligation 
to conform to any form of criticism. They may work in any 
medium they may bring. The only obligation is the fee of 
$;; p er term. This Fiddlers' Class is designe<l to help some 
one t o diocover himself in Art. 
III. BIBLE AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
So deeply do religious thought and ideals enter into the 
social structure and development of all peoples that no man cnn 
1.mderstand the world in which he lives without a knowledge 
of its religious foundations. The work of thrs department is 
adapted to the needs of four classes of students. For the 
student who wants the cultural and scriptural values to be 
derived from contact with the greatest spiritura1 teachers. 
the courses in Bible and religious l!ter:~.ture intro-
<luce him to the profoundest thinking of men and to much 
of the greatest literature of the world. For the student who 
wishes to prepare himself for leadership in rellgious and social 
work th e courses not only in Bible but in Christian education 
""'-! history nre designed. For the student who pians to devote 
!1 i.~ I iCe to preaching, to missionary work, or to religious 
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, "J J;;;m all the above courses together with those ln 
11 ··1 ics and Christian Teaching are offered. 
:-· I 11 dents desiring to major in Bible and Religious 
r l · 1 ,, ., 1 ion must complete not less than forty nor more thl!ll 
• : ·'' I lours in the department, including 212, 213, 214, 230, 240, 
• a 1 1 en hom·s of additional 200 work. They must also select a 
.-. < <• nd major in which t!J.ey must complete from forty to 
· • y hours. It is recommended that English, Social Sciences, 
·1 " .'-dcal S cience, Journalism, Public School Music or Speech 
' 1 l1e second major. It would usually b e well to include enough 
. l1w:ttion to meet the minimum teaching requirements. 
l;··b ted courses recommended for majors in th~ department 
'"·· tu lle Religious Journalisn:.1 212, Greek, Speech, Debati-ng, 
, ,.t Education 102, 103, and 205, Educational, Child, and 
lo! .. l8scent Psychology. 
The library contains a iairly large collection of the best 
' "''• rl;s deal1ng with the Bible and Biblical history. Besides 
, •-umber of the standard commentaries, it has Hasting's 
I :11<:~·clopedia of Religion and Ethics, the Schaft-Herzog 
1 ·"~;.vclopedia of Religious Knowledge, Schaft's Church His-
1'•'' ·'· complete, together ~ith a n umber of other monumental 
•. •. • •rl;s; the works of the early Fathers, the works of Camp-
r. .. fl , McGarvey, and others of the restoration movement; 
1 "" M!llennial Harbinger, the Catholic Encyclopedia, the Jew-
,. ,, Encyclopedia, and many other valuable works. 
I. BIBLICAL LITERATURE 
101 . MATTHEW 2-3 Hours 
A study of the first gospel as to its historical situation, 
. " ntent, and purpose. Attention is g iven to the geography. 
;,;!;tory , and customs of P alest ine in the days of Christ. Out-
line and memory work, but the main emphasis is upon inter-
,. ,·..tation. Fall., 10:30, 11:30, 1:15. Armstrong, Baxter. 
1 02. ACTS OF APOSTLES. 1 2-3 Hours 
A study of the establis1hment and development of the 
• ·illlrCh under the leadership of the apostles. Analytical out-
lin e of the book and geography of the Roman Empire. Em-
phasis upon the missionary zeal of the early Christians, espe-
,•h 1!y of Paul. ·winter, 10: 30, 11: 30, 1: 15. Armstrong, Baxter. 
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103. HEBREWS I 2-3 Hours 
A careful study of the historical situation and the doc-
il'inal content o:ti the treatise to- the Hebrews. A special 
effort is made to show the superiority of the New Covenant 
in its spirit and workings over the Old. Parallel readings 
from the Law of Moses. Spring, 10':30, 11:30, 1:15. Armstrong, 
Baxter. 
104. THE PENTATEUCH 1 2-3 Hours 
A study of the inspired account of the beginning of things, 
of the Patriarchs, and of the Law. The five books o-f Moses 
are studied as closely as time permits. The book o.f. Deuteron-
<Jmy is emphasized especially as a devotional study. Fall. 
10:3 0, Bell. 
105. THE HEBREW NATION 1 2-3 Hours 
A study of Israel's history from the feeble beginnings 
under .Joshua to the Babylonian captivity. The prophets frf 
this period are studied in their proper historical setting.' 
Throughout this interesting period of Bible history, replete 
with striking men and women, God is held up as the most 
interesting being of them ali. His attitude towards man in 
his desperate struggle with sin, which is the supreme ques-
tion of the a ges, is stressed continually. Winter. 10:30, Bell. 
106. RESTORATION AND INTER-
BIBLICAL HISTORY 1 2-3 Hours 
A study of .Jewish history from the coming out of Babylon 
to the birth of Christ. Ezra, Esther, Nehemiah, 'Daniel ancl 
most of the books of the Apocrypha are studied. The prophets 
who wrote during this time of the Restoration are read in 
their proper connection. Considerable attention is also given 
to the contemporaneous history ot Babylon, Persia, Greece 
a nd R ome. Spring. 10:30, Bell. 
201. JOHN 1 2-3 Hours 
A close study of the fourth gospel by analytical outline, 
memory work, and historical interpretation. Special em-
phasis is placed upon this gospel as the exponent of the spirit 
of Christianity. Prerequisite: Bible 101-103. Fall. 10:30. Rhodes. 
202. ROMANS 1 2-3 Hours 
A careful study of the epistle to the Romans by analytical 
outline and doctrinal content. A close following of the de-
velopment of the theme of the book. A thorough grasp of the 
argument and teaching is sought. Winter. 10:30 Rhodes. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
<~ ' \ . FIRST AND SECOND 
CORINTHIANS 
'67 
1 2-3 Hours 
,\ consideration of the founding and historical connections 
. r th e Church at Corinth. A topical outline a.n.d an interpre-
::1! ,.f,n of Paul's Corinthian epistles. The many fundamental 
, ., ,,..iples and practical lessons of the books are emphasized. 
1 , .; ng. 10: 30. Rhodes. 
' IJ5. LIFE OF CHRIST 1 2-3 Hours 
The course consists of a comparative study of .John and the 
,., .. ptic gospels. An attempt is n1ade to arrange the events 
11 , th e life of Christ chronologically so tha t the student may 
, , 1 :ts full and orderly a -conception of the development of his 
,, '' ·"mal ministry as possible. The sermons, miracles, and 
, ''" i>l es .are studied especially, in order that the t eachings of 
')• · L ord may /)e emphasi7..ed. Fall. 1:15, Baxter. 
.J OG. SHORTER EPISTLES OF PAUL 2 Hours 
First Thessalonians, Second Thessalonians, Galatians, the 
rr. II,. "Prison Epistles" (Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians 
•~'• tl Philemon), and the three "Pastoral Epistles" (First Tim-
.. rl:y, Titus, and Second Timothy) are taken up in t?e order 
1, which they were written. Historical setting, corre ' ation 
"' ith the author's life, and teaching of each oook are gone 
111 1o closely. Winter. 1:15, Baxter. 
'07. GENERAL EPISTLES 2 Hours 
An intensive study of the letters of .James, Peter, John, 
•nd .Jude. Historical setting, peculiarities of .style, doctr ines. 
,,,J !;pirit of each a re emphasized. Spring. 1:il.5, Baxter. 
''16 , 217.218. ORAL INTERPRETATION 
OF THE BIBLE 9 Hours 
A course using the Bible and three books of the Apocrypha 
'"' basic material. The scholars of the world are agreed that 
r.lt e Bible is supremely great literature, yet when we open our 
•:< nlinary versions we look in vain for lyrics, epics, dramas, 
t·~says , sonnets, and orations of other great literatures of the 
"' nrld: instead the eye catches nothing but a monotonous 
11niformity of numbered sentences, more suggestive of an 
itemized legal instrument than of what we understand R.s 
lite rature. Hence Moulton's Modern Reader's Bible, the 
.C nglish Revised Version printed in modern literary form, is 
used as a basic text for this course. Fall, Winter, Spring . 
• 1:- . W . F. 10:30, Mrs. Armstrong. 
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II. RELIGIOUS HISTORY 
, 02 ACTS 1 2-3 Hours 1 
Growth of the church during the first half century. Same 
as Bible 102. Winter, 10:30, 11:30, 1:15. Armstrong, Baxter. 
104, 105, 106. OLD TESTAMENT 
HISTORy 1 2-3 Hours 
Same as Bible 104, 105, 106 above. Fall, W inter, _§pring. 
1fJ:30, Bell. 
210 . . LIFE AND TEACHING OF PAUL 3 J:Iours 
The life of the Apostle Paul and h is teaching co~s1dered 
in relation to his Jewish a nd Gentlle background and h1s com-
petition with J ewish and pagan thought. Fall, 8:.00, Barter. 
21 2. RISE OF CHRISTIANITY 3 Hou:s 
The growth of Christianity from the first century to t e 
beginning of the great reform movements of the fourtee~th 
century. Readings in the early church Fathers, and the m-
fiuence of the barbarian invasions and pagan thought. Fall. 
1 o: 30, Baxter. 
213. THE REFORMATION PERIOD 3 Hours 
Development of Christianity through the great r~f~rm 
movements of Wycliff, L uther, Calvin, and other rel!gwus 
leaders before the eighteenth century. Winter. 10:30, Baxter. 
214. CHRISTIANITY IN THE 
MODERN WORLD 3 Hours 
A study of Christianity from the beginning of the eigh-
teenth century to the present. This includes the Wesleyan 
revival and the restoration movements of the nineteenth 
century. Spring. 10:30, Baxter. 
224. GEOGRAPHIC AND SOCIAL 
BACKGROUNDS OF CHRISTIANITY 2 Hours 
A study of the geography of Palestine and the related 
areas together with the social conditions and cu.stoms which 
a' d in an understa nding of Christian thought. (G1ven 1942-43) 
a i
1
d in an understanding of Christian thought. Spring. 8: 00, 
Ba.xter. 
220. -OUTLINE OF CHINESE HISTORY 5. Houts 
A survey of Chinese religious thought and pol!bcal de-
velopments. Same as History 220. Fall. 2:15. Benson. 
DESCRIP TION OF' COURSES 
III. RELIGIOUS TEACHING 




1\ rt intensive study of m any fundamental doctrines. Same 
l;,·:igious Education 107, 108, 109. Fall, Winter, Sprin g-
Armstrong. 
COMPARATIVE RELIGION 3 Hours 
'rhls cout·se includes a study of the origin, tea.chlng anci 
l of the cmet world relig!ons (Contuc:a nism. B uddhism , 
I m, etc.) in comparison with each other and with the 
t1 Uan religion. Winter, 8:00, Eaxter. 
''· L HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN 
THOUGHT 3 Hours 
A study of the development or reUgiouS" doctrines, w ith 
nUon to the Particular s it uations out or w hi<'h 
arose. the values which they intende'd to secure, and the ir 
filion to the teaching of the New T estamen t . Fall. 8:00, 
l r . (Given 1943-44.) 
'·I 0 CHRISTIANITY AND MODERN 
THOUGHT 3 Hours ~\ ~tudy of the relation of the Bible a n d Christian teachinr; 
or tl<i'mporary scientific and social thinking. (Given 1943-44) 
.rr · .. ~·. S: 00, Baxter. 
. THE BASIS OF CHRISTIAN FAITH 3 Hours 
n examination of the basis of Christian faith in relation to 
phllosopbies ot Pantheism, Materialism, Agnosticism, 
lfsm, and Naturalism- an evaluation of fundamental 
tl Inn troth . Spring. (Glven 1943-44) 8:00, Baxter. 
IV. CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
7. 108, 109. HOMILETICS 3 Hours 
course in the preparation and delivery of sermons, in· 
Jt!ln~r the mat erials for sermons types of argument, adapta-
lnu of the subject to times and needs, and a survey of the 
' 1 o.nd New Testaments for subjects and materials for 
· "rrrro ns. Outlines for sermons are constructed and practice 
I ;{i n•n in preaching both in and out of class. Fall, Winter. 
· d rr~. 8:00. Armstrong. 
-' ,n. EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM OF 
THE CHURCH 3 Hour~ Tlli~ course is an introduction to the stunv nf th0 " ''11"~ ­
• , ,
1
.:d work of the church, including the responsibility, the 
11 1 r ~ its work, direction a nd supervisio~ . the preparntion <:f 
•I · :r· :1 chers and their relation to pupils, grading and classifi-
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cation, curriculum, agendes and methods, organization ami;~ 
administration. Fall. 9: 00. B ell. 
251. PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGIOUS 
TEACHING 3 Hours 
In this course a study is made of the capacities and needs 
or the pupJls· e-f the· church from the viewpoint of Christianity . 
A study is also made as to w::cys by w:hieh the church can• 
proper:y dev-elop these spiritual capacities and meet these 
:s piritual need&. The pupil will be followed in Ms growth 
1rom infancy to maturity and through adulthood. H is capa ci-
ties and needs will be studied during each p eriod of develop•-
m €nt and methods of meeting these needs successfully wm 
be considered. Winter. 9:00. Bell. 
152 THE MASTER TEACHER 3 Hours 
This is a study of the nature, character, qualifications, and 
technique of the successful religions teacher. Jesus is ac-
r:r p~ed a s the standard, the Ma ster Teacher, and an effort Is 
nt ade t o understand the natur e of h is a pproach, his method of 
t e~. ching, a nd the power of his influence, and to apply these 
r rineiples to present da y situations. Spring. 9:00. Dykes. 
255. MISSIONARY TECHNIQUE 3 Hours 
This is a study of the work of the different missions on 
OJ·ienta l fields, including a study of their methods, both past 
a ncl present. Health problems and living conditions on the 
foreign fields a re also s tudied . Spring. 8: 00. Benson. 
IV. BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
The courses in biology have been organized to meet the 
needs of those students who desire to obtain some knowledge 
of biology as a part of their general educatioR, those who need 
it to satisfy the requirements of other departments, and 
those who des ire to specialize in this field of science. 
The department occupies four rooms well equipped 
for under g raduate courses in botany, zoology, bacteriology, 
a nd physiology. The library contains a large number of 
standard reference works and periodicals dealing with the 
various phases· of biological science. 
Courses 101, 102 and 103 are generai!y prerequis ites for 
all advanced courses, exceptions being noted in the proper 
places. Students desiring to major in Biology must com-
ple te forty -five hours. Courses 101, 102, 103, 201, 202, and 209 
are required of ali majors. It is advisable that students 
specializang in biology obtain a broad scientific foun-
dation including work in the related sciences, and a 
D~CRIPTION OF COURSES 
• · :~d ing knowJ.ed~-e of French or German. They sh ould 
1i · ' '" to take courses in mathematics, chemistry, physics, and 
'•llt c•r allied sciences. Premedical students should pl·an to 
' " ''" courses 102, 1(}3, 201, j!(}2, 20:9; additional courses are 
, .• ,ry desirable. 
The Journal Club is a study group for the review of 
'' " tTent scientific literature. Attendance is required of science 
"'" jors; others may attend if they wish. The club meets once 
'" week th r oughout the school year. 
I 00. CONSERVATION OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES 3 Hours 
Require d of all teachers. Covers the con,;;ervation nf t'>e 
rtldl , forests, wild life, minerals, water power, and other n at-
••ra l resources. WintC!l'. M. W. F . Bell. 
I 01. SURVEY IN BIOLOGICAL 
SCIENCE 
This course, required of all prospective teacl1er s , ;s 
designed to cover the field of biology from the cultural 
Htandpoint, with emphasis upon fundamental principles such 
'"' respiration, assimilation, reproduction, etc. L ectures 
will be given five times a week, but students will be ex-
pected to attend and report on laboratory demonstrations 
:o nd outside readings. Fall. 8:00, 2 : 15. Snow or Pryor. 
102, 103. ANIMAL BIOLOGY 10 Hours 
This is a continuation of freshman biology with de-
tailed study of the properties and activitieii ef protoplasm, 
the structure and physiology of the cell , and a survey of 
th e phyla of the animal kingdom . Lectures and recitations 
M, W. F. 8:00; L a b. T . Th. 8: 00 to 10:00 or 3 :15 to 5:Hi. 
F ee $4. Winter, S p ring. Snow or Pryor. 
104. 105. GENERAL BOTANY 10 Hours 
An introductory course in Botany to give the student 
rundamental principles regarding the structure, function, and 
reproduction of representative seed plants and a study at 
the classification of the plant k ingdoms with a study of 
r~presentative types from the algae to the seed plants. Lec-
tvres a11.d r ecitations M., W., F., 1:15, Lab. T., Th., 1:15-3:·15 
F ee $4. Fall, Winter. (Alternates with :!01. Gi..-en 1943-44.) 
Snow. 
106. GENETICS 3 Hours 
A study of the laws of heredity and their, application to 
pla nt and a nimal breeding. Prerequisites: Biolog y 102. Lec-
tu res and recit:a1liie- M., W., F., ~: 15. Fee $2. Fall. Bell. 
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201. COMPARATIVE VER TEBR '\ TE 
ZOOLOGY " 4 Hours 
An intensive and comparative study and dissection of "'·' · 
vertebrates as d ogfish, n ecturus, turtle, pigeon, and cat wit' 
be made. P rerequisites: Biology 101, 102, and 103. L ectu 1·r•:< 
and recitations W., F., 10:30; Lab. T., Th., 10:30-12: 30. F ee $4 . 
l•'all. (Alternates with 104. Given 1942-43.) Pryor. 
202. COMPARATIVE VERTEBRATE 
ZOOLOGY 4 Hotua 
A continuation of Zoology 201. Lectures and r ecitation>. 
W ., F., 10:30. Lab. T., Th., 10:30-12:30. Fee $4. Winter. (Alter-
nates with 105. Given 1942-43.) Pryor. 
203. ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY 5 Hours 
1'his course will give the student an introduction t o the 
insect life of this region. It will include a study of structure, 
c lassification, life history, and habits of in:!lects and their 
economic importance. Prerequsites: Biology 101. 102 and 
103. Lectures and recitations M., W., F., 19:30. Lab. T ·., Th. 
l 0:30-12:30. F ee $4. Spring. (Given in 1942-43.) Pryor. 
204. ORNITHOLOGY 3 Hours 
Designed to acquaint the student with the biology of birds. 
Lectures are devoted to anatomy, physiology, and classification 
of birds. S om e extra time is required for field trips throug-h 
w hich the student becomes. familiar with local species. 9:00. 
T., Th., S. Spring. (Given J-943-44 a lternating with 210) Snow. 
206. HUMAN ANATOMY-
PHYSIOLOGY 5 Hours 
A study of the structure, function and relationship of the 
various parts of the human body. Attention will a·so be 
given to physiological processes of the human body. P:·c-
l'<2Quisites : Biology 101, 102, and 103. Lectures and recita-
ti r:ns M.;w., F., 3:15. Lab. T., Th. 3:15 t o 5:15. F ee $4. Fall. 
Snow. 
208. FIELD ZOOLOGY AND ECOLOGY 5 H9urs 
A stuc}Y in identification and classification of the principal 
an imal gr'oups of this region This course will also include a 
study of the r elat ions of these animals to the physical and 
l>iolog-ical condtions under which they live. Prereqnisites: 
Biology 101, 102, and 103 and junior or senior standing. 
I .•·Qt:n·e:. a•l(l l'<'Cito.t! c•ns T ., Th., 3 :15. Lab. M., W., F., 3:15 
1.' 1 r,: I G. Fee !J;4 . Spring-. Snow. 
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VERTEBRATE EMBRYOLOGY 5 Hours 
' '""'·se dealing with the fundamental facts and IJrocesses 
' '• l•'l>ment, the cell and cell divis ion, maturation, fertili-
" >Lnd ,cleavage. Emphasis will be placed on the frog, 
~tnd pig. Prerequisites: 201 and 202. Lectures and 
: oti·•ns M. , vv·., F ., 3:15. Lab. T., Th., 3 :15 te 5:15. Fee $4. 
ANIMAL MICROLOGY 3 Hours 
course designed to teach the student to prepare 
' J' oosc:op e slides and to interpret histological preplira-
Emphasis is placed upen a few simple and es-
, loed techniques rather than a variety of difficult pro-
,, .,.s. Fee $4. Spring. 'J: 00. (Given 1942-43 and alternate 
: 
1
• 2 12. GENERAL BACTERIOLOGY 6 Hours 
, \ n introducto1·y cou rse in bacteriology dealing with the 
• .. r i.J",Jogy a nd physiology of the most important groups of 
1 ~>l• ·ria. Prerequiolites : Biology 101-103, or consent of the 
" tJ' \I t:tor. L ectm·es and recitations M., W., F., 11: 30; Lab. T., 
; : 15 - -1: 15. F e e $4 Deposit $2 . Spring. (Alternates w ith 
···:, i iven 1943-44.) Snow. 
·!. 7. TEACHING OF SCIENCE 3 Hours 
A practical course in materials and methods for t eaching 
• II·· ,;cie nces in junior and senior high schools. Attention is 
, ' "en to the curricula, t o specific aims, to methods of 
• ·": i;<lng and clarifying subject matter, and to testing results. 
1 ~ .-quired of all who plan to teach science in high schools. 
: ···lures a nd recitations M ., W., F., 9:00. Winter. Snow. 
Y-1-0. BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS 3 Hours 
Open only to juniors and s eniol'S m a joring in biology. The 
., , ll· len t sel ects or is a ssign e d a problem which will acquaint 
i m wlth research m eth ods. Winter or Spring. By appointment. 
.·nuw. 
V. BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
AND ECONOMICS 
The work of this department meets the needs of three 
-:; lasses of students: those who desire a business training tl1at 
w ill qualify them for secretarial, accounting, or administra-
t "·e positions in the business world ; those who plan to teach 
1>11siness courses in high schools or commercial colleges; and 
ol :,,se wh o ,,·ish a general kn owledge of business procedure a s 
" single phase of th eir college work. Those majoring in the 
'lcpartment for the Bachelor's degree must elect EGonomics 
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201 a lso, a nd t h ose p lanaing to t ea ch commercial subjects 
in high schools must elect 228. 
Minor t ea ching fields recommended for teachers are 
history and s ocilll s ciences, English, and mathematics. For 
those planning f or secretarial work English and speech, or 
journalism a r e reC'Ommended. 
Various t ypes of equipment are furn isbe d f or instruction 
a nd s tudent use, including the comptom eter, dictaphon&, 
book k eeping m ach in es , etc. Non-credit instruction and praa-
t ice are g iv en on a ll m achines. 
SECRETARIAL COURSE 
For the one -year s ecretarial course the following Is the 
suggested plan of selection: 
Fall Term 
T erm Hours 
B . A. 102 ...••.• •....•. .. .• 4 
B. A. 105 .. . .. ... . .• •• • •• .• 3 
Eng. 110 . . . .• . .• ... . •• • • . . 3 
l':ng. 101 . ... • .. ..• . •.• • ••• a 
Sp. 101 ... ... .•. . • • •..•• , •. 2 




B. A. 103 • •• •• • • • • • •• • ••••• 4 
B . A. 106 ... . ... .. . . . . . . . 3 
B. A. 100 .. •. ... . . .. ...••.. 3 
Eng. 102 •• . . • • .. • ••• • • • •• • 3 
Sp. 102 ...... . . . . • ..••.••.. 2 




B. A. 104 •.•..•..•••••.•••. 4 
B. A.107 ....•.......•..•••• 3 
B. A. 101 ........ . ...... • .. 3 
Eng. 103 . . . . . ...... . ... 3 
E lectiv e . .•..........•..... 3 
16 
COURSE FOR TEACHERS 
For those planning to teach and working tow ard the 
Bachelor of S cien ce in Business Administration, the f ollowing 
is tlae i!!uggestQd p la n of s election. A s e oond t eaching field 
D ESCRIP T ION OF COURSES 75 
ehu11hl also be selected as a minor. If this is history and 
.. .• l:d sciences it should includ e 10 hours of American history 
... o1 five of elective history. 
FIRST YEAR 
Fall Term 
Term H our s 
1 1:n~ . 101 •• .. .... • • ••• • . . • • 3 
II. A. 102 .... ..... ... ...... 4 
II ,\ . 105 ...... . ........... 3 
"'""· S c. 101 • • • • • • . • . . . . • . 3 
tlpccch 101 .. .. . . ..... .. .. . 2 
• •. E:. 100 ... .. ........ .... . 1 
16 ' 
Winter Term 
l·:ng. 102 •. • ••••••••••••••• 3 
II . A. 103 ..•• . .•.••••.• . . 4 
II. A. 106 . ................. 3 
~oc. Sc. 102 . • • • • • • • . • • • • • 8 
l';peech 102 ................ :1 
1'. E . 101 . ...... .. .. .... ... 1 
16 
Spring Term 
l': ng. 103 ... • ..• • •. ••• • •• • • 3 
B. A. 104 .... . . • . . ... • •••.• 4 
B. A. 107 ... .. . .. . . ...• . .•. 3 
S oc. Sc. 103 .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 3 
1-'. E. 130 . ••.. • .• . • •• .. . 3 
16 
THIRD YEAR 
B. A. 200 .. ................ 5 
B. A. 111, 216 ............ . 9 
Geog. 115 .. • ..•. • ••...... 3 
E d. 10·2, 200 ........... 6 
S cience & Math • . • . . . • • . . 9 
B. A . (Elective) .....•...• 10 
Ph. E d . 205 .. .. . .. . .. . .. . 3 




T erm Hours 
Eng . 105 •.••••••••••••••• 3 
B ioi. 101 ........••.••••••• 41 
B . A . 108 . ...•.. . ...•••••• • 4 
Hist or y 101 ...•.•....•.... 3 
P. E. 120 . ... .•. ...•.... . 3 
17 ¥, 
Winter Term 
Eng . 106 ..........••••••• 3 
B. A . 109 ..••.....••••••••• 4 
Histor y 102 .........•• • ••• 3 
B ioi. 100 .• • •••• • ••••••••• I 
E le ctive . . • . . ...... • .. •. .• • 3 
16 
Spring Term 
Eng lish 1M • .. • . • . • .. . . . • 8 
Ph. Sc. 100 • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 4! 
B. A. 110 . • ••••.• • . • • • • •• 4 
History 103 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 
Hi 
FOURTH YEAR 
B. A. (Elective) . . . . . • . • • 5 
Ed. 228 ... ....... . • •. .. . . 3 
Ed. 201, 202, 204, or 205 6 
Ed. 250, 251 .. ... .......... 9 
E lective in mlnO!' . • • • • • . • 15 
Econ omics 201, 202, • . • . . . 9 
Eng lish 110 ..••...••••••. 3 
E lectiv e ............ .• .. 2 
50 
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I. BUSINESS. ADMINISTRATION 
100, 101. SECRETARIAL ACCOUNTING 6 HtJ ur"' 
A cot.~.rse of eo !lege level designed especially for S<"• 1 , . 
tarial stltden:ts and for those who intend to do :ii:dvanced "'"' k 
in a ccounting, develQping. the· fundamental prineiple,; I•• 
keeping th e books of professional, persona l service, m erca111 i I• . 
a nd manufa.ctl!l<ring enterpriseg.. IV inter, Spring. 1:15. Sl" 1 ol·· 
t on . 
!02, 103 , 104. STENOGRAPHY I2 Hour~ 
CourseS' 10-2, and 103 cover the flltldasmental principl <> ~ .. r 
Gregg short:hand. During; the first term· special emphasis 1" 
placed on accuracy in reading and writing shorthand. Spl'• ·•• 
and ac-curaey are stressed during the second term thrmn:l• 
much dictation and transcription. Course 104 meets five d" , . .,. 
a wee!\; for clase instruction and three days per week f , r 
laboratory work in actual office pra ctice and secretarial tr:tln 
ir.g. A speet1 of 120 words per minute is required for cn;.llt 
(or the third t erm. Fee for sporing term, $3.50, unless taltr ·n 
co ncurrently with typewriting. Fall, Winter, Spring. 8: oo 
S tapleton. 
105, 106, 107. TYPEWRITING 
Accuracy, together with speed, is stressed from the verv 
beginning. Requires a thorough technique in the t yping or 
letters, telegrams, m a nuscrip ts and theses, copying rou~:h 
drafts, tables of contents, bibliographies , outlines, program,.. 
tabulations, legal work, and various other business forms movt 
commonly used. A very high degree of accuracy is demanrl P.ol 
Students are required to master a speed of thirty word~ ,, 
minute for the first term; forty tor the second term; and fift1· 
wor ds per minute for the third term, if credit is expected. F•'<:' . 
$3 .50 p er term. F a ll, Winter, Spring. 11 : 30 3: 15. Staplr t" " 
108, 109, 110. PRINCIPLES OF 
ACCOUNTING 12 Hour!: 
A very thorough course in accounting theory and practkn 
in relation to single proprietorship, partnership' and corpora -
tion. In addition to study o! practical records much attention 
is given to making and in.terpreting statements from th ~ 
managerial standpoint. The student is made familiar wltlt 
business forms and vouchers by the use of practice sets using 
business papers. Durinf the third quarter a careful study ~~ 
made of records for manufacturers, cost, and departmental ac-
DESCRIPTION' OF COUR~ES 
... ,,t ing. Prerequisite: 100, 101, or high school bookkeeping, 
.,,IJit"more standing, <1r permission of instructo• Fall, Winter, 
li1"t"g· Class M., W ., 1:15. Lab. T., Th., 1:15-3:15. Davidso.n. 
I I'•. COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY 3 Hours 
This course deals with the natural resources of the coun-
h • llncl their relations to commerc·e and business. It covers 
tt... business developments of outstanding natfons. Attention 
tt••l pt•operty, and fiduciary relationships. Much time is de-
the study of actual cases and the opinions pronounced 
these failtors as fundamental to industrial and com-
devlopments of the United Sta.tes. Spring. 3:15. 
INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING 5 Hours 
Designed to train the student to analyze problems and 
•I'PI .v the acc<;mnting principles involved. A series of graded 
,.,.oJ,J"ms is used to illustrate the form and oontent of a 
klnnce sheet, statement of profits, analysis of profits, ap-
lilli< 11 ion of funds, capital expBnditures and depreciation poli-
"1""· installment sales of personal and real property, consign-
., ... 111 s and ventures, branches and agencies, foreign exchange, 
""""lidations, accounting for corpus and income, accounting 
•" liqnidating basis contrasted with "going concern'' basis. 
t · r • •• ·quisite: B. A. 110. Fall. 11:30. Davidson. 
INTRODUCTORY COST 
ACCOUNTING 5 Hours 
1\,n introduction to the atudi¥ of cost accountin~. The first 
lo•lr of the couriie c~vers methods of finding the cost of specl-
(h> <>rders or Iota. The second half covers the fundamentals of 
IW'"'"'BS costs, accounting for by-products and joint preO:uets, 
... 11mnte costs, standard costs, and cost problems of depart-
"'""t stores. Attention is given to the bookkeeping procedure 
,..,, ,.,.sary to accomplish correct results, also on acquiring fa-
llltllarlty with the uses of the forma more commonly utillzed 
111 11 " '1 a ccounting. Prerequisite: B. A. 110. (Given in 1942-4~ 
,.,.,J :lilC'rna te years.) Winter. 11:30. Davidson . 
. !f'l2 AUDITING PRINCIPLES 5 Hours 
This course covers both theory and practice of auditing, 
·'l"''" ssion being supplemented with problems, questions and 
"I" ,.,.11en working papers such as are applicable to balance 
.,,,.,., audits . The detailed subject matter covers the auditing 
1·• "' · ·ol nre involved in connection with cash and cash funds, 
, ,. •. ,.J,·nbles, inventeries, investments. deferred charges, capital 
•"" ' ' ' ·intangible assets, liabilities-both actual and contingent. 
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accounts ('}hgwing net worth, closing of an audit, anfl pre~ara.­
tion of audit reportS'. Prerequisite: B. A. 2~0-. Spring. 11: 30•. 
:Davidson. 
_/"'1 203. INVESTMENTS 
Principle~· governing the proper investment o~ personal 
and instittltional funds. Prerequisitel!: Business Administra-
tion 108 and Ec-onom-ics 201 or taken concurrent1y. OffereQl 
j~~:-.4~~~~~e;~te1;:;~;~~~ ~~;~;iasOB. 5 Hours 
A general eourse in federal income taxes. Particular em-
phasis is laid on the current Jaw and the preparation of income 
tax returns for individuals, partnerships, co-rporations, and 
fiduciaries. Among the topics covered are: analysis of trans-
actions, constructive receipt, earned income, sales and ex-
changeS', capital gains and losses, inventories. depreciation., 
itista:llmen·t sales, involuntary conversio-n, dividend distribu-
tio ns. Prerequisite: B. A. 110. (Given in 1943-44 a nd a.lter-
tw:te years. ) Winter. 11 : &0. Davidson. 
_./ 106. STATISTICS 5 Hours 
This co-urse deals with graphic presantations, frequency 
distributions, averages, measures of skewness and variatiOT" , 
i'ndex numbers, analysis of time series, linear and non-linear 
(;Orrelation. (Offered iT! 1943-44 and alternate years.) Winter. 
8:60. Davidson. 
207. PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING 5 Hours 
The place of marketing in our economic structure ; an 
analysis of the present marketing structures by functions , 
institutions, and commodities. Prerequisite: Economics 201. 
(Offered 1943-44 and in alternate years.) Spring. 8:00. Davidson. 
208. MONEY AND BANKING 5 Hours 
Money, coinage, paper, c urrency, bi-metallism, gold and 
silver production, monetary standards and price levels, domes-
tic aNd foreign ex<>hange. History and principles of banking. 
with special attention to the Federal Reserve System. (OfferP.o' 
1942 -43 and alternate years.) Winter. 8:00. Davidson. 
210. CORPORATION FINANCE 5 Hours 
Study of the different types of securities by which cap-
ital is r>rovided for business corporations; the valuation, pro-
motion, capitalization, financing, consolidation and reorr-Rni-
~mtion of such corporations. (Offered 1942-43 and in alternate 
years.) Spring. 8:00. Davidson. 
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'II. 212 . BUSINESS LAW 9 Hours 
General principles of the law of contracts, agency, nego-
, ;,, iJie instruments, partnerships, corporations, personal and 
· · "I property. and feduciary r<elationships. Much time is de-
. • ·I <:<1 to the study of actual cases and the opinions pronounced 
l·o-' the courts in decid ing them. Fall, Vvinter. Stapleton. 
216. OFFICE MANAGEMENT 4% Hours 
A practi-cal ·course for secretaries and p-rospective business 
· · ~ccutives, dealing with methods and techniques of office 
· >~:tnagement. Throughout the course emphasis is given to the 
~\:tee, duties, and function of the office manager. Prere(;!uisite: 
"•J>homore standing. Sp.ring. 1{): 3Q. Stapleton. 
~)20 . ACCOUNTING FOR FOOD 
CONTROL 5 Hours. 
An elementary -course for majors in Home Eeonomics 
"·It o are pnlparing for management of tea rooms, cafeterias 
,.,. dinins· room:;; of hospitals or other institutions. A brief 
·•L11rl v of principles with practice sets illustrating current 
~ nethods of accounting u-sed in these enterprises. Although 
lltcre is n o prerequisite for the course, it is strongly recom-
mended that those enrolling for this work shall have had at 
l• ·::tst a term's work in bookkeeping or accounting. A knowi-
~·d ;;e of typing will be advantageous. Spring 11:30 (Offered 
! !1 13-44.) Davidson. 
228. TEACHING COMMERCIAL 
SUBJECTS 3 Hours 
A thorough and practical course in methods of presenting 
,·ommercial subjects in high schools, with special emphasis on 
!he teaching of shorthand, typwriting, boakkeeping. Required 
. >f students who expect to teach in the field of busi-ness edu-
'' "tion. Fall. M. , W ., F. 10:30. Stapleton. 
Z50. DIRECTEB TEACHING IN 
COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS 4 1-2 Hours 
Mfty be directed teaching in shorthand, typewriting, or 
hookkeepi:ag. Requi:red for the commercial certificate. Pre-
r·equisite or corequisite: ;Bus. Ad. 228 and junior standing. Fall, 
·winter, Spring. Time arranged by appointment. 
II. ECONOMICS 
ZOl. PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS 4 1-2 Hours 
The basic principle:s of economics will be emphasized 
thraugh this course, and will be applied as far as possible 
t.o specific problems. Fat\. 9:00. Davidson. 
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202. CURRENT ECONOMIC 
PROBLEMS 4 t -2 HouG 
A careful study of the problems most v ital at the present 
tiime. The effects of war and reconstruction on PFOdliCtion. 
wag-es, employment, d1sti:lbution.of income, money, domes Lie ru t1 
rorefgn trade and the relations of government and business 
will be some of the toplc.s discussed. Winter. 9:00-. Davidson.. 
"'-- 205. AMERICAN ECONOMIC 
HISTORY 5 Hours 
Attention is given to colonial agriculture, industry, and 
trade. Attel' 1789, the main lines of study are banking. 
tmnsportation, tarlft, the dev&lopment of the natural re-
sources, the rise of manufactures. and the eJq>ansion of cor-
f.)Orate methods in industry and trade, w1tb specia! attentf{}D 
given t the hiStory of American labor. Spring. (OI'rered 1942-
~3.) Davidson. 
III. RELATED COURSES 
The following courses closely related to the business field 
are recommended for those specializing in the different phases 
of business administration. 
Art 113, 114, 115. Commercial Design 9 hours. 
·- Speech. 
Journalism 203. Advertising. 5 hours. 
Journalism 225. News Photography. 3 hours. 
Math. 111. Mathematics of lnvestmerat and Insurance. 5 
hours. 
VI. EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY 
Courses in the department of education and psychology 
are designed to meet the needs of_ those preparing for the 
teaching professien in its varloua fields and for those who 
plan to do administrative work .in education, 
ELEMENTARY SPECIALIZATION 
For students ]'Ianning to specialize in elementary t each-
ing the requi.,ements for the fonr-year and six-year certifi-
cates have been given in a prev~ous section. In addition to 
these requiremments, however, the candidate must commplete 
the following: 
Professional Courses: 
During the junior and senior years the following courses 
in education: Ed. 103, 108, 204, 205. 
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'oolds of Specialization: 
During the junior and senior years the student must 
er.t.•et one field of specialization in which he will complete 
" uo:tjor of work. The suggested fieldl?, together with the 
r• qnirements in each, above th~ minimum set forth for the 
•><•rlif'icate, are as follows: 
1. English (including Speech and Journalism). 
Twenty hours selected from the following: 
English 210 or 211 American Literature; .215 The 
Romantic Period; 216 The Victorian Poets. 
Speech 101, 102 Principle:;; (unless previous!y 
taken) 201, 202, Oral Interpretation; 2Q5 
Play Production. 
Journalism 201 Elements of Journalism. 
2. Social Science (History, Political Science, Sociology). 
Twenty hours selected from the following: 
Geography 101, or 115 . . . . . . . . 3 hours 
History 205, 266 . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 hours 
History 201, 202 . ..... _- ... - 10 hours 
History 207 . .. .. -.... - - . . . . 3 hours 
Pol. Sc. 200 . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . .. 3 hours 
3. Science (Etiology, Chemistry, Home Economics, Mathe-
111atics). 
Twenty hours selected from the following: 
Biology 102, 103, Animal Biology; 104, 105 
Botany; 203 Economic Entomology; 206Hu-
man Anatomy-Physiology. 
Home Ec. 101 or 111 Clothing; 121 Textiles; 
204 Child Development. 
4. Art. 
Twenty-four hours selected from the following : 
101, 102 Drawing; 103 Painting and Sketch-
ing; 105 Still Life Painting; 117, 118, 20!i 
Design; 218, 219, !20 History of Art. 
5. Music. 
Twenty-four hours selected from the following: 
121, 122, 123 Elementary Theory; 111, 112, 
113 Sight-singing, Ear Training; 114, 242, 
244; 204, 205, 206 History and Appreciation; 
207, 208, 209 Applied Piano or Voice. 
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I. ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
102. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 3 Hours 
A ostudy of the ba!Sic facts and prin~lples o! humam. be-
havior; the development and growth ot :mn.n•s equipment for 
learning; the learning process; and the application of both 
the prineiples of behavior and. the Jaws of learning to the 
pt·oblems of · the class -room t•oacher. Fee $1. Fall. 9:00, 11:30. 
Summitt. 
103. CHILD PSYCHOLOGY 3 Hours 
A stul!y of the principle!!! o+ tll.e development of the normai 
child with practical application to the problems ot the class-
room teacher. It includes a study of motor development, emo-
tional development, development at meanings, imagination, 
verbal learn ing, soc ial development, etc. Fee $1. Winter. 8:00. 
Sumr.nitt. ' 
104. INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING 3 Hours 
An intensely practical course in methods of teaching in 
primary and elementary grades, together with observation af 
classroom work. It is designed to precede courses in prac-
tico tea ching, and should g1v e the student a definite working 
1mowleGlge of .Proc edure a nd teclmi.que. Spring. 9 : 00. Summitt. 
105. MATERIALS AND METHODS IN 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 3 Hours 
An inteJP·ated course coverltlg lesson planning, units 
of s tudy, assignments and motivation, with the formation 
rected observation in the training school is a.n essential 
part of the course. W!nter.. 8: 00. Cathcart. 
106. MATERIALS AND METHODS IN THE 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS ' 4 1-2 Hours 
A study of the newer m ethods of teaching social studies, 
arithmetic, science and nature study in the elementary 
schools. The student will become acquainted with the philos-
ophy and practices of the integrated program. Several Integ• 
rated units will bQ produced and stu<'lied. Fall. 3:15. Summitt 
~.nd Pryor. 
l 1 0, 211. ART IN THE 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 6 Hours 
Description of courses will be found i:a the Art de-
partment. 110 Spr ing; 2'11 F a ll. 2: 15 - 4 :15. T., Th., McCullough. 
114, 242. MUSIC EDUCATION IN 
THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 6 Hours 
Description of courses will be found in the School of 
2\'l'usic, 242 Ji'all. !l:O: 114 Winter. 2:15. Kirk. 
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244. MUSIC EDUCATION 3 Hours 
Methods in public school music for the high school. .Spring. 
~~: 110. Kirk. 
120. JUVENILE LITERATURE 4 1-2 Hours 
DescriptiQn Qf the course will be found in t he English 
o1 •partment . Spring . 8:00. Cathcart. · 
140. DIRECTED TEACHING IN 
ELEMENTARY GRADES 4 1-2 Hours 
A beginning course closely integrated with t:~ e theon· 
,,ourses and requiring at least sophomore stanc:ing. 
240, 241. ADVANCED DIRECTED TEACHING--
ELEMENTARY 9 Hours 
Recommended only for seniors specia lizing in the field 
of elementary education. Junion; admitted by special per-
mission. 
200. 
II. SECONDARY EDUCATION 
TECHNIQUE OF T EACHING IN 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS 3 Hours 
In this course are carefully studied the vroblems that are 
peculiar to the junior and senior high schools. Attention is 
g~ven to organization, aims, and functions, programs of 
study, and e.x:tra-curricular activities, but special atention is 
;.: iv e n to the teaching problems. Winter. M., \V., F ., 11:30. 
:Summitt. 
201. PRINCIPLES OF SECONDARY 
EDUCATION 3 Hours 
A study of the fundamental principles underlying secon-
dar y education. Special attention is given to the adolescent 
period. Includt's a study of the program of the studies, meth-
ods of organization and administration, and the relationship 
of secondary education to both elementary and higher educa-
tion. Fall. M., \V. , li'. 2:15. Summitt. 
202. THE TEACHER AND SECONDARY 
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION 3 Hours 
The problems of secondary school administration from th e 
po.int of ,·iew o f the classroom teacher. Winter. M., W., F., 2:15. 
Summitt. 
204. TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS 3 Hours 
A study of the construction and u.se of achievement ex-
aminations with major emphasis on tests in the secondarv 
field. Fee $1. Spring. T ., Th., S ., 11:30. Summitt. 
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205 . ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY 3 Hours 
A study of the developmental behavior of boys and girls or 
the teen age. Problems characteristic of this a g e inv olvin.: 
physical, social, emotional, and intellectua l deY,elopment wi l l 
be studied with a view to helping the teacher maintain proper 
treatment of the learner during this important period of 
growth. F ee $1. Spring . 11: 30. Summitt. 
224. TEACHING ENGLISH 3 Hours 
An examination of the aims, methods, a n d mat erials of 
h igh sc h ool Eng lis h . Var ious problem s and difficu lties foun rl 
in Engli10h teaching a r e studie d. Req uired of those plannin,c; 
to t 2ach Englis h . Same a s Eng lish 224. Fall. M., W., F., 1: 15. 
Sears. 
226. TEACHING THE SOCIAL 
SCIENCJiS 3 Hours 
A course in the methods and materials ft>r the t eaching or 
history and the , social sciences In high s chool. Required of 
those pianning to t each the S!>cial sciences. Same a s History 
226. Fa' I M., W ., F. 2 :15. Rhodes. 
227. TEACHING OF SCIENCE 3 Hours 
A pra ctical course in t he a ims and m et h ods of teachin g 
high school sciences. R equ ired of t hose pl a n n ing to t ('nCi l 
science in h ig h sch ools . Win te,-. M ., Wh F. 11: 30. Snow. 
228 . TEACHING COMMERCIAL 
SUBJECTS 
A: cours e covering m e thods and materials for commerc ial 
snbjects in secondary sch ools. It prece des prac tice t eaching 
in commerce, and is r equired of those who pla n to t each com-
mercial work in high s chools. Fall. T'., Th., S. 10:30. Sta pleton. 
230. THE TEACHING OF 
MATHEMATICS 3 Hours 
Reasons f or t eacb'ing, and general a n d s p ecial methods 
of teaching mathema tics in secondary .schools . Curren t prob-
lems a~ad ~el ectea t opics are discussed. Open to experienced 
teach ers and to jun iors a n d s eniors. Fa,II. M ., W ., F . 2 : 15 . 
Dykes. 
150. DIRECTED TEACHING IN 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS 4 1-2 Hoars 
A beginning course In directed teaching in the j unior 
high school field. It is closely related to the theory courses 
and requires sophomore standing. 
DESCRIPTION OF C OU RSES 5 
/ 'iO . 251 ADVANCED DIRECTED 
. TEACHING-SECONDARY 9 Ho.urs 
A cours e designed for seniors completing the r equ1re-
teach1.ng 1·n secondary schools. Juniors may b e ad-' . "ts fo r 
•••it t"cl ~~~~c~;~:er~~~~CH, AND JOURNALISM 
VII. I ENGLISH 
.' t h quipment for this d e -B esid es s ome h iston cal maps, e e . 
h . h · ovided with the ·t t is the college library , w IC IS pr 
''·" men . n writers and 
" ,,.l,s of a ll the stan dar d Englis h a nd Amenca . . ' t h 
1 t w riter s of other nations , W1 lt•·:•nslation s from t le g r ea . . I k including 
llll merou s b iographical, critical a~d his t orrca e~~:n s ,literature; 
1 11 , Cam bridg" histories of Eng hsh a n d Am . d . 
, ,, ll h th'e Vari~rum Shakespeare; wi th the st~ndard perw 1-
. lA a nd wlt]q many works of more general mterst. 
c" . 'stu dents specializing in this de pa rtment must complete 
. · 03 h ·ch are required of all l ~rty -fo ur hours, mcludmg 101-1 ' w 1 20~ and 
, I . J 05-107. Shakespeare (201 or 202,) Chauco<r ' il'(··s 1n1en, ' 
1 
be count-
\ m er ican Literature (210). T en hours in speec 1 may S h 
;.d t oward the English m a jor, vrhic~ s hould i~clu~:o:r::~e 
;: OJ. S tudents are also urged t o acquire a readmg 
[. Fren ch or German durtng t heir course. 0 
h · h' h school m ust Those who expect to t each Englis m Ig 
Include 224, and at leas t f ive h ours in speech. 
101. 102, 103. FRESHMAN 9 Hours 
A s~?~f~~~'J:!~;::s of composition with written work 
Course. Special empha sis is given to the sen-throughout the 1 
h the m echa nics of writing, and vo ca H 1-
t enclil, the paragrap :t. . treate d in the firlilt term. P.e -
lary building. Expos1 1011 IS . T T'h s 10 · 30 
h F a ll W intlilr :tlprmg. ·· ·· · · ' q uir ed of all fres men. -' " ',, . "B" W '!C" Th.: 
11·30 2 :15. Lab. 2:1 5.-4: 4o , See. A. T., . · . . , 
. ' Speech 101-103. Cope, M cKittnck. Coordinates with 
105, 106, 107. HISTORY OF ENGLISH 9 Hours 
LITERA !URE f t he gr owth and d ev elopm('n t A comprehensiv e s u r vey o t 
lie"t times t o the presen . of ' E n glis h literature from the ea r . t d 'ed F a ll 
:'11asterpieces of both prose and poetry are IS u I . , 
- · 11· 60 1·15 Cope or S ears. Winter, S prmg. . ' . . 3 Hours 
110 BUSINESS ENGLISH . including A course covering pratical Enghsli. w~age, 
1. d to busines;s correspon-,gr a mmar and punctuation, as app 1e 
-~J en ce. Fall. l: l.S. Staplet on . 
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l 2 0. JUVENILE LITERATURE 4 1-2 Hours 
A study of the various types and sources of children·s 
literature. Extensive reading is done to acquaint the prospec-
tive teacher with the wealth of the material, and the best 
methods are demonstrated in the teaching of literature to 
children. Spring. 8:00. Cathcart. 
201. 202. SHAKESPEARE 10 Hours 
A study of Shakespeare's genius and development as a 
dramatic artist. Attention is paid to the general form of 
Elizabethan drama, and collateral readings from contemporary 
dramatists are required. Prerequisite: 1(}1-103, 105-107. Fall, 
Winter. 8:00. Sears. 
203. CHAUCER 5 Hours 
A study of Chancer's langua~ and literary art. Some 
attention is given to changes and development of the Engli3h 
langunge through this period, and to Chaucer's social back-
ground. Prerequisite: 101-103, 105-107. Spring. 8:00. Sears. 
210, 211. SURVEY OF AMERICAN 
LITERATURE 10 Hours 
A comprehensive survey and study of the historical back-
ground, the clevelopment, and the significance of American 
literature from its beginning to modern times. Lectures and 
class discussions, daily readings, and weekly papers are re-
quired. Fall, Winter. 11: 30. (Offered 1942-43 and in alternate 
years.) Cope. 
21 5. THE ROMANTIC PERIOD, 
1798 - 1832 5 Hours 
' Special study is made of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, 
Shelley, and Keats in an effort to interpret their thought and 
art in its individual achievement and in Its relation 
to the spirit of the period. The shorter poems are read with 
close attention along with selected passages from longer poems 
and related prose. Fall. 11:30. (Offered 1943-44 and alternate 
years.) Sears. 
216. VICTORIAN POETRY. 1832-1892 5 Hours 
This course gives special emphasis to Browning, Tennyson, 
Arnold, the Rossettis, Swinburne, and Morris, but includes 
also a number of the minor poets. The shorter poems are given 
close study in an etrort to arrive at an appre~iation of the 
thought and art of each writer, but selections are also read 
from the longec poems. Winter. 11 :3(}. (Offered 1!}43-44 and in 
alternate years.) Sears. 
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218. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENGLISH 
NOVEL 5 Hours 
This course includes a study of the English novel from 
Defoe to Meredith. Attention is given to the rise and develop-
ment of the novel and to the different types of fiction from 
the adventure stories of Defoe and the historical novel or 
Scott, to the realistic novels of Hardy. The course is critical 
as well as historical, and novels representative of various 
types and movements are read. Spring. 11:30. (offered 1943-4-4. 
and in alternate years.) Sears. 
220. MODERN DRAMA . 5 Hours 
A study of the major contemporary dramatists of Eng-
land, America, Ireland, France, Germany, Norway, Russd.a, 
Spain, Italy, etc. Attention 1s g1ven to the changes in dra-
n-1atic technique broug-ht about ·oy Ibsen, to the one-act pla.v. 
and to present tendencies in the drams.. Lectures and par?illel 
readings. Spring. 11:30. (Offered 1942-43 and in alternate 
years.) Cope. 
ENGLISH 221. POETRY WRITING 2 Hours 
A study ·ana practice in technique of versification and 
poetry writing. Attention is given to different genres. 
rhythm, Imagery, figures, and tropes. Some attention Is given 
to iRterpretation and appreciation of poetry. Daily reading 
in poetry and daily practice in poetry writing are required 
in this course. Spring. W., F. 8:00. Cope. 
222. ADVANCED COMPOSITION 5 Hours 
The first half of this course will be devoted to the com-
position of all forms of magazine writing except the short 
story, drama, and poetry. The second half will be giYen to 
short story writing. The course will emphasize techniQIUe 
and style. Spring. 9:00 Co:Pe. 
224. THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH 3 Hours 
An examination of the aims, methods and materials of 
high school English. Various problems and dtfficulties found 
in English teaching are studied. Same as Education 224. 
Fall. T., Th., S. 1:15. Sears. 
II. SPEECH 
The work of the department of speech is adapted to three 
classes of students: those who wish to cultivate refinement in 
manners and speeoh, those who wish to develop ease and 
power as public speakers and readers, and those who desire 
the technical and practical training that will make them 
effective teachers of public speaking, exprlilssion, dramlltic 
art, or English. 
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Thooo planning to specialize in $peech for the Bachelor's 
degree m ust complete forty term hours in the department, in-
cluding 101, 102, 120, 201, 202, 204, or 205, aJ\d at least one year 
in the speech choir, together w:tth a minor in English. 
including English :102 and 220. 
Special students who do not wish to complete the re-
quirements for a degree but desire to specialize in speech 
alone, will be granted a Diploma in Speech. Such students 
must complete at least forty hours 1n the department including 
the required courses listed above, together with thirty h ours in 
English, including 20'2 and 220. Since the diploma is a certif-
icate of proficiency, however, the amount of work must neces-
sarily vary with the Individual. 
Equipment for this deJ)artment Includes an excellent library 
covering every course; the Campus Players' workshop, in 
which every type of costume and stage s cenery is designed 
and produced; the wardrobe, which includes all costumes 
created from time to time; an excellent stage with unusual 
lighting and sound machinery; complete sound-recording and 
transcription equipment for use in the study of pronunciation 
a nd voice quality and in radio programs; and complete radio 
and public address equipment for program and class use. 
101. 102. PRINCIPLES OF SPEECH 4 Hours 
A practical introductory course, based upon diagnostic 
tests of individual differences. It includes correct pronuncia-
tion, introductory phonetics, development of distinct utter-
ance, voice improvement, a n d speech in relation to every-
day affairs. No tuition or fee. Courses 101 and 102 are 
required of all students unless exempted by entrance tests. 
Fall. ·winter, Spri.ng. T., Th. 10:30, 11:30, 2: 15. Mrs. Armstrong. 
103. INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC 
SPEAKING 2 Hours 
Studies ln the technique and practice of the short speech: 
the announcement, the introduction of a speaker, the speech 
of welcome, the response to welcome, the SJ>eech ot presenta-
tion and of acceptance, the nomination speech, the after 
dinner speech, the sales talk, etc. This course is one of the 
most practical courses in the curriculum of the speech de-
partment, and while it is not prerequisite to Speech 112, the 
student strongly advised to take this preliminary course. 
:Opring. IV .. F .. 10 : &0, 11:30, 2:15. Mrs. Armstrong. 
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104, 105. FUNDAMENTALS OF ORAL 
INTERPRETATION .... Hours 
An introductory and fundamental course in the oral inter-
pretation of the printed page, including pronunciation, enun-
ciation, tone, phrasing, rhythm and bodily expression as 
means of Interpretation. Prerequisite: 101, 102. Fall, Winter. 
T., Th., 1:15. Mrs. Armstrong. 
106. LITERARY ANALYSIS AND 
INTERPRETATION 2 Hours 
The fundamental principles of analysis and interpretation 
are applied to various forms ot literature. Attention is given 
to characterization. Open to those w'ho have had ·104 and 106. 
Spring. T ., Th. 1:15. Mrs. Armstrong. 
112. 113. 114. PCBLIC SPEAKING 2 Hours 
The laboratory method is used, speeches by the students 
being attended with round table discussions and lectures by 
the Instructor. The aim of the course is to lay the foundation 
for a direct, forceful manner of speaking and to help the stu-
dent to think .and speak freely and well before an audience. 
P rerequisite: 101, 102. Fall, Winter, Spring. T., T.ll., S . 9; 00 
Mrs. Armstrong. 
120. a. b. c. INTRODUCTORY 
DRAMATICS 1~5 Hours 
An interpretation of one-act .and full-evening plays, with 
special emphasis on character presentation, balanee in group-
ing, setting, and atmosphere. Students are required to .ap-
p ear in numerous and varied roles in regular productions 
under the direet!.G!l of the instructor, some of the productions 
being given privately before the group, others being g!..,en in 
the workshop annual tournament, while others are used !or 
the major activity of the College Lyceum. App-licants for 
tlhis course must be approved by the i11.structor. The course 
runs each quarter. Two to six hours credi-t. Fall, Winte,r, 
:Spring. 3:15, 4:15. 
124. FUNDAMENTALS OF 
MAKE-UP 2 Hours 
This is a laboratory course designed to prepare the 
:Student to do satisfactory work tn simple -personal make-up 
for the stage 'and in tbe make-up of others. Students are 
required to observe and gain actual experience in the make-up 
.of casts for workshop and Campus Players productions. Fee 
S3. Required of all speech majors and of all special students 
before certificate or .diploma will be granted. Fall. W., F ., .Jl: 15. 
' 
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125, 126. DEBATING 4 Hours 
Enrollment Jn this course will be limited in order to · 
· t · · g1ve 
more m ens1ve tra.Jnlng. A text is used as the basis of the 
co~rse, but work will consist largely of actual debates. Fall 
Vi'mter. T., Th. 3 : 15. Sea.rs. ' 
201, 202, 203. ORAL INTERPRETATION 
OF POETRY AND DRAMA 6 Hours 
An advanced course m the futerp.retat lon ot dl:iferent 
forms of poetry, the analysis of pla YS a n d character roles 
t~getl\er wlth their actual presentation In sillgle tmpersona~ 
tlons or in group productions. !<' all, Winter, Spring. T., Th., s.. 
9: 00. Mrs. Armstrong. 
204. a. b. c. ADVANCED DRAMA TICS 1-5 Hour-s 
A co.urse open to junior and senior students who have had 
120 and, by permission. to <>ther juniors and seniors who have 
unusual dramatic ability. Fall, Winter, Spring. 3:15. 
205. a. b. c. PLAY PRODUCTION 1-5 Hours 
An advanced course in. the actual coaching and production 
of one-act and full evening plays. The course covers the 
gene~al l>rinciples. o.f staging, lighting, CG.!;tuming, make-up, 
and mterpretation of roles and the play as a whole. With the 
suggestions and · criticisms of the instructor the student is al-
lowed. to work out complete details for the dramatic production. 
tr«in the actors,. design the costumes and settings and d.irec; 
a.nd &upervise the lighting, stag~ effects, and make-up·. 
SoJille of these p.roductions are givel'l pllivate:ty before the· 
dramatic club~ others. are given publiely at intervats or are-
r~serveC'l for the workshop. tournament. It is. designed t~ 
g~ve- ~he student a thorough ]lJ'eparation for organizing an<! 
directmg dramatic activities in high schools. or cemmunities.. 
Fall, Winter, Spring. 3:15, 4 :'15. 
2(}6, 207. ADVANCED ARGUMEN-
TATION 4 Hours 
An advanced course In which the princix:Hes of argu-
mentation are applied to- speech a.nd debate. Fall, Winter, 
W., F., 3·:15. Sears. 
208. PHONET1C5 3 Hours-
An advanced> course in· Which tlr1e- student is required te> 
make accura.te tra>nscriptions, not only of good American and· 
British speech, but of the dialectal and provincial speech ot· 
the campus. Required of all speech majors. Fall. T ., Th .. s.~ 
9·:00. (Offered 1942.~4a. and. ia: years alternating with 2.20), Mrs-. 
• . rm.st.coo.g;_ 
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209. MAKE-UP 2 Hours 
An advanced course giving special attention to character 
make-up. Advised for all speech majors. This course may 
be substituted by permission for the required course 124 by 
students who have learned by practical experience fundamen-
tals of make-up. Fee $2. W., F., 2:15. Mrs. Coleman. 
210, 211. RADIO SURVEY 6 Hours 
A _theory and laboratory course in radio Including voice 
adaptation, radio announcing, experimental work in the crea-
tion of sound effects, a study o! types of programs and the 
technique of program construction, continuity and script writ-
ing, and the actual broadcasting ot nnisbed programs. Radio 
equipment includes a late model recording machine, a 
public address system, two microphones, .and a growing sound 
effects library. 210 Spring. 211 Fall. M., W., F. 11:30. Mr:~~. 
Armstrong. 
212. RADIO DRAMA TICS I 3 Hours 
A practical course in the technique and pr.a.<'tiee ot writ-
ing and pr.esentir.g on th.e r.adio .original sket.ches and dr.amail, 
a nd the adaptation of stories and plays for the air. Wlnter. 
M., W., F . 11:30. Mrs. Armstrong. 
216, 217, 21.8. ADVANCED ORAL 
INTERPRETATION 9 Hout"s 
A course using the Bible .and thr.ee books .of the Apocry-pha 
a s basic materia!. The scholars of the :world a.re agr.eed that 
t •he Bible is a sunN!mely great literature, ye t when we open our 
o rdinary version», ·we lot9k 1'1'1 vain !or th.e lyries, ~Pi0S, d:rama.s. 
-essays, sonnets, and orations of other great literat11res of the 
-world; instead the eye catc'hes »oth1l'lg but ·a m~notottJ.ous 
uniformity .af nmnbered sentences, more -suggestive of 9.ll 
itemized !ega! h~strumEmt tha.c of what we understand as 
literature. Due to this fact, MO'ltlton's Modern Reader's Bible, 
'the English :Revised V-ersion t~r!nted in modern literary fonR, 
is used as a bas!e text for tJhis course. Fa;J1, Willter, and 
:Spring. W ., Th., F., S., 10 : 30. Mrs . .Ai'mstrong. 
111. JOURNAL1SM 
'The wOI'k of the department ef journalism is adapted t0 
'the needs of three c1asses of l!tudents: -those whe ·plan to make 
journa lism fheir life work, those who need a practicm 
'knowledge ·of j-ournaJ!sm in connection with another chosen 
'Profession, ·and those ·-w.bo Jiesir.e a.d;va.nced ·WGrk ln CJ:eat!ve 
writing. 
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Journalism either a.s a. ma.jor or.. a. minor field may well 
be combined ~th English, the social sciences, business ad-
ministration, or speech. Those specializing :in journal-
ism as a profession are urged to take a.s much work in English 
and social science:;; a.s possible for background. Those prepar-
ing for advertising and publicity work should combine with 
journalism, psychology and commercial art. Those planning 
to teach sl!ould complete enough social science, English, or 
~ess to ma.ke two teaching flelds, and must elect the 
neee.ssary courses in education. 
Forty hours of journalism are required tor a major; 
thirty hours for a minor. Sophomores may register for 11>1, 
but other courses are opetn to juniors and seniors only. Jour-
nalism 11>1 or 21>1 is prerequisite for all other courses except 
212 a,nd 222. Courses 201, 212, and 222 may be counted a.s 
English eredlt. Home economics majors should take either 
201 or 22ll; 202 ma.y be taken by those having~ ye!p" of credit 
in hlgh school. 
As special equipment f&r the department, besides the 
library, the college has a complete Printing end photograpblc 
plant, in which students may gain practical experience ln 
newspaper ed!tlllg, make-up, prlDtlng, and news pbotography. 
The department also publishes the college weekly, maintains 
the Bress Club and a. publicity bureau which contributes 
articles to vartous state papers, and assists m planning college 
bulletins and circulars. 
101, or 201. INTRODUCTION TO 
JOURNALISM 5 Hours 
An examination of the broad field of jo.urna11sm, and an 
inquiry inta opportunities in the various branches of the 
profession. Exercises on reading newspapers and understand-
ing the proi:Jilems of the press; both me.tropolitan and rural. 
0l'!en to sophomores. Required for aU fUrther study in journal-
ism. Fall. 9: 00. Cope. 
2e>2. REPORTING NEWS 5 Hours 
Fundamentals of gathering a.nd writing news. Exercises !Ja 
news vaJues and in writing :news for- &very depltortment of the-
newspa,z>e'r. Winter. 9:00. Cope. 
203. ADVERTISING 5 Hours 
A survey o-r advertising methods an'it medfa: J>l"Oblems lo 
selling and tbe psychology of advertising. Special attention. 
l$ g.iYen. to newSllaJ?er and ma~n& techl:IJ:ques am.d practices. 
DESCRIPIJ'ION OF COURSES 93 
uut the course may be adapted to the needs of the students. 
~pring. 9: 00. Cope. 
2Ch HISTORY OF JOURNALISM 5 Hours 
- The development of newspapers is traced from coloma! 
times to the present. The newspaper is studied in relation to 
the American economic, social, and political develop~ent. 
Special attention is given to the great figures in Amencan 
journalism through outside readings and term papers. Fall. 
~: 00. Cope. (Given 1943-44.) 
5 Hours 206. EDITING r Tng 
Preparation of good copy, copyreading, head me wn : , 
d k work makeup. news values, reader interest, promotwn, 
es , . , t" m is 
and editorial problems are studied. Specia1 conswera 10 
~iven to editorial practices on the small town dailies and 
~·eeklies. Winter. 9:00. Cope. (Given 194~-44.) 
2-5 Hours 210. EXTRACURRICULAR JOURNALISM 
Credit may be given for stafl' work on school publications 
under certain linnitations. Confer with head of the department. 
212. RELIGIOUS JOURNALISM . 3 Hours 
• A course of special interest to those prepanng for the 
ministry or other church work. An examination and study. of 
magazines and other publicity media used by l~cal churcnes 
and bY individuals. The writing of religious articles for ~ub­
lication and the preparation of copy for the press are ~onslder­
ed. various problems of religious journalism are d1scuss_ed, 
and special lecturers are invited to deal with special top1cs. 
Winter. 8:00. Cope. 
222. SPECIAL ARTICLES; FEWARTITUIRNEG 5 Hours AND SHORT STORY . 
study, analysis, and criticism of the vanous kinds ~f 
maga:~ine and newspaper feature articles. The course . w1ll 
emphasize style and technique. Short story writing wiH be 
studied during the Ja.st half of the course. Students are ex-
d kets are considered. pectoo to write for publication, an mar 
Same as English 222. 9 : 00. Cope. (Given 1943-44.) 
225. NEWS PHOTOGRAPHY . 3 Ho_urs 
The fundamentals of photography, developmg and prmt-
ing, enlarging, use of press photographic equipment, and 
standard techniques are studied both by lecture and laboratory 
work. A distinct program of worl{ is set up for the student 
ll;o follow and complete under conditiO'IlS similar to actual 
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press work. Laboratory equipment and press cameras are 
available, but the student is expected to own a camera suitable 
for work in the course. Fee, $3. Fall. 8: 00. Cope. 
VIII. HOME ECONOMICS 
The department of home economics provides fundamental 
background information and a basis for many vocational 
phases of home economics. Students desiring home economics 
for the sake of their own homes, or those planning to do in-
terior decoration, institutional managing or buying, or to go in-
tc· industrial fields or social service may complete their entire 
course here. Since the certification of teachers for, Smith-
Hughes high schools Is confined to one or two institutions in 
each state, however, students who are interested in teaching or 
in doing home demonstration work may complete the require-
ments for the Bachelor of Science in home economics 'here 
and transfer to a graduate school of home economics for one 
year, receiving their certificates for teaching at the same 
time they receive the Master's Degree. Or they maY transfer at 
the end of the second or third year and receive their certifi-
cates at the same time they receive their Baehelor's degree. 
Students desiring the Bachelor of Arts degree with a 
major in home economics must complete the requirements 
outlined on pages 66-58 for the degree. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS 
(FOl' those planning to teach Home Economics) 
FIRST YEAR SECOND YEAR 
Fall Term Fall Term 
Term Hours Term Hours 
English 101 .......... s s Home Ec. 111 ......... 5 6 
Home Ec. 102 ......... 5 6 Language, 
·········· 
6 
Soc. Sc. 101 ........... 3 or Eng. 105 ........ 21 
or Chem. 101 . ....... 5 Chern. 101 ............. 5 
Speech 101 ..... ...... 2 z or Soc. Sc. 101 . ..... a 
P. E . 120 ............. • 3 Ed. 102 . .. .. . ......... 3 3 
or P. E. 100 1 or P. E. 120 .. .. .• . ..• 3 
16 16 18 1'7 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 95 
Winter Term 
Term Hours 
English 102 . .. .. .. • .. 3 3 
Home Ec. 101 .. • .. .. • 6 6 
Art 111 .............. 3 a 
Soc. sc. 102 .. .. .. .. • • 8 
or Cl}.em. 102 . . . . . . . . 5 
Speech 102 ............ 2 




English 103 . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 
Home Ec. 121 or 114 . . . 3 3 
Art 118 .............. 3 3 
Soc. Sc. 108 . . . . . . • . . . 3 
or Chern. 103 6 
Phys. Ed. 130 3. 0 





Art :no ...... . ... .. ... . s 
Chern. 201 ..... . ........ 6 
Home Ec. 2i1 
or 212 ........... . ...... 5 




Educ. 103 .... • ...•....... 3 
Educ. 200 ........•• ': . • • . • 3 
Home Ec. 213 or 222 .... 5 
Home Ec. 223 or 220 . ..... 3 




Home Ec. 112 .. .. .. .. 6 6 
Chern. 102 .......... 6 
or Soc. Sc. 10.2 .. .. .. 8 
Langu~ge .. . ......... 6 
or :English 106 . • . • • . 3 
Hist. 102 . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 3 




Home Ec. 114 or 121 .. 3 3 
Chern. 103 ........... 6 
or Soc. sc. 103 . . . . . . 3 
Language, . . .. . ...•.•• 6 
or English 107 . . . . . . 3 
P. E. 130 . ... .. . .••...• 3 





Biol. 206 . . .... . . . ....... 5 
Home Ec. 212, or 201. . . . . 5 




Home Ec. 222 or 213 . . . . 5 
Borne Ec. 220 or 223 . . . . . . 3 
Educ. 231 or 227. .. . .. .. . 3 
F..duc. 202 ................ 3 
Elective ........ . ...•... · 2 
l:8 
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Spring Term 
Term Hours 
Home · Ec. 204 . . . . . • • . 5 5 
Home Ec. 202 • . . • . . . . 5 
or Biol. 108-9 . . • . . . 6 
Education 205 3 3 
Home Ec. 211 or 221 .. 3 3 
16 17 
Spring 'Term 
Home Ec. 224 
Term Hours 
3 3 
ll:ducation 204 3 3 
Biology l08-9 6 
or Home Ec. 202 . ... 5 
Home Ec. 211 or 221 .. 3 3 
15 14 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE lN' INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT 
The course leading to the Bachelor of Science in Institu-
tion Management is designed for those who wish to prepare 
for positJons as dietitians or food directors. It does n ot lead to 
teaching, but those who plan to teach may, if they desire, 
elect any ot the courses ln institution management. 
After the completion of this counoe the potential food 
director would be elegible to apply for a graduate tra.inlng 
course in an institution approve<] by the AJnerican Dietetics 
Association. This is an internship of service in a. hospital or 
non-hospital food service institution covering a period of nine to twelve months. 





English 101 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 3-
ChemiSitry 101 . . .. .. • .. • 5 
Sociology 101 .. .. . .. . . . 3 
Home Ec. 102 ............ 5 
Ph. Ed. 10~ . .......... .. . 0 
16 
Winter 
English 102 ..•.......•... 3 
Chemistry 102 ..••.. .. •.. 5 
Sociology 102 . o • • • • • • • • • • 3 
Home Ec. 101 . .... ....... 5 





English 105 . . . • . • . . . . • • .. 3 
Rome Ec. lll .. . . . . • . . . 5 
Educ. 102 ••. . •.••..••••.• 8 
Speech 101 . • . . • . . • . • • • • • Z 




English 106 . .. . .. .. .. .. . . 3 
Home Ec. liZ • . . • • • • • • • • • 6 
Speech 102 • • • • . . .. • • • • • • .2 
Bus. Ad. 100 or Elective . . 8 
Elective . •....•........... 3 
11 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 97 
Sprting 
English 103 .. .. • .. • .. .. • . S 
Chemistry 103 •• • • • • • • • • li 
Sociology' 103 · · · • • • · · • • · · 3 
Home Ec. 114 or Elective 3 





Chemistry !01 • • • .. • · • • • li 
Home Ec. 212 • • • • • • • • • • • • 6 
Elective •••• • • •• •• • • •• • • • • 1 
16 
Winter 
Home Ec. 223 ••• • • • • • • • • · J 
Home Ec. 222 •••• ·u • •• • • i 
Educ. 103 •••••••••••••••• II 
ElecUve •• " ........... • • • .I 
Spriq 
Home Ec. 2412 • • • • • • • • .I I 
Home Ec. 204 ... • • .. • 6 
or Biology 211, 11.2 • • • • .f 
Home Eco 221 • • • • • • .J 
.or E4uc. !05 . • • • . • • • I 
'Bus. Ad. 220 • • • • • • • • 6 
.or Chem . .212 s 
1-8 11 
Spring 
English 106 .. • • • • • • • • I I 
Biology ;n~. 212 • • • • • • 6 
or }lome Ec. 204 • • • • 'ii 
Po E. 130 ...... . ..... 3 3 





Home Ec. 235 • • • • • • · · • • • • .li 
Ecoi).ornics 201 • • • • • • • • • •4'¥.! 
Biology 206 • · • • • • • .. • • • • • 8 
Wintet' 
HOJne .Ec. 236 . • • • • • • • • • · • 6 
Home Ec. 213 · • · · · · · • • • · • 6 




Home Ec. 237 . · · · · · · · • 6 Iii 
Educ. 205 .• · .. • • ·• •• • .l! 
or Home Ec. 221 · · · .8 
Chern 2U ......•.••• 3 
or Bus Ad. 220 • • • • 
l!llectb'e • u • ·• • • • • .. • • .6 
6 
I 
l00. INTRODUCTION TC'> PERSONAL 
AND HOME STANDARDS . . '5 Haul's 
A practiea1 tecture--demonstration course intended to de· 
M•~-da.ds .aBd gootl. taste welop :a ~nsciausn€Ss of ~ r · 
0 
•• 
:in dress l!ersORal ~room1ng a:ad hygiene, nutntion and physl 
.cal fitl'l~- Mms -to hel:p .the &tutient acq!Mre soeial poise anlll 
:a. wholesotllle, refined 11ersonality, a:Rd optimum -n:alth. Sched-
ruled confe~es for giving !Specific aid with indwid.ual pr?b· 
Ilems. Required o.f all college freshmen and sophllmore .ll':r.la 
.ex:c®t hame oaeonomi.cs .majo!Os. Eall.. 3; .lli. 
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CLOTHING AND RELATED ART 
101. CLOTHING 5 II 
Prerequisite, or corequisite, Art 117. The selection 
materials, simple designing, and garment construction 
emphasis on the selection of the wardrobe and suitability 
individuals. Construction of garments from cotton and ' · 
materilafls. Fee, $3 Winter. M., W., F., 9:06; Lab. T.; Th., 8: 10:00. Mise Hopper. 
1 '1 1. CLOTHING 
-
5 H ur Prerequisite, Home Economics 101. The selection and 
use of . designs and finishes suitable for tailored woo) an4 
linen and Bilk afternoon and evening problems. Tbe altera. 
tiona of patterns, fitting problems, pressing, and budgetfn •• 
Fee, $3. Fall. Leet., M., W., F .. l1:31lo; La.h. W., F., 3:15 5:1&. lWss Hopper. 
121. TEXTILES 3 Houra 
A study of consumer problems in· the· choice,. care, and coee 
ot various fabrics. Facts of :w-roouction, and markettnc 
processes to. give skill In recognition of fabrics &~nd in evalu-
ating materials new and old. Spring:. 11:3t..Miss- H0pper, 
201. ADVANCED CLOTHING 5 Ho•1rs 
Prerequisite, 111. The selectiim and ConstrtJctwn ot cl<:>th-
i'ag suitahle fo~ infants and small chil!dren. Tlbe development 
ot or~nal, simple designs through draping, tlat patter»> 
work. Fee, $3. Fall. 1:15 ~ Lab., T., T.ll., l ::1!5-3::1.5. Miss lilopperc 
'Given 1943-4-t)... 
' 211. HISTORY OF COSTUME DESIGN 3 Hour$ 
Prerequisite, -4.rt l17. A. stUdy of development of costume-~hrough past genera;ttons. to the PTesent time: 'l'he desiglb 
principles 8Jld ~fl' applfea.tion t& coiw llrnd :figmre types 
With SpQcial emphasis on individua:l figure &nd color analysis. 
The development of original' dress designs for various occ<~ ­
stona: (€hve:rt 1842"-4:8 and' in :rea.rs altet'BIIIItiritr Witb 2:t.t.) Fee.. 
U . Spring. 2:15. Miss Hopper. 
2:11. HOME PLANNING AND 
D£SI(JNING 
5 Hours Prerequisite; Art 117. A: stUdy ot the home from the stand-
PO!:M of' utillt:v; beattty, 8dld' economy-; includihg lrousihg stand:.. 
at-da; p!'a,na; el"evations, and sonre l"ltndsca:ping. A l>rief sur-
vey of' styles· ot· domestfe architecture and turnishinP.'s !ln<f 
tbetr &pplica.tion to present day planning an<r- furnishing:. F~~ U, Wl.nter~ l~Ut Miss li.oppec (G!.v.ellJ l!l4.'3-44R, 
DESCRIPTION' OF COURSES 9!1 
3 Hours I . PERIOD FU~I;;fu~rlors and furniture from 
A study of the s Y es ion to their present day uses. 
I nt to modern times in rela.t ti (Given in 1943-44 and 
' Ia! problems in interior decor.a on. ,.1 Spring. 2:15. Miss 
alterna.ting with 211.) Fee, ... 1 years 
u nper. 
FOODS AND NUTRITION 
102. FOOD SELEcriON AND 5 Hours 
. PREPARATION_ e sewctlon, preparation and 
A general course covermg tb. f. d materials and built 
utilizatiOn table service units. Fee, · · . of the more common oo 43 Fall. 
around meal planning and Tb s·o~-10· 00, Mrs, B.ell.. M W F 9·0(1 Lab. T., ·• · ' ~~- FOOD, B.UYING AND MEAL 5 Hours 
. MANAGEMENT f foods from the stand-F dB 10! A study o ' !'! Prerequisite. Go · , Gl5ts m·arkets, standar, 
a!ues <preservat,O'l:l, c • M • point of culinary v • umer ~eepOftsibiiity . ea. 
products, ~ra.des ai'ld 1a.bel, a!ld ~:on to meal management. 
planning an a: 'W F 11~'0; La.b. '!'_, -.' ·. · ' d t :b1e service 1n re 'Th ~;~ Fee, .. · ~a Winter, Lectures, M., ·• ·· 
'5·15 MNS. Ben. 5 H.. rs 
. . KERY ou 
EXPERIMENTAL ~OOhemistry. A study ot tM 
202Prerequ1Si.te, 11_ll, all.d orga!u;!;7zation In the light of the 
problems of ~ok-ery and food 11 • . Fee, $3, :SPJ'ing. 1:-15, 
.. 1 c'ha.nges occurrmg. . 'J)hyslco--e1lem!Ca. . ·lL 
T Th 1: 1'5-3~ 15. MNS. Be 
Lab. " ·• • ITION '5 HouH 
212. PRINCIPLES OF !~T!em!stry. ¥1l.Fal1e1 or pre-
Pre!'eq'UiSite, Ull, ll>lld org ltb the d1gest1on and 
-cequfsite, Physiology. ~oo;~~:~u1;:ments of a normal diet 
metabolism of foods 1!:11 1l"an 1-1'5· Lab. "T., "l'b., i.~l'!i-3 :1'5, for different -agee. 'Fee '$4• • · ' 
Mrs. Ben. 
CH1LD NUTR1TION AND '5 Hours 222
· NUTRITION IN DIS~A~~t1o!l ana 'health with Prer~llisite, IF'eodtl lll!.:v:::n :r ma:Inutl'ftton 1n chtl--empha~is oGn causes and P I diet to l'rov1de ·adequate nu-
<liren :A.da;pt-at1ons of the normia diseases caused hy diet de-
. !th emphas s on · :1S 1\/l'lllL 
-trition In i!isease w . . . T ~~. 'r · T.h.. ~15.-3: · ~ ,.,. 
- ""2 'Wint~x:- l;.l5 • . .u<WJ .,. tl.ciencies. 'Fe!!, "' · ' · · · 
!BelL 
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HOME AND INSTITUTION MANJ\GEME 
11 4. HOME NURSING 3 H 111 
A practical course concerned With the care or the •h 
and convalescent in the homes, first a..ld In emergencies, .uu 
dietaries for special cases. Destgned to meet the requlrem nl 
ot those planning to teach home econo,tnics. Spring. M., w .. I• 
11 :30. Mrs. Bell. (Given 1943-44). 
204. CHILD DEVELOPMENT 5 Hour 
Growth through the prenatal, fufant, and preschool stag 
Care and feeding of the child. Needs tor normal, PhYSical. 
moral, social. emotlona.I, and language development of tbe ch n 
and methods of meeting these needs. Observation and practlo. 
with children in tbe nursery school. Spring. S:OO. Mrs. Bell 
220. FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS 3 Hours 
A study of the factors that play a part in successful 
iatnUy life today and the responsibilities of the family tt> 
llOJn.munity Uv!ng. Prerequisite: junior ~~:tanding. Winter. M .• 
W .. F., ~:15. Mrs. B llU. (Gtven 1943-44). 
223. ECONOMICS OF THE HOUSEHOLD 
AND ROUSER OLD EQUIPMENT 3 Hours 
Application of th!! principles of ect>nornlcs t o the problems 
ot the household-, such as erperxtltures for tbod, elothtng, 
shelter and othM consumer--purchasing problems. Selectio!ll 
of equipment tor th& home, Its operation, cost. care and repair. 
Prerequisite: Economics, S hours. Wlntelr. 3 ~1;5.. Mrs. B ell 
224. ROME MANAGEMENT 3 Hours 
Cottage residence in home management bouse. This 
course is def>lgned to give eaeb girt 8:1} opportunity to apply-
knowledge gained in prevtous courses of food preparation. 
houseJ;:eep!ng, household 1iaa,nce, hospitality, and various 
group r~lation!H)tps In a home atm~JSPhere. Prerequisite: 102' 
a,nd 11:2. Spring. 
235. INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT I 5 Hours 
lnstitut!&n orga,rill!atloJlo a.nrl management of !bod service-
b:J aretecta, dormi1:ories, >~.ad lunc11 rooms. An;o a study of" 
the techruque involved in largoe quantity tood Pl'eparation-
and buyfng. SPecial· emphasf!t on breadS, 11astct~. and des-
serts. F a ll. Lec tures 10:30; Lab. T:, Tb., 3:15-5:!5. Miss: 
Hopper. (Given 1'94-S-{4·). 
236. INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT IT 5 Hours-
tnst:itoution- buying and food marketing. A continuation of' 
targe !lllantity- i"ood' prepat'7ltion. Emphasis on meats, vege-
rables. salllds an-d' beverages. Winter. I:.<ectures lO::ro: ~ab. 'T':~ 
'l:h ..., 3 ~ 5~fi:.J 5 . ~i~s B:o{l~er., (Give.n 1943.-4:4 ).,._ 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 101 
237 INSTITuTION MANAGEMENT III 5 Hours ~tudy of equipment, and analysis of the elements m cost 
t . with consideration of methods of control and of opera IOn . . . M w 
dministrrutive machinery involved. Field tnps. Sprmg. ., ., ~' .. 10:30. Lab. T., Th., 3:15-?:15. Miss Hopper. (Given 1943-44). 
. ADULT EDUC:A. TION 3 Hours 
231. . ei ·n the methods and materials of parental This IS a cours 
and adult education designed to meet the needs of those w~ose 
pro!essions make it necessary to educate and direct the thmk-
ing of parents and other adults. It is es_pecially ad~pted to 
h e demonstration agents and others mterested m social 
om . M W F 9 . oo Mrs. Bell. (Given 1943-44). welfa r e . Winter. ., ·• ·• · · 
IX MATHEMATICS . 
The. importan~e of mathematics as an instrument m ~he 
hasized Students planmng applied sciences cannot be overemp · 
. . in all of its phases for architecture, or for for engmeermg ' h t ai ing 
chemical or physical resea'l-ch need a most tho:ou~ . r _n 
. B t outside of these scientific fields in mathematics. u . 
mathematics is also important in accounting and bu~m-ess 
administration, in educrutiC?nal, administration and statistics, 
and in many of the professions. 
th f e adapted to the The work of the department is, ere or , . . 
needs of those who plan to enter the various engmeermg, tech-
nical and professional fields, as well as of those who plan to 
' . . · d senior high schools. I athematics m JUniOr an 
teac 1 m f Ph Sc 100 because For students inadequately prepared or . . . 
In mathematics, a special non-credit sur:ey of a deficiency 
course will be given in which the most vital mathematical 
processes will be reviewed. 
1 
t 
Students specializm..: m rna . . . · thematics must comp e e a 
minimum of 45 hours in the department. At least 25 hours 
must be in courses not open to freshmen a~d sophomores. 
Conrses 104, 105, 106, 200, 201, a nd 202 are required. . 
The student is urged to acquire a reading knowledge of 
,both French and German and to complete not less than 10 
hours work in general physics. 
PRE-ENGINEERING COURSE 
Students who plan to enter an engineering school sh~uld 
. 'th the head of the mathematics or the physical 
advise WI · ents of 
. d artments to be sure they meet the reqUirem 
science ep Th f llowing sug-th6' particular school they pian to enter. e o . 
however, meets the requirements of most engi-gested course, h f 1 
for e 'Ither chemical, civil, or mec an ca en-neering schools 
gineering-. 
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FIRST YEAR SECOND YEAR 
Fall Term 
Term Hours 
Eng. 101 •••••••••••••••••• 1 
Chern. 101 .•. ..•.. .......• 6 
Math. 105 .•.•••••••••••••• 6 
Art 120 .••.••.••••••••••••• 3 
Ph. Ed. 100 ................ 0 
Winter Term 16 
Eng. 102 ..• •••• ••••••••••• 1 
Chern. 102 .•.••.•••.•••.•• 6 
*Math. 104 • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • 6 
Art 121 ......••.....••...•. 3 
Pb. Ed. 101 • • . . • . • . . . • . . . 0 
Spring Term 18 
Eng. 103 •.•••••••••••••••• 3 
Chern. 103 ...•...••.•.•.•• 5 
Math. 106 ..••.••••••••••• 6 
Art 122 ...•...•....•••••. 3 




Math. 200 .•..••..••••.••• 6 
Physics 103 . • . . • • • • . • • • • 6 
Cpem. 111 ••••••••••••••• 6 
Speech 112 . • • . . • . • • . • . • • . . 3 
18 
Winter Term 
Math. 201 ••••••••••.•••••• 6 
Physics 104 ....•••••••••••• 15 
Chem. 112 ..•••••••••••••• 6 
16 
Spring Term 
Math. 202 ••••••••••••••• 6 
Physics 105 ...••..•••.••••• 6 
Chem,. 207. ••• • ••••• •••• •• li 
Math. 102 ..•.••.•••••••••• 3 
11 
*Students who have had only one year of high school 
algebra and are Inadequately prepared for 104 must take 101 or 
second Year high school algebra before begbin1ng this course. 
This may be done during the preceding summer quarter. · 
ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING 
Students planning to enter schools of architecture should 
consult the dean or head of the mathematics or physical science 
departments to be sure they are meeting the requirements of 
the particular school they have chosen. The following course, 
h.owever, will meet the requirements of nearly all schools o.t 
architecture. Variations necessary can be easily worked out 
with the advice of the dean or head of the department. 
Fl RST YEAR SECOND YEAR 
Fall Term 
Eng. 101 •.•.•..•••••..•••• It 
Math. 105 ................. 5 
Art Hll ....••••••••••••• •• I 
Chern. 101 ....••.....••••• 5 
Ph. Ed. 100 ...••..•• _. ..•. 0 
Fall Term 
Term Hours 
Physics 100 • • • . • • • • • . • • • • 6 
French 101 • . • • • • . . • . • • • • • 6 
Math. 20(}. ..... . .......... 6 
Art 126 ...••••.•••••••••••• I 
l& 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 103 
Winter Term 
Eng. 102 .......•. ' • . . • • . . • 3 
Math. 1{)4 • • . . • • • . .. • • . • . • • • li 
Art 102 ..•..•....•.......• 3 
Chem. 102 ..••.......... •. 5 
Ph. Ed. 101 • • • • . . • • • • • • • • 0 
Spring Term 16 
Eng. 103 •................ 8 
Math. 106 •....•••......... 6 
Art 105 ......... · ...... .. ... 3 
Chern. 103 ....... .. . ... ... 5 
Ph. Ed. 102 .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 0 
Winter Term 
Physics 104 . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . 6 
French 102 ..••..•..••••.•.• 6 
Math. 201 .......... , •...• 6 
Art 121 .......••.•.•.. . .•• 3 
18 
Spring Term 
Physics 105 ...•••.••••••••• 6 
French 103 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 5 
Math. 202 ••••••.•.••••••• 5 
Art 122 •...•......•..••••• 3 
16 
100. SOLID GEOMETRY 
18 
3 ·Hours 
This course is open to student& who do not offer solid 
geometry for entrance credit. Winter. 1:15. 
I 0 1. ALGEBRA 5 Hours 
(Equivalent to two entrance units in algebra.) Designed 
for : first, students presenting less than one and a half en-
trance units in algebra; second, students presenting one and 
one-half entrance units in algebra but whose foundation is 
such that they will be unable to do creditable work in Mathe-
matics 102. (No college credit is allowed students of tbe 
second type.) 5 hours. Fall. 1 :15. 
104. ·coLLEGE ALGEBRA 5 Hours 
Rapid review of elementary algebra; function concept; 
graphs; ratio, proportion, and variation; progressior:s : mathE> · 
matical induction and the binomial theorem; complex num-
bers; theory of equations; logarithms; determinants; par-
tial fractions; infinite series. Prerequisite: two entrance 
units in algebra Winter. 9:00. 
105. PLANE TRIGONOMETRY 5 Hours 
Development and use of trigonometric functions ; func-
tional relations; sums and differences of angles; multiple 
angles; identities; inverse functions ; logarithms; solution of 
triangles. Prerequisite: Mathematics 161 or equivalent. 
(Credit not allowed If trigonometry is offered to satisfy the 
minimum entrance credits.) Fall. 9:00. 
106. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY 5 Hours 
Properties of the straight line, the cire1e, etc.; transforma-
tion of axes; polar coordinates; conic sections. Prerequisite; 
:Mathematics 103. Spring. 9; 00. 
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I 1 0. SOCIALIZED MATHEMATICS 4 1-2 Hours 
Required of teachers working toward advanced elemen-
tary certficates. The course consists in the practical appli-
cation of mathematics to various life situations, and demon-
strates tecluiiques in motivation and teaching of mathe-
matics in elementary grades. Winter. 2:15. 
111. MA THEM]\ TICS OF INVESTMENT 
AND INSURANCE 3 Hours 
The theory ot compound interest; annuities; sinking fun u , 
interest rates; theory of probability; mortality tables; som 
work in tqe elements of statistics. Recommended for studen ts 
With major work in business administration. Prerequisite: 
Mathematics 101 or equ!valen t. Spring. 2: 15. 
200, 201. 202. DIFFERENTIAL AND 
INTEGRAL CALCULUS 15 Hours 
A study Of the fundamental principles of the calculus. 
Differentiation and integration of functions; maxims and 
minims; curve tracing; the integral as the limit of a sum : 
problems in volumes, areas, rates, velocities, etc.; centroids; 
series; Partial differentiation; multiple in t egrals. PrereQUisi te : 
Mathematics 104, 105, 106. Fall, Winter, Spring. 10:30. 
203. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 5 Hours 
A. study of the solution and application of ordinary dif-
ferential equations. Prerequisite: Mathematics 200, 201, a:nd 
202. FaJl. 8:00. (Given 1942-43 and alternate Years.) 
204. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 5 Hours 
A continuation of 203. Winter. 8:00. · (Given 1942-43 and 
alternate Years.) 
206, 207. THEORY OF EQUATIONS 1'0 Hours 
Complex numbers; the solution of quadratic, cubic. and 
quartic equations; theorems concerning roots of equations; 
g~eometric interpretation ot algebraic results; determinants; 
and SYmmetric functions. Prerequisite: Mathematics 200. 
201, and 202. F'a.U, Winter. 8:00. Given 1943-44 and alternate 
Years.) 
210. COLLEGE GEOMETRY 5 Hours 
Modern plane geometry for prospective teachers Of high 
school geometry. Prerequisite: Calculus, or the approval of 
the department. Spring. 8:00. 
230. THE TEACHING OF 
MATHEMATICS 3 Hours 
Modern trends in teacblng mathematics in secondary 
schools; general and speC'itlo methods; current problems. Pre-
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 105 
requisite or corequisite: Mathematics 200, 201, a.nd 202. 
Open to juniors and seniors. Fall M., W., F., 2:15. 
X. MODERN LANGUAGES AND 
LITERATURES 
The courses offered in mode,rn languages meet the ne~ds 
both of those who must have reading knowledge of a fore1gn 
language as an aid to work in other fields and of those . W:ho 
wish to specialize in the department. Students who f1msh 
the course satisfactorily should expect to possess a good pro-
nunciation, be able to read accurately and readily, and have 
some knowledge of modern writers. 
Those specializing in eitiler French or Spa.nlsh must com-
plete at least forty-five hours in the language selected includ-
ing French 208, 209, 210, or Spanish 206, 210, and 211. It is 
recommended that studenti majoring in one of these lan-
guages work out a first or second m inor in tbe other and In 
English. • . 
The selection of a language as an aid to spectaLzat10n 
in other departments should be made after advising with tl 'e 
head of one's major department. Those :~tlann.ing to major 
in history may wen seteet either French or Spanish ; a knowl-
edge of both is desirable. French or German is recommended 
for thot~e specializing in any science and for pre-medfc.at 
students. 
Students presenting 0'1\e year of entl'Rnce er~<'lit In Frencb 
.nr Spanish fTom seOOBda.ry sehoo1il should begin their course 
with Fren~h lOll or Spanish 102 ; those presenting two en, 
trance credit.g trni.Y 'begin with French 104 or Bpaaish 'I.Q4. 





Thorough drill in French grammar and excercises in con-
.qersation, composition &-Bd ~adirlg. Fa1l, Winter. Spring. 
'8: 00. McK1ttrick. 




Grammar review, composltton, and conversation with read-
1ngs from modem FrenCh writ1i!rs. Fa11, Winter, Spring. 9:06. 
~McKittrldk. 
201. 202. FRENCH NOVEL 10 Hours 
A stut'ly i:lf the rise and growth of the ·nevel In France. 
Readings, lectures, and reports. FaJI, Winter, Spring. 10: 3 •• 
(Offer.e!l 1U2-43 .and alterll.a.te y.ear1:1.-) ].UK.H;tn~ 
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204. FRENCH COMPOSITION AND 
CONVERSATION 3 Hours 
A course for more advanced students in writing and speak· 
lng French. Attention is given to the idiom of the language. 
Spring. 1:15. 
205. FRENCH CLASSIC DRAMA 5 Hours 
Fall. 1:16.. (Offered 1943-44 and alternate years.) McKittrick. 
206. CONTEMPORARY FRENCH 
DRAMA 5 Hours 
Winter. 1: 15 .. (Offered 1~3-44 and alternate years.) McKittrick. 
208, 209. SURVEY OF FRENCH 
LITERATURE l 0 Hours 
Leetures, readings, 8lJld reports. Fall, Winter. 10:30. 
MoKittriek. (Choiee of tbis or 201, 20a, 205, 20'-.) 
210. FRENCH ROMANTICISM 5 Hours 
A study of the rise and growth of Romanticism in Franc.,. 
Spring. 10.~3,0. McKittrick.. 
U. GERMAN 
{Q·}, 102, !03. ELEMENTARY 
GERMAN "Hours 
A systematic study ot German grammar with persistent 
e~~~:eercise in conversation a.nd composition together with the-
r:eading of simple classics. Fan, W1Jlier, Sprillg. 2": 1:5. (O!'!er• 
ed Sum~er 1943.) McKittrick. 
1!04, 105, 106. INTERMEDiATE 
GERMAN 9 Hours 
A thorow:gh l:"evie·w Is made· of' !;I"&nm&r b&t special em-
phasis is placed upon eomp0sitl!>a, conversation, and the read-
mg of more dfftteuh prose and vel!se. Fall, Winter, Spring" 
lt: 15. (OfleJ:ed 1&43-44 and alternate years.) lllcKittrlck. 
111. SPANISH 
10'1. to2, 10'3. ELEMENTARY 
SPANISH tS Hours 
A study of grammar, the reftd1nt of' moderately difficult 
selections, chiefly from modern writers, and constant sys -
tem~l'e dl'ilt in, conversation a.Dd· compostt:iOa ··FaD, Winter;. 
Spl'ing, 8:00 McClttl011gh. 
104', 105. 106. INTERMEDIATE 
SPANISH 15 Hours 
Gra:mmar review. comJH)sfUon, and conversation, with rearl-
h!ge from· representative Spanish autho~ Fall, V£1ntRD>. 
SI)t"in&'. 11~~- M<:Qul:loug:h.. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 107 
201. MODERN SPANISH FICTION 5 Hours 
A study of the best prose writers of the nineteenth cen-
t.ury, such as Alarcon, Becquer, Valdes, Mesonero, Romanos, 
Pereda, and Valera. Reports and discussions. Fall. 1:15 
(Offered 1942-43 and alternate years.) 
202. CONVERSATION AND 
COMPOSITION 2 Hours 
A thorough review of grammar with exercises in compo-
sition, both oral and written. Winter. T .. Th., 1:15. McCullough. 
205. MODERN SPANISH DRAMA 5 Hours 
A study ot the development ot the drama in Spain since 
the Golden A'ge. Fal\. 1:15. (Offered 1942-~3 and alternate 
years.) McCullough. 
206. SURVEY OF SPANISH 
LITERATURE 5 Hours 
The course is based upon Northup's Introduction to Span.-
dsh Literature with collateral reading of representative selec-
tions Lectures and reports. Wiuter. l; 15 (Of!er.ed 1:~42-43 and 
:alternate yEar.s.) .McCuUo:ugh. 
210. SPANISH-AMERICAN 
LITERATURE 5 Hou-rs 
A rapid 511rvey of Spanizh Ameriean Utemture since colon-
t!al times .based 011 .COester'£ Literary History of •Spanish 
.America ~!'ld Weisinger's Spanish-American Readings. Out-
:side readings. Faa 1~15. (O!'!ered 111~3-44 :and al<terna.te years .• 
:McCullol.l'g'h. 
:Z 11. s1? ANISH DRAMA OF THE 
GOLDEN A<GE S Hom;s 
Readin~s trom the <kama of the Sig1o t!le Oro. Lectures 
::and reports. Win<ller 1~15. (.Q:Ifered ;t!l43-44 and aJt.ernate year~.~ 
:McCul'o~ 
"112. PROSE AND POETRY 'OF THE 
·GOL:DEN AGE "5 Hours 
A study of the most Un.porta.nt wr1ters -Gf -ROI\-dramatie 
(prose and -poetry -of the period of the Slglo de Oro. Collateral 
Tealiings. 1ect'Ureii, ,and reports. ~rtng. ::1:10.. (:Ot!er~ 1943-44, 
,and alternate years.) McCullough. 
·XI. DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION 
"The c=ses iin the Departme)ll.t of Ph~ Educatioll 
:9-re planned <1l8 .meet the needs of three gro-ups of students: 
!First, those needing recreation for health's sake; second. 
f.t.hose :PlanniiJ,g ..to .t~ch Pl>,y.$iw.l Edu.catiop. o.r ..coal!)l; Jh~ii,IJ. 
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those plann:ing to engage in recreatio.nal supervisory work 
such as Y. M . C. A., summe r camps, etc. Physical E d ucation 
100, 101, and 102 are required of every student, With the ex-
ception that those who carry 120, 130, 135, 01' 20i may be 'ex-
empt !rom Leisure Time :Recreational Activities during thos 
quarters. 
Students who desire to major in. Physical Education must 
complete not less than 36 te1:-m hours. Not more than 40 hours 
may be counted toward a fl~gree. An additional major of not 
less than 4~ hours must be taken in a second teaching field. 
The second major cannot be in Education. 
The following courses in Physical Education IU'e r equired 
of majors in the field: 100, 101. 102, 120. 12~. 135 or 205, 20(}, 
210, 225, 230, 235. other eourses are elective. Home Economics 
114 and 204 may serve as ·electives. Biology zoo is also re-
quired of majors • 
100, IOL 102. LEISURE TIME 
RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES 3 Hour~ 
The purpose of these courses is to acqnaint students witb 
various actiVities which may be continued throughout 111'e 
for the sake of reereation and healtb. Go1f, ~hery, badmin-
ton, deck tennis, bat-minton tennis, scooter-hoe-key, handball. 
softball, field hockey, speejbl!tll, ping pong, volley ball, and 
horseshoes wm be among the actiVities engaged in. Students: 
will be given problems in addition to active paz;ticipation. 
Fall, Winter, Spring. 3:!5. Girls "A" T., Th.; Boys "B" W., F.; 
4 : 15 Girls ,'C" W .. F.: Boys ''D,. T., Tb. Berryhill, Mattox. 
!05. THE COACHING OF 
BASKETBALL 2 Hours 
A study in the principles of the game; requfrements foi" 
ea-ch }!l.ositfon; ll'ldividllal and team coaching; systemR of 
offense and defense; drills ~tnd game plays·; care of athletic-
i:njuries-; organiza:tioft and admintstratfon or tournamentsc 
'Vinter. 2: 15. W . F ., Berryhill. Mattox. 
! 10. THE COACHING OF TRACK 
AND FIELD Z Hours 
A study of techniqttes in sprint ing, hurdl'illg, distance-
running, jumping, va:lllti'ng, Javelin. and' weights. Special at-
tention will be given to trahting proeed=es fU!d' tlle organiza~ 
tlon arid adlnln.!:stra:tion: of tracJt and field days. Sprng. T. Th .• 
Z: 15. Berry hili, Mattox. 
l I 5. SWIMMING AND WATER SAFETY 2 Hours 
Instruction in the Standard Red Cross C<Ulns.e ih: Swim-
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
ming, Life Savihg and Water Sarety. Students will be given 
an op port'Uility -to qualify for the ' Senior Life Saving certici -
ficnte. F.a.ll. Spring. 3: 15, 4 :15. Mattox, Berryhill. 
120. HEALTH AND SAFETY 3 Hours 
A Rtudy o( the problems o:f health and safety with appli-
cation t o the individual, the community, and the state. Pro-
cedures for health and safety Instruction in schools. Required 
t al l teachers . Fall. 8:00. Bell. 
125. THE PREVENTION AND EMERGENCY 
CARE OF INJURIES . 2 Hours 
Instruction in the Standard Red Cross Course in FU'!lt 
Aid. -students will be given an opportunity to quality for the 
Sta nda rd Red Cross Fll'St Aid CertUicate; 'Winter. W .. F., 2:15. 
130. PERSONAL HYGIENE 3 Hours 
Application of the fln<lings of ' science and medicme to 
daily living. Required of all teachers. Spring. 8:00 Bell. 
135 . A PROGRAM OF PHYSICAL EDCUATION 
FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 3 Hours 
A physical eduCation program for elementar·y levels. Se-
lection of games, methods of instruction, and organization for 
play. Based upon the Suggested Course of Study for Ele-
mentary Schools in Arkansas. Required of all elementary 
: :'lchool teachers. :Fall. 8:00. Cathcart. , 
200. THE HISTORY OF PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION 3 Hours 
This course is designed .to acquaint the student with th-e 
.rise of Physical Education .in the various c.ountr ies along with 
the aims and interpretations of the leaders, the relationships 
of these aims to the social, political, anq economic infiuneces 
of the times, and their contribution to modern Physical Edu-
cation. Fall. 2:15 . Berryhill or Mattox. 
205 . A PROGRAM OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
FOR IDGH SCHOOLS 3 Hours 
SU:ni.lar to Physical EldllcaUon 135 except on the high 
·School grade leveL Required of _all high school teachers. !<'alL 
8: 00. Berryhill or Mattox. 
210. THE CONSTRUCTION OF PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION AND PLAYGROUND · 
EQUIPMENT 2 Hours 
A course in the p lanning an(l construction of various types 
<1f physical education and playground equipment and supplies. 
Croquet sets, ping pong sets. bat-minton paddles, bows, soft-
b all bases, fieM an.d playground markl:\I'!>. etc. A fee of $3.00 111 
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charged to cover the cost of supplies. Winter. 3: 15. B rr 11 
215 . SUPERVISION OF PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION 2 H ur 
A survey ot the ol)portunities and programs ot tbe up ., 
visor in the city, county, and state school sy s tems ; the r•l 
tions ot tbe supervisor. to the superintendent and to t he teactl 
er : rating teachers; methods of assisting tea chers. "\\' .n , 
9: 00. T., Th. Benybill or Mattox. 
220. CAMP LEADERSHIP METHODS 2 Hour 
Instruction and practice in camping methods. Campfi 
programs, nature observations, camp athletics, rainy -day 
activities, sanitation, hiking, outdoor cookery, and spec.! 1 
events will be among the items studied and engaged in. S pring . 
9: 00. T . Th. Berry bill or Jlltattox. 
225 . METHODS OF DIRECTING 
INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES 3 Hours 
Topics : indivldual, dual, and group organization ; activ i-
ties In th e gymnasium, school yards, and play and athletic 
fields: studies of seasonal a ctivities; promoting leadershp ; 
m ethods ot point distribution: types of awards: honors. FaiL 
9:00. Berryhill or Mattox. 
230. ORIENT A TION IN THE PRINCIPLES 
OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 3 Hours 
Discussion of men, movements, curriculum, and admini-
stration. This course Is designed to show the relationship of 
Plcys!cal Education t~ other phases of education-an inter-
pretation of its objectives and psychology. Winter. 8:00. Berry-
hill or Mattox. 
235 . BASIC INDIVIDUAL PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION PROGRAM 3 Hours 
T opics: revealing mdividual needs through the health 
examination-s; study and pn~.ctice in the formation of activity 
programs specifially adapted to meet the needs of certain 
common groups o! typical students. 
Objectives~ to give the students basic training which will 
enable them to recognize certain common defects; refer stu-
dents exhibiting these defects to proper nursing or medical 
authorities; talk intelllgently witb medical authorities about 
these defects: explain defects to parents and· enlist their 
support; and cooperate with nurses and doctors and other 
health agents in seeing that the doctor's recommendations 
are carried out so th:il-t correction of the defects may result. 
Spring. 8:0&. Berryhill or Mattox.. 
DESORIPTION OF COURSES 111 
XII. PHYSICAL SCIENCES ed 
Bot h the laboratories and the library are well equipp 
tor the pbysica.l sciences. The library conta.ins a large num-
t:er of the best works on both chemistry and physics, togetber 
with periodicals. Tile laboratory is supplied with all the 
necessary and. usual equJpment for undergrad~a~e cours~s. 
including standard cabinets, water, gas, electriCity, a dis-
t:llery, calorimeter, elect ric fu rnace, ,oven, analytical balance, 
etc. Complete equipment has been added for ore, coal, and 
water analysis. 
Students planning to major in chemistry must complete 
f ·ft hours. They should also plan to finish fifteen hours 1 Y · 1 d' t 'n in physics and courses in mathematics, me u mg wo 1 
calculus. It is also required that they have at least one year 
of foreign language, preferably German or French. 
PRE-MEDICAL COURSE 
The following course is suggested for the three-year 
SECOND YEAR 
course for premedical students· 
FIRS'l' YEAR 
Term Hours 
Eng . 101. 102. 103 .. . . 9 
Term Hours 
Obem. 204, 205, 207 . . 13 
or 201, 202, 203 .... 15 Pliol. 101, 102. 103 .... 144 
Chem. 101. 102, 104 .. 16 
Sp. 101, 102 .......... 4 
Math. 105, 104 . . . . • . 10 10 
Phy sics 103, 104, 105 • 15 
P. Ed. 100, 101, 102 .. 3 
Elective ..... . .. . .. · 5 
or Biol. 201, 202 . . .. 
French 101, 102, 103 .• 
Elective ........... . 
THffiD YEAR 
Term Hours 
Biol. 201, 202 . . • . . . 8 
or Phys. 103, 104, 108 ·15 
Chern. 201, 202, 203. 15 
or 204, 205, 207. . . 13 
French liH, 102, 10·3 15 
Ed. 102 .............. 3 3 






AD standard medical schools require a.t least 90 quarter 
bours ot coUege work for entrance. but it iS strongly recom -
mended that whenever possible a student stwuld spend fou r 
years Ln premedical worlt and arrange hls work so as to 
meet the requirements tor a B. S. degree wftb a major in 
B.loJogy or ChemistrY. 
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LABORATORY TECHNICIAN COURSE 
T.llose preparing to be laboratory technicians or to enter 
schools of nursing for advanced training should follow the 
curriculum as here outlined. This Will p repare for entrance 




English 101 ...... , . • . • • . . 3 
Biology HH ..• , ••• , • • . . • • 4! 
Chemistry 101 . .. • . • • • . . 5 
*Speech 101 •••• --. ·-- •••• 2 
Elective .......• , •• ·• . , • • • 2 
Ph. Ed. 100 • . . • . . • • • • • • • • 0 
Winter Term 
English 102 • • • .. .. . • .. .. • 3 
Biology 102 . . . . • • • . • • • • • • 5 
Chemistry 102 • , • ·: .. ... 5 
Speech 102 •.•.••• , • ••••.. , 2 
Ph. Ed. 101 ....... .. . . .. . 1 
E<J,ective . . . . . . • . . • • • . . . . . . 2 
18 
Spring TeP'm 
English 103 ..•.•.•....••• . 3 
Biology 103 ............••. 5 
Chemistry 10:t ............ 5 
Electtve . . . . . •. . •• . . . . . . 3 





Chemistry 201 • • • • . • • • • • 5 
Chemistry 204 • • • • • . • • • • 5 
Physics 103 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 
Winter Term 
Chemistry 202 . • . . • . • • • • • • 5 
Physics 104 • • • . • • • • • • . • • . 5 
**Elective . . • . . . • . . . . • . . . . 8 
16 
Spring Term 
Chemistry 203 or 2:06 5 
Physics 105 ...•.•.•• ,. • • • • 5 
Biology 211, ~12: . • • . • • . • • 6 
16 
*If the student is not wen prepared In mathematics, It 
would be advisable to take Math. 101 or 104 instead of Speech 
101 and the elective. 
.. This elective may be either Math. 10-'i if needoo tor phys,. 
lcs, or Biology 2.0,9., 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 113 
PRE-DENTAL COURSE 
students planning to enter a dental school should consult 
the dean or head ~f the department to be sure that they ~e 
meeting "the ·req:tiire~ents of the particular school or the1r 
choice. The fol1ciw'ing curriculum, however, will meet tbe 
requirements of nearly all dental schoola. . 
FIRST YEAR SECOND YEAR 
Fall Term 
Term Hours 
English 101 • .. • • • . • • • .. • • 3 
Biology 101 • . . • • • • • . • . . . . 41 
Chemistry 101 .. • . .. .. .. 5 
Soc. Sc. 101 •.••••••••••.. 3 
Ph. Ed. 100 . • • . • • . • • • . • . . 0 
Winter Term 
English 102 . . • • • . • • • . • . .. 8 
Biology 102 . .. . • • . • • • . • . . 6 
Chemistry 10: , . .. ., . . • . 5 
Soc. Sc. 102 • . . • • • • • • • • • • • 3 
Ph. Ed. 102 .•• ., ....... · .. ,o 
1~ 
;Sprins Term 
.:Eng:ish 103 . . ...........•. 8 
Biology 103 ..... . .' ... . .... li 
!Chen'listry 193 N .' .. ~.. .. "6 
Soc. Sc. 193 .............. 11 




Enlllish 105 . •• , • • ••. · • • • • S 
Chemistry 2.01 .. • .. • • • .. 5 
*Math. 105, or 101, 
or Econ. l!01 • • • • • • . • • • 6 
Speecfi 101 ... , ......... 2 
15 
W.lnter Term 
Englisb 106 ............... 3 
Physics 104 . . . . . • . • . • . . . . 6 
Elec:tjv.e .... .. , ....... ~ .............. · .. 8 
$prmg Term 
Eng Hsh 107 . . . . . . . . . • . . • . 8 
Physics lQi ....•• · ~ • • . • . • 5 
Elect;iv:e ..... , . . . • . . • . . . . 8 · 
*Math. 101 or Hl4 IS advised tle!or-e physiee if the !!tude:r:it 
:Is weak in ma:thematies. Electives preferred are foreign lan-
guage, comparativ-e .au.a.tomy, pubiie speaking, .or <ll;lore ad-
-vanced orga;nic er qualitative analysis. · · 
PRE-FHARMACY COURSE 
Students ·I1lann.ing -to eRter - echoo1s of phatma.Cy should 
-consult the dean or the head of tbe department to be sure 
-that he i!! meeting the particular requirements of the school 
o£Jf his choice. 'Tb.e tollowto.g cuz:ric.u.luUt, l!owevey, Js .su;-
;gested. 
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Fall Term Winter Term 
Term Hrs. Term Hrs. 
English 101 . . . • . . • . . . . . • . 3 
Math. 105 .,,, . ... • •..•• 6. 
Biology 101 . . • . . . • • . • . . . . 4! 
Soc. Sc. 101 • • .. .. .. .. .. • . a 
English 102 .. . . • . . .. .. .. . 3 
Math. 104 ••...•• • ••••••• 6. 
Biology 102 
Soc. Sc. 102 
Ph. Ed. 101 
...... . ....... 6 
3 
Ph. Ed. 1QQ • , • • . • • • • • • . . . & .............. 0 
161 
Spring Term 
English 1M . .. ..• ......• •. 3 
Biology 1&3 ••• •• • .• ••• ••• • 5 
Soc. Sc. 100. .. . . ... . . ..... 3 
Ph. E.d. 102. . • .. .. .. .. .. . .. 0 




lQO. PHYSICAL SCIENCE SURVEY 4 1-2 Hours 
An introduction t() the various physical sciences ana 
their place a.nd impo;rtaace in OW' present civilization. V isua:il 
and laboratory demonstrations of scientific data and pro~ 
cesses. Reqwred of an teachel1S. Spring.' u: S'O. Snow. 
11. CHEMISTRY 
Th~ currleuhrm f'0r the f'0>ur-year cow.rse for those who-
are majorhlg- fn. clllemfstry is as f'on&ws: 
FIRST YEAR SECOND YEAR 
Term Hours M9jth. !OS, 104', 100. . :t5 1~ 
ChemiS'try 101, 102', 100 .... 1!5 Ji'hysics 10!3, 104, 105 .. 15 1fl; 
English 1&1, 102, 10·3 . • . • . . ~ French 101, IO:t 100 .. 16 
Biology 101, 102, 103 .. • •.. 14"! or Chern. 204, 205, 207 1& 
Soc. S c. 101, 102, 103 ...•.•.. ~ or :rot, 2"02', 203 . . . . 1& 
Bible 101, 19~ 1~ . .. . ~~· ~ 3 Erective: Eng. 106-HJ'r 
THIRD YEAR 
Chern. 204, 205, 207 .. . . !3 
Chern. 213, 214, 2'15 . . 9 
OC' Chem. 201, 202, 203 15 
Physics 2&1, 2;00, 203 . . 15 
Math. 2'00, 201·. 21)2' . . 15 ll> 
ElectiVe~ Biol'ogy; EdUc., 
or Eng. 105-7; 
0r Hist. :t01-1oa . . . • 9 !) 
54 54' 
FOURTH YEAR 
Cbem. 2'01 , 2'02'; 203 . 15 
Chern. 204, 2'05, 207 . 13 
c;hem. 2'!3, 2'!4, 215 91 
Physics 201, 202, 203 
er.- :Bror.. or Elective 15 
French 104, !05 .. . . .. 10 
or Hist. 101-5 •. .. . • 15 9 Electives : Bioi. or Ed. 24 3~ 
Preferably in: BiolOgy 
DE,SCRIPTION OF COURSES 115 
101. 102:-GENERAL CHEMISTRY 10 Hours 
A course in inorganic chemistry, giving a general knowl-
edge of the laws and theories of chemistry, together w i th a 
study of the more common elements and their mos t important 
compounds. Fall, Winter. Lectures 1 : 15, M., W., F .. ; Lab., 
T., Th., 1:15-3:15. Fee $5; deposi't $2 per term. Pryor. 
104. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS. 5 Hours 
A course in the separation and identification of the more 
common metallic and non·-metallic ions. The lectures deal 
with the chemistry Of the analytical reactions. s pecial em-
phasis being given to the applications of mass action, solub ility 
product, etc. Lectures and recitations two hours and labora-
tory nine h ours a week. Prerequi$ite : Chemistry 102. Fee $7; 
deposit, $3. Spring. Lectures, T., Th., 1:15, Lab., M., W., 1 : 15-
4:15. Snow. 
201. 202. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 10 Hours 
A study of the 111ethods of preparation and properties of 
the more important organic compounds. Theory of reactions 
and proof of structure are studied. Lectures and recitations 
three hours and laboratory six hours ·a week. Prerequisite: 
Chemistry l~. Fee $7 ; depGsit $5. Fall, Winter. Lectures, 
M., W ., F ., 11:3(}; Lab., W., F ., 2 : 15-5 : Hi. Snow. (Gwen 1942-43). 
203. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 5 Hours 
A m ore adv~nced course of organic chemistry than 201 
and 202. A survey of the paraffi!l, ethylene, acety1ene, a!ld 
aromat1c $eries wt11 be studied. Lectur-es and recttatio!ls 
three hours and 11l.boratory sl::!:: hour a w.eek. Prerequisite~ 
Chemist ry, 202. Fee $7 ; depoSit '$5. Sprlng. Lectures, M .. W ., F .• 
·n:3<t; Lab., W., F., 2: :15- 5 :15. Snow. (Given 1942-43). 
'204. 205 . QUANTITATIVE ANAL Y$1S 10 Hours 
A study of the most important methods in elementan 
gravimetric and vo1umetr1e ana1y-ses, cbemlcal ealcu'lations, etc. 
Lectures and rec1tati1ms two hours ant! laboratory nine hours a. 
'Week. Prereqll'i-site-: ·Chemlstry 1M. Fee "$5; 6ep0J!11t $3. Fall. 
Winter. Lectures, T ., Th., 11:30; Lab., M ., W., F., 1: 15-4:15, 
(Given 19~3-44) Pryor. 
'206. ORGANICQUALlTA.Tl'VE 
ANALYSIS 5 Hours 
'The tMOTY and practise in the systematic identification of 
•organic eompounds. A '!Survey of the Cltem'js!try of 1'unctional 
groups w!U 1be gi'l"en with emphasis on suit:a.bl-e derivatives. 
J>rerequisite: <Chemistry 203. Fee $10 ; d e pos it $5. Lectu r es 1l.lld 
cecitations tw-o 11.ours and lal:Jo_rator:y nio.l'l hDlltS .a.-,.v~..ek. §pr.l1l,f, 
~ime J:o .be ;ari:SJ)ge.d. 
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207. ADVANCED INORGANIC 
CHEMISTRY .3 II! 
. A systematic study of the elements based up on r t
11 
1odic ~ble and a thorough study ot the laws or h • 
111 eq~~rta with their applications to inorganic an-o;J,ysll!. 1 
r eqms1te: Chem~stry 205. Lectures, M.,W .,F., 11:30. Pllr 
Pryor. 
Courses to be offered in ~e of sufficient demand. 
208. INDUST DIAL CHEMISTRY 3 Hour 
209. ADVANCED ANALYTICAL 
CHEMIST RY 5 Hour 
210. BIOCHEMIST RY 3 Hou 
211. CHEMIS"PRY OF FOODS 5 Hou 
A study Of the source, composition, and adulteration ut 
foods. Especially fQr home economics s tudents. One lecture-
recitation and twelve laboratory bo.urs a week. Outside r ead-
ings wiU be ass~d. Prerequisite: CP,emls.try 2.02. F ee $8 ; 
deposit $5. Any quarter. 
2J3, 214, 215. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 9 Hours 
A atudy o! the principles. ol theoretical chemistry. Sltate 
o.f matt~. properties of solutions, thermodynamics, homoge.n.--
eo-qs equlllbtia, ch~mi.cal kinetics, electrical conductance, elec-
u ·omatlve force, l.ntrod uction to. modem adV'aneesJ>rerequ1sities :: 
Math. 201, Ch.em. 2.05, Physics 105. Fall, Winter, Spring. Lec-
tures, M. , W ., F., &:O(l. Pryor. 
Ill. PHYSICS 
A deposit of fiv& dollars wfll be required of each student 
who r egisters for physics. Breakage or dama,ge to apparatus. 
in. ex.<:ess or th.e deposit must be paJd before credit will be 
given. f or the c&urse. 
103, l 04. l 05 . GENERAL PHYSICS 15 Hours 
A cow:se dealing with th& deve!Dpment ot fonnula.e andi 
U:~ir application in the solving or problems. .AD a tteinpt 19 
made to gtv~ the student a certain facility iD translating phy-
siCal conceptions. f:u:to ma.thematical: symbols and mathematicd 
:formu!ae' into physical ideas.. Fall term. m echanics and !}eat. 
WiDter , sound ana lfght. Sprlng, m agnetism a:nc! electricity. 
Prerequisite, high sch ool p hysics and trigonometJ:y. Fee, $S 
per term. Lectures, T., Th., S., 9 : 00; La.b~ W~ F., 2:15- 5 :15. 
Snow. 
201. MECHANICS 4 Hours: 
A s t udy of statics and dynamics or particles and bodies-
n tiva .tlon o;( fo.tlll-ulae will be presented wi,tb.. th.e vie >'l o.t' 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 117 
mphasizing the beauty and power of mathematics applied to 
LU ra! phenomel'la. Solution of problems will be stressed. 
fir r·equJs!tes : Math 20·1 and Physics 103. Lectures four hours 
a week. Fall. Time to be arranged. 
202. LIGHT 4 Hours 
A study of physical optics. Wave motion, reflection, re-
fraction, dispersion, Interference, diffraction, polarization, 
electromagnetirc theory, optics of lenses, origin of spectra, 
Prerequisites : Physics 104. Winter. Time to be arranged. 
203. ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM 4 Hours 
A study of the theory ani! application of electromagnetism. 
Electrostatics, magnetostatics, elecric currents, motors, gener-
ators, transformers, conduction, electromagnetic waves. Pre-
requisites: Math. 201 and Physics 105. Spring. Time to b e 
arranged. 
Courses , to be offered in case of sufficient demand. 
204. HEAT 4 Hours 
205. SOUND 4 Hours 
206. MODERN PHYSICS 4 Hours 
XIII. SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Courses in social sciences are an essential part of a general 
education, 8.s well as a necessary preparation for many pro-
fessions. 
The llbrary is especially well supplied for the department. 
It contains practically all the standard .works dealing 
with American, English, and European history, including the 
Can1brldge series, numerous governmental publications, va l-
uable source material in American history, and current peri-
odicals, 
Students wishing to specialize in the social sciences must 
complete at least forty-five hours in the department. These 
should Include Soc. Sc. 101-lOS and History 101-103, 107, 201, 
202, 205, 206. Students planning to teach the social sciences in 
high schools should include either Economics 101, Government 
200, or Geography 101, and Education 226. It is recommended 
that those who major in the department acquire a reading 
knowledge of Spanish or French. 
PRE-LAW COURSE 
Students planning to enter schools of law must complete 
from two to four years of pre-law work. No set course is 
prescribed, but students must maintain a grade average of "C" 
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or better. It is recgmmended that the student includ 
work as possible in social sciences, economics, English, 11 
debating, psychology, Bible, business administration. 
government. Those taking the four-year course 
in social sciences or English. 
I. HISTORY 
101. 102, 103. SURVEY OF 
CIVILIZATION 9 Houra 
An a~tempt to interpret our present civilization tht·ouKh 
a survey of its foundations in the past and their causal re-
lation to the present. Required of all teachers. Fall, Winter. 
Sp.ring. 11: 30, 1:15. Pryor. 
107. THE UNITED STATES 5 Hours 
A survey course dealing with colonial and nation'l.l move-
ments. Open to freshmen and sophomores. Winter. 3:15. 
(Given 1942-43.) Pryor. 
108. LATIN AMERICA 3 Hours 
A survey course of all Hispanic America. Spring. 3:15. 
(Given 1942-43.) Pryor. 
201, 202. ENGLISH HISTORY 10 Hours 
This course deals with the fundamentals of the political. 
religious, literary, and economic activities of the English peo-
ple and the development of English institutions to the present . 
time. PJ:erequisite 101, 103. Fall, Winter. 9:00. Rhodes. 
204. THE FRENCH REVOLUTION AND 
NAPOLEONIC WARS . 5 Hours 
France on the eve of the revolution; influence of the pon-
tical and social philosophers; causes and results of the revolu-
tion; the Napoleonic wars. Prerequisite 101-103. Spring. 9: 0(). 
Rhodes. 
205, 206. PRESIDENTIAL 
ADMINISTRATIONS 10 Hours 
This is an intensive study of the .POlitical, ~cia!, and 
economic development of the United States. The first course 
covers the period from Washington to Linco?n; the second, 
from Lim:oln to the present. Prerequisite, 101. Fall, Win-
ter. 11:30. Rhodes. 
207. CONTEMPORARY EUROPE 5 Hours 
This course deals specifically with the epoch-making e-
Yents that began with the World War in 1914 and includes de-
velopment down to the present time. Prerequisite 10.1-10a. 
Spring. 11:30. Rhodes. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 




The close of the Revolutionary War, the weakness of the 
Articles, the feeling of disunion, international complications, 
and ·the formation of a new constitution. Prerequisite 107. 
Winter. 2:16. Rhodes. 
217. THE RECONSTRUCTION 
PERIOD 3 Hours 
The various theories of reconstruction receive adequate 
treatment. An understanding is sought .for the constitutional 
and economic phases of the period. Prerequisite 107. Spring. 
2:15. Rhodes. 
220. OUTLINE OF CHINESE HISTORY 5 Hours 
This course naturally d~vldes itself into three sectons: 
a very brief study of the long period from 2000 B. C. to A. D. 
1279; a fuller outline of the period beginning with the 
Mongol Dynasty, and closing with the beginning of the Re-
public of China in 1911; and a still more complete outline of 
the history of the Republic, continuing from 1911 to the 
present. Fall. 8: 00. Benson. 
226. TEACHING OF SOCIAL SCIEN~ES 3 Hours 
A course in the methods and materials of teaching history 
and the social sciences in high schools. Required of all who 
plan to teach the social scienC€s. Same as Education 22C. 
Fall. 2:15. Rhodes. 
II. GEOGRAPHY 
I 01. FUNDAMENTALS OF 
GEOGRAPHY 3 Hours 
A survey of regional geography, including climates, tem-
peratures, moisture, rainfall qualities of soil, locations of 
:river systems, mountain ranges, etc .. and the aspect of geog-
raphy affecting racial divisions an.d human population. Fall. 
2:15. Pryor. 
115. INDUSTRIAL GEOGRAPHY 3 Hours 
This course deals with the natural resources of the country 
:aJJd their relations to commerce and business. It covers the 
business development of the outstanding nations. Winter. 
2; 15. Pry.or. (Given 1942-44..~ 
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Ill. SOCIOLOGY AND POLITICAL SCIENCB 
101. 102, 103. SOCIAL SCIENCE SURVEY 9 Houre 
A survey of our present social system, lncludlna- Ill 
organization into communities, states, and races, and the 
fundamental problems which affect the social" organization., 
such as human rel~:~.tions and law, commerce, finance, natural 
resources. geographical influences, etc. Most of th• 
first course ts given to the problem of conservation of natural 
resources. Required of all teachers. Fall, Winter, Sprlq. 
9: 00, 1: 15. Pryor. 
200. AMERICAN NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 3 Hours 
A study of the organization of our national government, 
with · the sigTilflcant changes and developments, and the 
basic ideals underlying lt. Required for advanced elementary 





/942 - /943 
MUSIC FACULTY 
LEONARD KIRK. B. A_ .• B. S .• ~irector 
Masic Educati011, Theory and HtttorJ, aod D•rector 
of Glee CWb aDd Ch<>ru&. 
CLARENCE R. HAFLINGBR. :B.A., B.Mus., 
M.Mus. 
Piallo alld lbeo.y. 
FLORENCE FLETCHER JEWELL. B.Mus. 
V c>ice alld Director of Girlo' Glee Club. 
WILLIAM LAAS 
Win4 Instnulleeta 
Direct« of Orcbestn and Band. 
MRS. R. A. WARD 
Violia. Viollsu:ollo. 
U888Sml~~~~ 
CURRICULA AND OUTLINE Of 
COURSES LEADING TO THJ!l 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC DEGJU!Ji 
AND THE BACHELOR. OF AllTS 
·OR. OP scmNCB IK MUSIC 
m>UCATIOM. 
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SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
PURPOSE OF THE SCHOOL 
ThE!. School of Music is organized to meet the ne!"ds of 
three types of students: those who want the cultural develop-
ment to be attained through a study of music; those who want 
a thorough preparation for more advanced professional train-
ing; and those who plan to prepare themselves for teaching 
music. 
DEPARTMENTS MAINTAINED 
The School of Music offers ·work in Piano, Voice, Vi{)lin, 
and Public School Music. In addition to the violin, it includes 
work in other orchestral instruments. The work of each de-
partment is outlined below. 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC DEGREE 
The course leading to the degree of Bachelor of Music is 
designed to cover four years of intensive study, not only in 
achieving a. high degree of proficiency in the major subject, 
hut also in attaining an understanding of the theoretical and 
aestbetie principles of musical art. Academic SUJbj~ts, such 
as English, Psychology, Language, History, and Principles o:li 
Edueation., are re<l.lll·ired for the degree of Bachelor of Music. 
MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP 
The Music Department offers each year one free scholar-
ship in each fl'eparlment &f voiee and J)iano. These scholarships 
are granted to students of outstanding talent who are with-
o-ut sufficient means to pursue their studies. Scholarship appli-
cation blanks and deta.i1ed information• rega.rding exa.millation" 
wi11 be mailed li]IOD request. 
ENTRANCE' :REQUIREMENTS 
AU candidates f@r the- Bltehel.or of Music degree must have 
graduated from an accredited high school, or must h~ve com-
pleted a sufficient amount of' litera.ry w&rlt to r:n1R: them as: 
college fre:ohmen. Also, piano stu;dents must be· able to play· 
with fair accuFacy am'd' in· a· creditable manner the material 
outlined in the third gra:d'e of'the Prepl!>rato.ry Deplrrtment. or 
selections of the same standard· of merit a:nd d'egree of diffi-
culty. This does not mean, however, that only stndents able 
to meet these requirements can study pfa:no, but students m~y 
enter as beginners and do preparatory work untiil the·y- aa.·a. 
ahl.e to. do the work o:C college staruli.Dg:.. 
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Voic~o~ students should have had some previous musical 
training, but not necessarily vocal training. 
Violin students should have covered the ground of the 
third grade of the Preparatory Department, or the equivalent 
thereof. 
Candidates for the Bachelor of Music degree must meet 
the foregoing requirements in their major applied subjects, but 
may receive college credit in their minor applied subject 
without previous training in that subject. 
All students of applied music will be required to take two 
lessons a week, with one exception, viz : students majoring in 
an applied subject may take one lesson a week in a minor 
applied subject. 
Students may receive credit Cor class instruction In the 
minor applied subject. 
Practice rooms are provided, and absence from practice is 
counted the same as absence from classes. 
MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS 
CHORUS AND GLEE CLUBS 
Men's Glee Club and Girl's Glee Club will meet separately 
twice a week and will be combil1€d once a week for the mixed 
Chorus. One hour credit will be given l.n Ensemble to those 
who wish college credit. However any wbo are ab'l.e to qual-
!ify may eJB.ter this course without ecedit. These groups will 
:sing on the regular college radio programs :and will give con-
.certs at the college. Tri;ps will also be takEm throughout the 
:year. Tuxedos are ·proovided for the Men's Glee e1ub and these 
.. will be w= by the men seiected from the gro,up to represent 
the college el!l. trtt~s. A w:ariety of llllUsic will be used in these 
groups to give pr.actical ex~erie!ilce hl e:Hsemtlle WQl'k. 
GIRLS' TRIO 
A Girls' Tirlo will be £el~ted from the .eollege during tla.e 
{all term al'l.d wiil etng on progratnS ·at the college and wiB 
!tour with the C';lee Club. ·Tbese girls arh<;>u1a possess good 
:ainging voie~ and should have some previous ~periefl.ce . 
M.ALE QU A.RTET 
The Ma'le Quartet will be selected from college students 
whose voices wi11 blend and who are interested in quartet 
einging. This group should adjust their schedules so that a.t 
I! east .. ~n.e lho.w .eaQb ,day C:IUI. .be .spen.t in r.e:b.ear.wJJil. 
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ORCHESTRA 
All students interested in orchestra are invited tn hrl,_. 
their instruments and take advantage of thia musical .,,.,.,., 
zation and its training. The orchestra takes part 111 .... 
various musical programs and in the ra.dio broadcatilln•. 
BAND . 
Regular instruction in the various wind and other '"'"" 
instruments is given, and any student who desires miLY It' 
tor entrance to the band. Those who have instruments alooul4 
brJ.ng them when they come. The band plays tor the varloue 
student activities and is a popular organization. 
RADIO BROADCASTING 
Students of the various musical or~anizatlons n.nd 1 
partments and students of speech conduct weekly broad • 
over KLRA and occasionally over other commer cial stall<m 
These offer splendid training for professional Iadio broad ., 
ing. The speech department offers a specialized course in ra•lln 
speech and the techniques of pro~ram arrangement and broai'J. 
casting. 
COURSES OF STUDY 
Outline of Course Leading to the BaCjhelor of Music Deg,... 
With A Major in Piano,,Violin, or Voice. 
FIRST YEAR SECOND YEAR 
Fall Term Fall Term 
Term Hrs. Term Hrs. 
English 101 ..•••••••••••.. • a English 10& ...••.•.....••.. I 
Soc. Sc. 101 •..••.••••..•••• 8 Music 116 •........•••..... a 
Music 111 . . . . • • • • • • • • • • . • • a Music 221 . . . . . . • . . . • • • . • • • I 
Music 121 . . . . . • • • • . . • • . • . 8 Major Applied Music • • . . • • 2 
Major Applied Music • • • • • • 2 Music 140 a • • • • . • • • • . • • • . • o 
Speech 101 •• , • • • . • . • • • . . • . % Foreign Language • . • • . . • .. 6 
1& 16 
Winter Term 
Term Hrs. Winter Term 
English 102 . . • . • • • • . . . • . . . . 8 E .nglish 106 . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . 3 
Soc. Sc. 102 . . . . . • • • . • • • . • • 3 Music 117 ........•.•.....•. z 
Music 112 • .. .. . .. .. . • • • • • • Z Music a2'2 .. .. .. .. • .. • • .. .. I 
MYsic 122 . . . . . • . • . . • . • . • • • 8 Major Applied Music • . . . . . ! 
Major Applied Music . ~ . . . • % Music 140 b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
Speech 102 . ............... 2 Foreign Language ........ & 
'-. . 
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Spring Term 
1-lnglish 103 • .. . . .. .. .. .. . S 
~uc. Sc. 103 . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • 3 
:lluslc 113 . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • • . 2 
Music 123 ...•..... . ........ S 
Mu.jor Applied Music . . . . . 2 




Major Applied Music .....•. 2 
Minor Applied Music . . . . . . 2 
Music 251 .. .............. 2 
Music 204 ......•..•.•..••.. 2 
Music 224 .... . ...........• 2 
Music 200a . ... .. . .......•• 0 
Elective .................. 6 
Winter Term 16 
Major Applied Music • . . . . . 2 
Minor Applied Music • . . . . . 2 
Music 252 ... . ........••.•.. :l 
Music 205 ........•.....••.• 2 
Music 225 .•.......... . ... . . 2 
Music 200b • . • • . . . . • . . . • • • • 0 




Major Applied Music . . . . . . 2 
Minor Applied Music . . . . . . 2 
Music 253 . . . .......... • ... 2 
Music 206 ..... .. ....... ... 2 
Music 226 . . .... . .......... :! 
Music 201}c . . ••••.•. • ...•... 1 
Elective . . . . . . . .• • . . • . . • . . 5 
1~ 
*The foreign language should 
be French or German. For 
, Major in Voice tioth la.ngu.a.-
g>es are recommended. 
Spring Term 
English 107 . .. • .. .. . • • • • • . 3 
Muise 118 . . . . . . ••.•••• • •••• 2 
Music 223 ....••..•.•••...• 3 
Major Applied Music ...• · ..• 2 
Music 140c ..•.. . . . ••• • • • • • . 1 




Major Applied Music . • • • • . 2 
Minor Applied Music .•..•.. 2 
Music 227 ......•.•. . ... • ... :: 
Music 207 ... ... :.. .. .. .. . 2 
Music 214 . . ......••.•...•• 3 
Music 201a .. .. . ..•...•.••. 0 
Elect ive . . .........• . . . • ... o 
16 
Winter Term 
Major Applied Music • • . . • . 2 
Minor Applied Music . . . . • . 2 
Music 228 .................. ! 
Music 208 . ........•...... . . 2 
Music 215 .• .. ... • .... . . ... 3 
Music 201b ........ . ........ 0 
E :ect ive ..... . ... . . . ....... 5 
16 
Spring Term 
Major Appiled Music ......•. 2 
Mino.r Applied Music ...... . 2 
Music 229 ... . . . ........ • .. Z 
Musie 209 . .. . •.•...• • ..• • .• Z 
Music 218 ...... . . . ....... 3 
Music 201c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Elective . . ................. I 
11 
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The Ba chelor of Music degree is conferred upon the cum· 
pletion of not less than 192 quarter hours. 
In the second quarter of the junior and senior years the 
candidate must prepare for public performance a program uf 
classic and modern composition. 
Students are required to attend all faculty and student 
recitals. 
Outline ·of Course Leading to the Bachelor of Arts Degree With 




English 101 . .. • .. . .. . .. .. 3 
Soc. Sc. 101 • • . • . . . • . . . . . . 3 
Biology 101 . . • • • • • • • • • • • • 4t 
Mus. 111 •. . ..•••.•.•••••.• 2 
Speech 101 . . . • . . . . . • • . 2 
Applied Music . . .. .. .. . .. . 2 




English 102 .. . . .. .. . .. .. • 3 
Soc. Sc. 102 .....••..•.•.. 3 
Mus. 112 ...•.•.. ••• •• • .•.. 2 
Applied Music . . . . • . . . • . . . 2 
Speech 102 ........•• • .•••• ! 




English 103 .............. ! 
Soc. Sc. 103 .............. 8 
Mus. 113 ...•........•..... 2 
Ph. Ed. 107 .............. a 
Applied Music . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 





English 105 .............. I 
History 101 .. .. .. .. .. • • • • 8 
Mus. 121 ....•••.•.•• • ••.• 3 
Applied Music . . .. . .. • .. . . 2 
Ph . Ed. 151 • • . . • • • • • • • . . • 3 
Elective . ...........•...•. 2 
18 
Winter Term 
English 100 .•••.•••••••••• 8 
Ilistory 102 ••••.•••••••••• a 
Mus. 122 .• • •••••••••••••• 3 
Applied Music • .. .. .. .. .. • 2 
Elective ....••....•••••••• 6 
16 
Spring Term 
English 107 ............... a 
History 103 ............... 3 
Mus. 123 .....• •• .• • ••••• I 
Applied Music . . . . • • . . . • • • 2 
Ph. Sc. 100 .•••••. • •••••• 4i 
---m 
•Electives may be in music. 
But enough elective work 
should be in English and 
speech or fn forelg'n lan-
guage or social sciences to 
make one of these a second 
teaching field. 
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THIRD YEAR 
Fall Term 
Mus. 204 •••••••••••••••• 2 
Mus. 242 •••••••••••••••• 8 
Educ. 102 ................ 3 
Elective .•.•..•....••.••.• 6 
15 
Winter Term 
Music 205 ..... . . .. .. . .• •. 2 
Applied Music . ... .. . .. . .. 2 
*Educ. 20'0 • • • . • • .•• • • • • • • 3 
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
15 
Spring Term 
Mus. 206 ......•...••...•.• 2 
• • Applied Music . .. . . . .. .. 2 
Mus. 244 •••••••••••••••••• 3 
F.duc. 205 or 2~3 • • .. .. .. • 3 
Elective •......•... •.•• .• 5 
15 
*For those planning to teach in 
the elementary field, Educ. 105, 
106, 103, and 240 and 241 should 
be substituted for Educ. 200, 
205, 202, 201, and 250 and 251. 




Mus. 224 •••••••••••••• 2 2 
ild. 250 .•••••.••••••• 4i 
Elective . . • . . • . . .. • . 10i 
Or Elective • . . • . . • . 14 
1"6T16 
Winter Term 
Mus. 22ii . . •...•••..•• 2 2 
Educ. 260, or 261 .•.. 4i 
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
or Elective . . . . . . 14 
:i'61"'1'6 
Spring Term 
Mus. 226 ••.•••••••••• 2 2 
Mus. 216 .............. 2 2 
Educ. 250 or 251 ••••• 4i 
Elective ............•• 8 
or Elective . . . . • • . • 14 
"iirli' 
**For teaching the applied 
music at least 14 hours must 
be taken in the chosen fields. 
For the certificate in Public 
School Music alone the ap-
plied music must be distri-
buted over two fields, one of 
DESCRIPTION OF APPLIED COURSES 
Unlike courses where students pursllle the same general 
p lan, instruction in music involves special adaptation to 
the needs ot each individual pupil. The primary aim is to 
lay a thorough technical foundation, at the same time seek-
ing to establish right habits of musical thinking, in order 
that between the technical means and the aesthetic result no 
11ne may be drawn. 
ln piano the correct band form, proper action, nerve and 
muscle control are eiltablish.e.d. Jn voice the best methods oi 
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breathin~ and tone placement are employed. Coupled wllh 
these two aims there is a careful study of the works· ot tho 
"reat m<~,sters which are used through all stages of advancu· 
111ent in order that the emotional and intellectual facultll•a 
may be developed in company with the technical, and thll 
$tudent grow in sympathetic understanding of all that is In· 
volved in artistic playing and artistic singing. 
PIANO 
PREPARATORY 
For convenience in grading this work is divided into three 
grades. This does not necessarily mean three years, as the 
student is advanced as rapidly as his ability and application 
to work make possible. 
GRADE I 
Special att~mtion is paid to hand position, properties of 
touch, notation, and ·rhythm. 
Beginner's Exercises and Studies by Koehler, Loeschhorn. 
Meyers, or others. 
Easy pieces. 
GRADE II 
Major and Minor Scales, one octave, hands separate. 
Biehl, Op~ 114, and Loeschhorn, Op. 65, books 2 and a. 
Kunz-Canons. 
Sonatinas by Clementi, Kuhlau, and Loeschhorn. 
Pieces of equal grade. 
GRADE III 
Major and Minor Scales, two octaves, siow temp0. 
Koehler~ Op. 242. 
Meyers-Second Etude Album. 
Heller, Op. 47. 
Sonatinas or easy sonatas by Clementi, Haydn, and Mozart. 
Pieces of equal grade. 
More advanced work is supplied in ' this grade wlaen nec-
essary. 
COLLEGIATE COURSE 
101. 102, 103. FIRST YEAR PIANO 6 Hours 
Technique: Major and minor scales four sixteenths at 
M. M. 80; 2, 3, and 4 octaves, parallel and contrary motion~ 
chords; major and minor triads. Arpeggios in various fOtm& 
on major and minor triads. 
Studies trom Cz.eroy., Berens. Clementi. etc. 
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Compositions: Bach, some two and three part inventions; 
Beethoven Sonatas or movements from Sonatas, such as Op. 2, 
No. 1; Op. 14, No. 3, or Sonata D Major. Mendelssohn, 
Songs without Words; easier pieces of Schumann, Schubert, 
Chopin's Nocturne Op. 9, N'o. 2, F Minor Op. 55, No. 1, etc. 
104, 105, 106. SECOND YEAR 
PIANO 6 Hours 
Technique: Major and minor scales In thirds, six~hs, 
tenths, and octaves, parallel and contrary motions M. M. 88. 
Chords: majors, minors, and diminished triads; dominant 
and diminished sevenths. Arpeggios on major, minor or 
triads, and dominant and dimini.shed seventh chords. 
Studies: Czerny, Op. 740; Cramer; Hanon; Phillipp ; 
Clementi. 
Ba.eh: Well Tempered Cl.a.vichord; English Suitelil. 
Sonatas: Bee.thoven, Op. 2, No. 3; Op. 10, No. 2; Op. 13, 
22, 28, 70, 2-t. 
Pieces: Chopin, Etude111, Waltzes, Nocturnes, Preludes: 
Schumaan, Fantasy Pieces, Navelties, Arabeske; ea.vier wor:kll 
of Brahms, DebuliiSy, Liszt. 
201. 202. 201. THIRD YEAR PIANO 6 Hours 
Technique: .Scales and a.rpeggio.s to M. M. ~OS; Brahms, 
til Exercii;es. 
Studies: Clementi, Czerny. 
Sonatas: Beethoven, Op. 31, 27, 9~, 81, etc. 
Pieces: More difficult pieces .as .Chopifi Ba.llad.es, ~u~lil. 
and Nocl.ur.aes; Brahms, Rhapsodies, Ba!la des, IntermezzG>; 
compositions by Liszt, DebUS~y, Ravel, Scria.bme. 




Bach: Organ tl"a.tulel'li!jNt~ ot. Buoelel.'li, "!r;wasdg, Liszt. 
Sonatas: lBeethav.en, .SchUJDB.lllB, Brahms or Chopin. · 
Pieces sueh as Sch'l!mann, Etudes Symphoniques; Liszot. 
.La Campa;ne1la., R1gQUetto, Hungarian, a.m.d Spanish Rhapsodies. 
:Mefisto Waltz, ete.; Albenlz, Triana; Ra.v.eJ., iPav.ane, Jeux 
d 'Jau, Le Glbet; Scriab1ne, Ninth Sonata, Op. 68 ; Debussy 
!Reflects dans t•ea.u. La. Catbedra&e ent:Iontie, L'I-sle joy-euse 
.etc., Concertos; Bach D Minor ; Brahms, D Minor; Liszt, E 
Flat m.a.Jo.r • .A major; Tscha.ikow.ak_y, B Flat mi.no.r, .etc. 
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VIOLIN 
Privnte instruction, Wednesday and FriQay afternoons, bJ' 
\ppofntment. 
PREPARATORY 
Preparatory material on" which student11 may be examlneci 
before eptering the freshman year: 
Kayser, Etudes, Op. 20, Bk. II. 
Gruenberg, Progressive Studies, Vol. 1, or other similar 
&tu$)es. 
Scales and Ar11egglos in the lower three positions. 
Dancla Air Varies, Seitz Concertos and similar works. 
COLLEGIATE 
lQl. 102. 103. FIRST YEAR VIOLIN 6-12 Hours 
~da.mental tecllnical exercises of SeTeik. 
Two octave .scales and arpeg~o.s. 
\l<fazas, Op. 36, Bk. I. 
l>ont, Op. 37. 
Alard, Op. 2·1. 
Sitt, . Op. .:!&. 
First part of Kreutzer Etude~t. 
Concertos of Aco!ay, Haydn. 
Sonatas anfi Sonatinos of Handel, Schubert. 
Standard WQ!'ks ot medium difficulty. 
104, 105, 106. SECOND YEAR 
VIOLIN 
Tartini, Art of tllle &r; S'evdk, Op. 3-9-. 
Mazas, Part 11. 
Schr~recl$:, Op. art, Vel. &. 
6-12 Hours 
Concertos of Rode, Vinaldf, Na.rdfni, VIetti, Leclair. 
De Bertot, Bach, A. mi:R.0P. 
Pieces by De Beriot, Alard, Leo!MI.rd, Vieuxtemps, Wie-
l'llawskl, and other standard works. 
ZOI. 202, 203. THIRD YEAR 
VIOLIN 6-12 Hours 
Sevcik, O:p. 1, Parts 3 &Hd- 4. 
Flescb scale system.. 
Sonata fFom classical and r9mantfe l!Hlrfod-s. 
Etudes of Rode, RoTelli, Fiorilli, Wienfawski. 
:e:J.tude Caprices. 
Concertos. 
Spohr, Bach E · major and standard ~:epertoey, 
Cha.mb~r m~l.c st:ud!(. 
. l 
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204. 205, 206. FOURTH YEAR 
VIOLIN 
Kneisel and Gavlnies, Etudes. 
Dont, Op. 35. 
Paganini, Caprices. 




Concertos of Bruch, Wieniawski, La.to, Saint-Saene, Men-
delssohn, and others. 
Sonatas and concertos by modern composers. 
Chamber music study. 
A publie recital is required for the senior year. 
VIOLIN CELLO 
101, 102, 103. FIRST YEAR 6-12 Hours 
Major and minor scales in three octaves. Study of bowing 
and thumb position exercises in Grutzmacher's Dally Exer-
cises, Vola. I and II, from Dotzaner'·s 113 Exercises. Selected 
solo pieces .of suitable grade. 
104, 105. 106. SECOND YEAR 6-12 Hours 
Four ootave scales; Giese's Scales and Technical Exercises. 
Exercises ())! .Joseph Werle a.md A. Fr.anchomme. Easler 
sonatas, concertos, and scales. 
2'01, 2:02, 2'03. THIRD YEAR 6-12 Hours 
Four octave scales. Julius Klanzel. Studies ; Duport. 
Studies ; Bach, Sol'!atas. Concertos of Goltermann, Romberg, 
Ltnder, an.d others. Difficult solo piece3. 
204, 205, 206. FOURTH YEAR 6-12 Hour-s 
Exercises of Battanchow, Popper Grutzmacher; Concertos 
<Of Saint-Saens, Haydn, La!o, Votkman, aDd otheN!. Sonatoa 
of Beetho'Ven, Brahms, Grieg, Boelmann. 
VOIC.E 
10.1, 102, . 103. FIRST YEAR. VOICE .6-12 Ho.urc 
It would be impossible to outline a course of training 
t!Uitable for all studeuts, since so mueh depends upon the indi-
vidual abtUty gf the t:~upll. No methods are adhered to strlct~y 
ana only a genera1 'illea. of the wOO'k can 'be give!!. 
Production of tone by cerrect breath1ng and flt'Oper tone 
~lacement. Vocatize8 .cottslst1ng {)( vowel practice and exact 
a.rpeggfos, and easy secular and sacred songs 1n Eng11sh. 
:articulation of consonants. Stnglng major and minor scales. 
!•04, 105, 106. SECOND YEAR 
VOICE 6-12 Hours 
Cmillnued dr.fll in hrea:thing and .tone ,plaeiJJg; mpne ,llifl!f-
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cult exercises in vocal technique requiring greater velocity in 
scales and arpeggios. More difficult secular and sacred 
songs from classics with perhaps an easier operatic aria or 
selection from an oratorio. 
20 I, 202, 203. THIRD YEAR VOICE 6-12 Hours 
Continued development in technical power; study of diffi-
cult and complicated melodic and rhythmic figures. Mucl> 
attention given to interpretation and the study of such com-
posers as Haydn,, Handel, Gounod, Brahms, Fr:anz, Schubert, 
Schuman, Saint-Saens, MacDowell, Chadwick, etc. 
204, 205, 206. FOURTH YEAR 
VOICE. - 6-12 Hours 
Acquaintance with a wide range of song literature from 
modern and classic composers will be made. Ensemble sing-
ing, study of operas and oratorios, and French, German, and 
Italian songs. Also the compositions of Kramer, La Forge, 
Hageman, etc. 
THEORY 
ll I. II2. 113. SIGHT SINGING, EAR 
TRAINING. AND DICTATION 6 Hours 
This course is to develop ability to write from dictation 
easy intervals and scares, then with rhythm, and later melodies 
in primary triads. It also inchAdes practice in sight singing 
and oral dic1Ja.tion. Fall, Winter, Spring. 1:15. M., W., Kirk. 
J 14. GRADE SCHOOL MUSIC METHODS 3 Houi'S' 
Designed for non-music majors ·who are. preparing tD 
teach in the grades. Winter. 2': 15. Kirk. 
t 16. I I 7. I I 8. ADVANCED SIGHT SINGING, EAR 
TRAINING, AND DICTATION 6 Hours 
A continuatiol'l o~ 111-!1$ with mOI'e dfffieult sel'ection&-
Frerequisite: 111-113 or the equivalent. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
2:15. T., Th. Kirk. . 
121. 122.123. ELEMENTARY HARMONY 9Hours 
A study of diabmic harmony lead's the student from an 
introduction to the elements ~"f harmony through a study of' 
triads, seventh and· ninth chords, thefr lnversl'ons ~md relations. 
to moduratron. Fan, Winter, St>ring. 9:00. 
140 a, b, c, !50 a, b, c, 20'0 :1(, b, c, 20t a, b, c. 
ENSEMBLE 4 Hour$ 
Training in chorus, gi'ee cfu'bs-, qua:rtets, orchestra, band'. 
and ensemble. Instrumental ensemble is required of all stu-
a ·ents majoring In piano, violin or other orchestral instru-
.aents. Chamb.el' musie is re!;luil!ed of all &ude-nts ma,joric:g fill 
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stringed instruments, and chorus or glee club is required 
of all students· majoring in voice or public :school music. 
Ensemble 140, 150, covers the freshman and sophomore years 
respectively and are one hour each; 200 and 201 cover the 
junior and senior year· and are one hour. Four hours credit 
will be allowed to music majors, one }lour each yeax, and three 
hours will be allowed to non-music majors. Fall, Winter, 
Spring. 6: 00. 
204, 205, 206. HISTORY AND 
APPRECIATION OF MUSIC 6 Hours 
A study of the evolution of music from antiquity through 
the poly-phonic and classic period. The innuence of individ-
uals and of political and social movements on the growth of 
music is studied. No prerequisite. Fall, Winter, Spring. 8:00. 
M., W., Kirk. 
207. 208, 209. HISTORY AND 
APPRECIATION OF MUSIC 6 Hours 
The history of music from the romantic period to modern 
times. Bibliography of outstanding composers and a study of 
thei1· styles of composition. Prerequisite, 206. Fall, Winter 
Spring. 8: 00. T., Th. Kirk. 
214. 215. ORCHESTRATION AND 
INSTRUMENTATION 6 Hours 
A study of the instruments of the orchestra and how to 
arrange music for them. Fa:!, Winter, Spring. 4:15. Kirk. 
218. CONDUCTING 3 Hours 
This course includes baton technique, rehearsal methods, 
interpretation, repertoire, arranging and selecting music for 
pel"formance by orchestras, band,_ and chorus. Spring. 4:1!';, 
4:15. Kirk. 
221. 222. 223. ADVANCED HARMONY 9 Hours 
Chromatic harmony deals with chromatic chords used as 
embellishments and substitutes for diatonic harmony; with 
chromatic chords used as a means of effecting modulation; and 
with the use of this material ln the study of form and analysis. 
Fall, Winter, Spring. M ., W., F. 11: 30. 
224. 225, 226. FORM AND ANALYSIS 6 Hours 
The study of musical form as represented by longer works 
of great composers. Various designs and patterns in which 
music is written are studied ln detail that the student may be 
able to understand the construction of music both in his 
repertory and in music he hears. Fall, Winte~;, Jilpring. 9:00. 
T., Th. 
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227, 228, 229. COMPOSITION 6 Hours 
A study of melodiC' composition for Piano and Voice, and 
for combinations of instruments and voices. Fall, "\Vinte1•• 
S'pring. 11:30. T., Th. 
242. MUSIC EDUCATION 3 Hours 
A more advanced course in music methods in elementar3> 
schools for those majoring in public school music ' or for those 
w ho have had 114 and special musical experience. Fall. 9:00. 
T., Th., S . Kirk. . 
244. MUSIC EDUCATION 3 Hours 
Methods in public school music for the h igh school. 
Spring. 9:00. Kirk. 
25 I. 252, 253. COUNTERPOINT 6 Hours 
Counterpoint i~ two, three, and four parts, combined species, 
and fugue. Prerequisite Harmony 223 F~ll. Winter, Spring. 
l: 15. T., Th. 
254, 255. 25 6. DOUBLE COUNTERPOINT 
c;ANON, FUGUE · 6 Hours 
W r iting counterpoint so that its voices may be s ubjecte•t 
to inversi on. Canon and fugue follow with certain exercises 
throughout. Fall, Winter, :Spring. 1:15. w ., F. 
Prerequisite Counterpoint 263. 
COST OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION 
PIANO, VOICE, OR VIOLIN -"" 
Two lessons per week, per term. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $20.00, 
One lesson per week, per term . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.00 
Two class lessons per week, per term, per class .......... 24.00 
(Cost divided equally between two or three students.) 
High School students (2 lessons a w eek) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.08 
FEE FOR PIANO PRACTICE 
One hour daily practice, per term ..... . ... , . . . • . . . . • • . . . $2.00 
Two hours dally practice, per term .... . .. . . . , . . . . . . • . . 4.00 
For each additional hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 
REGULATIONS 
No deductions will be made f or lesson s mis:sed except fn 
the case of protracte d illness. Lessons missed will not be 
made u p except in case of Illness. Les.son"S tallfng on heli· 
day are not made up . P uplls m ust register with the r egis -
trar at the beginning or each t erm bafore lessons will be given. 
/942 
Rubert West Anthony, B.A. 
Mnry Elizabeth Aronld, B.A.. 
Troy Jesse Blue, B.A. 
Chester Alvis Brown, B.S. 
Annllle Chambers, B.A. 
Betty Ma.rvolene Chambers, B.A. 
Marie Chunn, B.A. 
Esther Marie Clay, B.A. 
.John 0. Dtllingham, B.A. 
Bernice Brandon Ellenburg, B.A. 
Ann Ruth French, B.A. 
Mildred Gainer, B.S. 
Hollie Gann, B.S. 
Quentin H. Gately, B.A. 
Louis Edward Green, Jr., B.A. 
Bonnie Lee Ha.rrfs, B.A. 
Donald L . Healy, B.A. 
Faye Erlene Helm, B.A. 
Edith Faye Hulett, B.A. 
Mary Blanche Jackson, B .A. 
Maud F ord Jackson, B. A. 
OaTIIlen W!lella Knapple, B.S. 
Jimm Bill Mcinteer, B.A. 
Tulon Mcf.Ught, B.S. 
Orvid Lowell Mason, B.A. 
Marjorie Myrtis Meeks, B.A. 
Iris Merritt, B.A. 
Aubrey Earl Miller, B. A.. -
Whipple Arthur Moody, B.A. 
Graduates 
History 
Business Ad. & English 
Math. & S. Science 
Chemistry & Biology 
History & S. Science 
Business Ad. 
English & S. Science 
History & S. Sci. & 
English 
History & English 
His tory & S. Science 












Home Economics, SciS'lce Alabama 
Home Economics Alabama 
Math. & English Arkansas 
Chemistry & Math., Indiana 
Foreign Language 
flist., S . Sci. & Eng. 
S . Scinece, Eng. & Edu. 
English & S. Scinece 
S. Scinece & English 
English & Education 
Business Ad. & Edu. 
Home Economics 









Chemistry & Biology Tennessee 
History & l.Ja.w Arkansa:;! 
Eng1ish & Bus. Ad. Arkansas 
. .Pub. Sch. Music & Hist. A!riea 
Math. & S. Science 
Greek, Latin, & Eng. 
Arkansas 
New Yorl$: 
D. Louise Nicholas, B.A. English, French & E;due. Arkansas 
Marguerite Elizabeth .()'Banton, B.A. Bas. Ad., Hist. & S. Sci. Arkansas 
Samuel Ba.ITett Pettengfl'l, LL.D. Indiana 
Mary Jane Powen, B.A. Art & History Arkansas 
Ernest 0. Salners, B.S. Chemistry & Math. Illinois 
.J'ehn Earl Sands, B.A. History & English Arka'ruiiB.ll 
James Kern Sears, B.S. Chemist:TY & Math. Arkansas 
George Henry Pr1or E'lhown.lter,J..L.D. Texas 
Sallie Emile Whiteside, B. A. Social Sci. & Scit<nce Klllltucky 
Welma. F.r.a.nfles Williamson, B.A.- S-us. Ad. & :J?hy&J.®-1 Edu. T.ll";J\1.8 
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Advano;e Standing, S5 
Amount of Work -------------- 59 
Ancient Langua2:es -------- ---- 61 
.Applicatio-:o. for E:Qtran.ce: ---- 15-!6 
Arts _ 61-64 
Athletics. 29 
Auditorium a.n.d Stage ------ 23 
B~d H 
B. A. De~~ ---------------- 55 
B. M. Degree __ ')8, 70, 74, 9f, 116 
B. S. Deg,ree ---- Sl, '70. 7-t. !1.4, U.6 
B.ible and ChristiaJl. Educa.tiofL __ 64-70 
Biology Laboratory ------------ 24 
Biological Sciences ---------- 7\1-73, 
.Board of Trustees, --,------- --- 4 
Botany ------------------- 71 
lluilding .~ ------------- U-H 
Business Administratiolll - ----- 73-80 
Calendar ------------ 3' 
Cam~ Ptaru.. 2.& 
Curifica< ... TuP,..,., --- 45 -5 2 
O>•.P•~ 26 
Ch.misttt &16-n2o. 
C!ass Ab'-"JU:e: -------- 33. 
Clifllate 19 
C~lleg< Clll.b c.ftte.,Z, ----- 40 
College of Arts ""ell Sci~u- - - 53 · 
eomrnittC.f:;l;. -------- -- 5; 
I;lebatinll_ ---------- __ 2:6, 90'. 9 6 
Degree: Requ.U:~menc~ tar _ 55, 58, 75 
81!. H. 1'24' 
Biscipli~ --- 3".2: 
Dom~stic Scie~I~e (see Hll.me Ec«~no.."Tlics) 
Economics ------------------- 79 
Education _ - -------------- 8"0~85 
ll.d~cati~al Standing; ------- ~ 
~g!ish and Speech -------- - 85-91 
Entrance -----------·--------- 53 
!ixpenses, --------- 3'5-.42:, ~3.4 
French --------· t05 
Geography· 1'Z() 
German..-------------------- 106 
Govc:-nmcnt __ ___ _ _ ______ __ r20 
GrJde Points (~e Honor- PQint~ 
Grades -- 3i4 
Grada•tes .l942. 135 
.. A,ts and S<i=~ ---- --· 55-5·9 
Schoal cf M:usic: ____ __ )'24, 1'2 7 
Greek ---------------------- 6r 
Harding Cone~e. TJie Nam< ____ 17 
Purpose ---------------- t8 
H ;no:-y _ _ , ---- 118 
History of. the SJ:hool ---------- I 7 
~01lr;.~ .v.~. ----------33.~ 
Home Economie& __ Z4. 5r. 9<1-101 
Honorary and Social Clu.bs 2 K 
Honor Poinu _ ) '). 
Hospital ------- J 9 
Infirmation for- New Students 3 S 
Journalism ---------------- 9 r-94 
J a.aiol' and Seltior Requ.iremeJZ.tS _ 5 7 
Laboratories ----- 24 
uboa:aq Te.chmcian. Coone - II> 
l.ibrory 2> 
Muhema.tics. ------------ I 01-1 O>J. 
Medic;~. I and Hos_&"ital &:r\t'U:e _ ___ 3 9 
Music ------------------ 124-13-+ 
Officers of l.n.structiom -------- G~ 12. 
Ordvst= 27. 124 
Phxsieal EdDca.tion. -------- tO 7-1 n 
Physical Sciences. ----- 112~ 1 rs: 
Physics II 8: 
Pia.n.o1 __ 128": 
Rent 134 
Tuition.----------- '5>7. ]34, 
Plan of. Wod<. -------------- 56-59 
Pre~Architectural CotirS~ -------- 102:. 
Pre~Dental Course _ -- - -------- I f4 
Pre~ Engineering Caune -------- 10 .U 
Pee -Medical CoUISe _______ ___ 112 
Pre~Pbarma:c.eu.tic.;:cl Courre ______ ll.S 
Ps~eliole&Y 82, 84 
Rcgulotion• 32! 
R.cporcs. t~ Paun:t~ ----------- 3-4 
Ro""'"'-- 3/ 
ti,:(y;A_cn_·~v-::in-:..._:-------- I~' 
School of Mosie: -------- 121-134 
S".cienc:e:· 
Biology ------------- - 70-73· 
Physical:------- --- rJ 2-118: 
Sociolagr -------- --- _ 120 
S<>ci'!T S'ciesaa rr8- rz O< 
Sp•nish 106 
Sp<ecll, Department of' ~- 8 T 
Te;rcbers· C:ertit1cat-es: -------- 45 ~5 2' 
Tr:~nscript of Crtdilr _ 3 "4~ 
Training- Scboal 6 0 
T~ti= n.rr 
Tobacco _ 3:5: 
Violi\-uition- __________ __ if. m: 
Voice -------------- ------ 13 I' 
T•ition- -- 37. 134 ' 
Z0.oi"~Z' ------------ 7.0-Hl 
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